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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 

Popular religion in Taiwan is not a religious movement crystallized in the present 

moment, but the product of a complex evolutionary process, beginning in a semi- 

mystical era as Chinese civilization progressed from the late Neolithic period into the 

annals of documented history. Nor is it simply the combined accumulation of belief, 

philosophy and ritual of the major schools of thought.  Chinese religious culture is rooted 

in animistic belief and primitive notions of the soul, later developed by the minds of great 

sages, emperors, mystics, monks and priests, and conceptualized and formulated into 

recognizable forms identifiable to both the educated elites in China and Western 

academics as the unifying force of Chinese culture.  

 

This thesis, by illustrating the interconnectedness of thoughts and events through time, a 

phenomenon the historical Buddha labeled ‘interdependent origin’, will demonstrate that 

the component elements of popular religion found in Taiwan today reflect the progression 

of an accumulation of profound philosophies, historic and fictional events. These have 

then been reduced to their rudimentary notions and functions as a means of both religious 

and cultural identity. This has been an inevitable necessity, as no individual could master 

the abundance of so many profound and often conflicting concepts, practices and 

ideologies. Instead, the functional and emotionally necessary components have been 

extracted and coagulated into a form that is both tolerant and utilitarian in nature, is 

culturally unifying, and can be collectively expressed by common people as 

multitudinous forms of popular religious beliefs and practices. 

 

Methodology 

 

Two methodologies have been employed to illustrate this cultural phenomenon. Chapters 

two and three develop this hypothesis through historical research into the major 

philosophies and events that laid the foundations from which popular religion has 
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evolved. Chapters four and five present case studies of four temples in Taiwan and 

examine patterns of worship, religious practices including divination (which plays a 

major role in each temple), religious identity, the popularity of individual deities within 

each temple, and the relationships between the temples and the communities that they 

serve. An ethnological approach has been taken to the research involving the statistical 

analysis of surveys, and in-depth interviews with key figures in each temple.  

 

Definitions of Popular Religion 

 

Popular religion requires definition, and traditionally, three approaches have been applied 

by western scholars to the subject. A long-established approach taken by western 

academians has been to focus research on the major traditions of Confucianism, Taoism 

and Buddhism. Whatever remained that could not conveniently be consigned to one of 

these intellectual paradigms was largely ignored and generally categorized as popular 

religion.1 Within this framework, Western scholars have tended to focus on individual 

aspects of popular religion, ancestor worship, kinship, spirit mediums, individual deities 

and cults, rather than focusing on a holistic approach. This thesis aims to portray a 

multifaceted representation of the factors that have contributed to present day popular 

religion in Taiwan, so that new students of Chinese religion or those with a general 

interest in Chinese culture or Taiwan studies have an historic and contemporary 

framework from which to begin further research. 

 

The second attitude towards popular religion has been to classify it as the belief system of 

the uneducated masses. This association is by no means a recent one. Xun Zi (荀子) 310-

237 BCE, a Confucian philosopher that lived during the Warring States period of Chinese 

history, observed that different social classed perceived ritual sacrifices from different 

perspectives. 

 

                                                 
1 Teiser. Steven F. Popular Religion. Journal of Asian Studies, Vol 54, No. 2. May 1995. p378. 
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“Among gentlemen, they are taken as the way of man; among common 

people they are taken as matters concerning demons” 

 

The insinuation is that the educated elite understand that rituals are human constructs 

with function and purpose, while the uneducated masses comprehend rituals as a way to 

placate harmful spiritual forces.  

 

The third approach recognizes popular religion as that practiced by all classes of society 

as ‘popular’ derives from the Latin popularis meaning ‘belonging to the people’.2 Even 

though the understanding of rituals may vary between individuals born at different times 

or into dissimilar personal circumstances, the rituals practiced remain the same. 

Substantiating this argument is the fact that since the Sung dynasty, 960 CE, a relatively 

high degree of social integration has been possible in China due to shared ritual and 

beliefs3, though this tendency may have been influenced by Confucian ethics that have 

resisted change and promoted a stable social hierarchy. 

 

This thesis proposes a fourth definition. Two central foundations of Chinese culture are 

ancestor worship and the family cult, both supported by filial piety, the religious aspects 

of which will be explored in detail in chapter 2. The principal celebration in the Chinese 

calendar is New Year, and numerous traditional activities are observed during this period, 

most of which reinforce both ancestor worship and filial piety. The New Year is marked 

by visits to family and relatives, and 2007 saw the world’s largest mass migration in 

history4. An estimated two billion journeys were made during a period known as chunyun 

(春運) which begins fifteen days before the New Year, as migrant workers and Chinese 

citizens living overseas returned home to visit their families. Traditionally, a reunion 

dinner is held at the home of the eldest family member on either New Years Eve or on the 

first day of the New Year. On the second day of the Chinese New Year, married 

daughters visit their parents. Red envelopes containing money are given, red decorations 

are pasted to walls, and the exploding sound of firecrackers can be heard from every 
                                                 
2 Cited at http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?term=popular November 2001 
3 Teiser. p 379. 
4 Cited at http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/17198282/  May 2007 
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street. Celebrations are held around the world and are commonly associated with Chinese 

culture. In Taiwan, when I have asked people what Chinese New Year means to them, the 

most common responses have been ‘red envelopes’ and ‘big family dinners’. The second 

most important festival is the Mid Autumn Festival that is celebrated on fifteenth day of 

the eighth lunar month, in 2007 falling on the 25 September. In Taiwan, it is a national 

holiday, and traditionally on this day, similarly to New Year, Chinese family members 

and friends congregate, barbeque, appreciate the bright mid-autumn harvest moon, and 

eat moon cakes and pomeloes.  

 

Even though both of these festivals and a plethora of traditions and superstitions are 

associated with the family and Chinese culture, in actuality, they all share religious 

origins. Guò nián (過年) which means to ‘cross’ or ‘passover’ New Year originally had 

sinister connotations. The Nian was a fearsome monster that once a year materialized to 

prey on humans. Doors were bolted on New Years Eve and children kept out of sight 

incase they should be eaten. The Nian (年) was a supernatural mythological being, with 

obvious religious implications, as it was not of the natural world. In both the Taoist and 

popular religion pantheons, on the 23rd day of the twelfth month, the Stove God Zao Jun 

(灶君) reports to the Jade Emperor (Yuhuang (玉皇)) in Heaven of the activities of each 

family during the preceding year and return to the hearth on New Years Eve5. The New 

Year is also a celebration to welcome the new Tai Sui (太歲), a much-feared deity, second 

in power to the Jade Emperor (chapter 4.1), and responsible for good fortune during the 

coming year. Mid Autumn Festival too started as animistic worship of the moon, and of 

Chang E (嫦娥) a mythical goddess of great beauty who dwelt in the Palace of the 

Immortals on the moon.6  

 

Therefore, the fourth definition of popular religion that I propose is inclusive of the 

derivatives of the major philosophical schools and religions, ancestor worship, the family 

cult, animism, traditions and superstitions, and is in a constant state of evolution. New 

deities are readily created and older deities, which have not proven themselves as 

                                                 
5 Chinese religion. Thompson,. Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1979. Page 131. 
6 Chinese Mythological Gods. Stevens,K. Oxford University Press, 2001.Page 56. 
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beneficial or lucky, are abandoned. New temples open with unique combinations of 

deities that are worshiped and called upon for divine assistance, divination and spiritual 

and material benefits. The boundaries between popular religion and Chinese culture are 

largely imaginary, as what is identifiable as Chinese culture, as in the cases of Chinese 

New Year, Mid Autumn Festival, ancestor worship and the family cult, are inevitably 

integral within the spheres of popular religious beliefs and practices.  

 

It must be stressed that the topic of this thesis is popular religion in Taiwan. The research 

and thesis have no connection with, or any implications relating to political or national 

identity issues. The original Long Shan Temple was located in Fujian (福建) Province in 

Mainland China, and the main deity Guan Yin originated in India. Similarly, the main 

deities worshiped at Nan Kun Shen, The Royal Lords, and Tu Di Gong at Fu An Gong 

both originated in Mainland China, and Mazu, who is worshiped at the Mazu temple in 

Penghu was an historic character born in Fujian Province. This thesis focuses on the 

historic background of topics pertaining to popular religion in order to present the reader 

with sufficient background knowledge to appreciate and understand the present day 

worship patterns at these four case study temples in Taiwan. The issue of Chinese versus 

Taiwanese identity is not alluded to, implied, discussed or researched in any way in this 

thesis. 

 

Ancestor worship, the family cult, Confucian values, Taoism, Buddhism, animism, 

superstition, ritual, faith, folk deities and tradition are all therefore facets of popular 

religion in Taiwan. These different traditions have become so interwoven in the fabric of 

religious life, that it is common to find deities from all of these traditions housed side by 

side in numerous temples throughout the island. In Taiwan, there are over 25,000 temples, 

which claim more than 13,000,000 members.7 The vast majority of these temples are 

officially registered as Taoist, (18,274), and Buddhist, (4,038).8 However, in most cases, 

deities belonging to both of these religious traditions are usually found in both Taoist and 

Buddhist temples. In addition to this, deities associated with Confucianism and local folk 

                                                 
7 Taiwan Government Information Office. 2005 Yearbook.  http://www.gio.gov.tw/taiwan-website/5-
gp/yearbook/22Religion.htm    2006 
8 Ibid 
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and nature deities belonging to neither tradition often abide within these temples. The 

field research has been intentionally undertaken in four contrasting communities each 

with a distinctive character and representing the most frequently worshiped deities in 

Taiwan.  

 

Hypotheses 

 

This thesis aims to give a comprehensive insight into the utilitarian and functional belief 

system of popular religion as practiced by lay people in Taiwan. The rationale of 

comparing four temples is to firmly establish the utilitarian nature of the popular religion. 

This thesis hypothesizes that the choice of deities installed in any given temple is 

utilitarian, as they will be selected to serve the immediate material and social needs of 

specific communities. This assumption is based on the supposition that city dwellers will 

face different life challenges to members of a fishing community, who in turn will face 

different anxieties from members of farming or mountain communities. As each 

community will have different practical and material needs, if popular religion is indeed 

utilitarian in nature, one can expect to find a different combination of deities relevant to 

the problems most frequently faced by each community. Moreover, this thesis 

hypothesizes that the relationship between culture, popular religion, temples and the 

community is utilitarian, as in Taiwan, it has contributed to creating a cohesive society 

exhibiting a high degree of religious toleration. 

 

The purpose of this thesis is however multifunctional. As stressed in the proposed fourth 

definition of popular religion, this thesis hypothesizes that features of popular religion are 

so tightly woven into the daily fabric of life in Taiwan, that certain aspects of popular 

religion are perceived as cultural rather than religious traditions. This theory will be 

examined in an historic context in chapters two and three, and verified through field 

research detailed in chapters four and five. 

 

Lastly, this thesis will assess the influence of divination on the lives of lay practitioners in 

Taiwan. This thesis hypothesizes that the effects of fortune telling within the four case 
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study temples influences important decisions taken by practitioners. This phenomenon 

contradicts existing psychological research into decision-making, which proposes that 

individuals go through complex normative or descriptive decision-making processes. 

This thesis proposes that by entrusting supernatural forces to provide answers to yes/no 

questions, the use of bua bue in a religious context largely eliminates the necessity of 

undergoing conventional decision-making processes. Divination will be introduced in 

chapter 5.1, and this hypothesis explored in depth in chapter 5.2. 

 

Research Methods 

 

The field research has been undertaken in the following temples. Long Shan Temple, 

Taipei city (龍山寺, 台北市); Nan Kun Shen, Tainan County (南鯤鯓, 台南縣); Fu An Gong, 

Pingdong County (福安宮, 屏東縣) and the Tian Hou Gong, Magong City, Penghu County 

(天后宮, 馬公市, 澎湖縣). For the purpose of this thesis, Long Shan Temple, located in the 

Wanhua district of Taipei, characterizes city temples. Nan Kun Shen Temple, located 

thirty kilometers south of Tainan city, serves both a local rural community and visitors 

who worship The Royal Lords (Wang Ye 王爺) . Fu An Gong functions as a center of 

worship for local rural and mountain communities, as well as for visitors from nearby 

Pingdong City, and the Mazu Temple in Penghu represents temples that serve coastal 

fishing communities.  

 

In each of these case study temples, three research methods have been employed to test 

the aforementioned hypotheses. Historical research relating to the deities within the 

temples, surveys completed by visitors to the temples and in-depth interviews with 

representatives of each temple or religious community. The surveys form the largest part 

of the research, and will first be analyzed in chapter four to illustrate the attitudes and 

opinions of a cross selection of the community that worships in each temple. In chapter 

5.2, the sections of the survey relating to bua bue and divination will be analyzed in order 

to assess the influence of divination in a religious context on decision making in Taiwan. 

Chapter six will evaluate the historical evidence and survey results from the four temples 
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and conclusions from the research will be drawn, and possibilities for further in depth 

research will be proposed.  

 

The interviews touch upon many subjects including temple activities comprising of 

religious parades, social groups and social work within the community, traditions, rituals, 

deities and temple history.  The survey questions are designed to assess the reasons why 

individuals visit temples, the degree of their religious convictions, their beliefs and 

preferences concerning specific deities and religious practices, and their use of fortune 

telling in their decision making process. An equal number of males and females in four 

age categories, 0-24, 25-40, 41-60 and over 60 have been surveyed in each temple. A 

copy of the survey and a list of preliminary interview questions can be found in the 

appendix. 
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1:2 Literature review 
 

General Reference Books 

 

Abundant literature exists on the major Chinese religious and philosophical traditions, all 

of which have contributed to some extent to the formation of contemporary popular 

religion. The works most relevant to this thesis include Thompson (1979), Paper / Jordan 

/ Thompson and Lawrence (1998), Werner (1927), Stevens (2002), Adler (2002), and 

Morgan (1942). 

 

Thompson (1979)9 offers a comprehensive explanation of all the major Chinese belief 

systems, and includes chapters dealing with the role of ancestor worship in Chinese 

religion, the ‘borrowing’ of rituals, beliefs and deities between Taoism and Buddhism, 

and a description of the most popular deities in Taiwan, thus bringing his narrative of 

Chinese religion into the modern era. Of particular relevance to this thesis, his work 

explains the existence of many deities in relation to ancestor worship, concluding that 

theoretically, any deceased person can become deified. From a philosophical perspective, 

he offers an explanation of the nature of the ‘soul’ in Chinese popular religion.  

 

Paper/ Jordan / Thompson and Lawrence (1998)10 present an in-depth analysis of the 

Sinicization of Buddhism, the history of Taoism, and the way in which the two religions 

have appropriated from each other and adapted to cultural change. Also of relevance to 

this thesis are chapters on gods and temples within the community, and on ritual and 

festivals. Chapter 4 explains the Mazu cult and religious pilgrimages and chapter 10 gives 

an outline of the most significant religious festivals. 

 

                                                 
9 Thompson, Lawrence G. Chinese Religion. Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, California, 1979. 
10 Paper, Jordan, Thompson, Lawrence . The Chinese Way in Religion. Wadsworth Publishing Company, 
Belmont, California, 1998. 
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The most comprehensive work in English describing the individual deities that are 

worshiped in Chinese temples is Werner (1927) 11 . Each deity is considered as an 

historical character, a human construct, a legend or myth as appropriate.  Even though the 

work does not include the most recent or purely Taiwanese deities, it does include 

substantial background information on the majority of the most popular deities worshiped 

in Taiwan today. 

 

As an accompaniment to Werner is Stevens (2002)12 which is another excellent source 

book for origins of mythological deities in Chinese religion. Many of the deities 

discussed predate the major traditions of Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism. Deities 

of fate and destiny, the legendary rulers of Chinese prehistory, the Sage Kings, mythical 

deities of popular legend, deities of nature and natural phenomena, gods of the 

underworld and mythological deities revealed in the last thousand years are all portrayed 

in detail. Stevens’ definition of ‘popular religion’ is of a faith inclusive of Taoist and 

Buddhist deities, legendary demigods, spirits of historical heroes and deified humans, 

thus largely supporting the fourth definition of popular religion offered in the previous 

chapter. 

 

Adler (2002)13 provides an overview of Chinese religions both from a comparative and 

chronological perspective. Myths and legends surrounding many of the deities found in 

Taiwan are also discussed in their historical context. The philosophical bases for religious 

beliefs are explored, and this information is related to different sects within each of the 

major traditions.   

 

Translations of the original Chinese philosophies covered in the aforementioned books 

are essential to understanding the major Chinese traditions. These are provided in ‘The 

Source Book in Chinese Philosophy’, thus giving deeper insight into the philosophies that 

                                                 
11 Werner, E.T.C. Myths and Legends of China. Wildside Press, 2005. 
12 Stevens, Keith G. Chinese Mythological Gods. Oxford University Press, 2001. 
13 Adler, Joseph. Chinese Religions. Routledge, 2002 
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have contributed to the formation of popular religion in Taiwan. Chan (1969)14 covers 

Humanism, Confucianism and neo-Confucianism, Lao Zi, Zhuang Zi, Neo-Taoism and 

religious Daoism, and the philosophies of different schools of Buddhism. The translations 

have introductions and commentaries explaining how each philosophical advance has 

influenced the development of Chinese culture. 

 

Beside myth, legend, history and philosophy, Chinese religion is also rich in symbology 

which is often reflected in temple decoration, the appearance of the deities and in many 

facets of religious superstition. Morgan (1942)15 describes symbols and superstitions, 

dealing with both the major belief systems of Taoism and Buddhism, as well as amulets, 

charms and the natural world. The chapters that are most relevant to this thesis are those 

where Morgan relates these symbols and superstitions to individual deities, as often these 

deities are worshiped in temples in Taiwan.  

 

Buddhism 

 

Buddhism has been extensively researched and there are therefore numerous specialist 

books covering all aspects of the different branches of this religion. The works most 

frequently cited in this thesis are Jones (1999), Skilton (1994), Chun Fang-yu (2001), and 

Hsing (1983).  

 

Jones (1999) 16  gives a detailed account of the history of Buddhism in Taiwan. He 

concludes that due to Taiwan’s turbulent political history, Buddhism in Taiwan has 

developed along its own path, and is different from Buddhism found in Mainland China 

or in other parts of the world. This uniqueness has in turn influenced the aspects of 

popular religion in Taiwan that are related to Buddhism. Jones claims that the uniqueness 

of Buddhism in Taiwan is both the product of historic forces over the last four centuries 

                                                 
14 Chan, Wing-tsit. A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 1963 
15 Morgan, Harry T. Chinese Symbols and Superstitions. P.D. and Ione Perkins, South Pasadena, California, 
1942. 
16 Jones, Charles Brewer. Buddhism in Taiwan. Religion and State 1660-1990. University of Hawai’i Press, 
1999. 
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and the increasing private investment in Buddhist temples since the economic miracle of 

the mid 1970’s. 

 

To examine Buddhism from a wider perspective, a complete history of Buddhism is 

provided by Skilton (1994)17. In the chapter on Chinese Buddhism, Skilton gives detailed 

accounts of different Mahayana schools and the sutras that they embrace. As the 

Bodhisattva tradition has been largely popularized in Chinese Mahayana Buddhism, 

worship of many of the most important Buddhist deities in Taiwan, including Guan Yin, 

have developed from these sutras.  

 

Of particular interest is the work of Chun Fang-yu (2001)18 who provides the most 

comprehensive account of Guan Yin available. Her work therefore presents a major 

contribution to the understanding of Guan Yin  in East Asian Buddhism, and gives a 

well-structured account of the concept of the compassionate Bodhisattva and of the 

religious practices devoted to the 'Goddess of Mercy'.  Guan Yin is found in three of the 

four case study temples, and is the primary deity in Taipei’s Long Shan Temple. 

 

For a more detailed account of temple architecture, the structure and design of Taiwan’s 

Buddhist temples are explained by Hsing (1983)19 who gives detailed explanations and 

histories of the most important Buddhist temples in Taiwan. A chapter on Long Shan 

temple in Taipei is included, and details its history, architecture, deities, rituals, traditions 

and festivals. Hsing concludes that Buddhist ritual and teachings have been restructured 

by the more important monks who came to Taiwan after 1945, and that the clergy of 

different sects of Buddhism have no prejudice amongst them selves, thus contributing to 

religious tolerance in Taiwan.  

 

 
                                                 
17 Skilton, Andrew. A Concise History of Buddhism. Windhorse Publications, 1994. 
18 Chun Fang-yu. Guan-yin. The Chinese transformation of Avalokitesvara. Columbia University press, 
2001. 
19 Hsing, Lawrence Fu-Ch’uan. Taiwanese Buddhism and Buddhist Temples. Pacific Cultural Foundation, 
Taipei, Taiwan, 1983. 
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Taoism 

 

Compared to Buddhism, Taoism has been researched by fewer Western scholars, but the 

works of Schipper 1982 / 2004, who was the first Westerner to receive full initiation as a 

Taoist priest, and the writings of Kohn 2001 are invaluable sources of information. 

 

The majority of Taiwan’s temples are either Taoist or contain some Taoist deities, and 

Schipper (1982) 20  provides in-depth insight into the workings of philosophical and 

religious Taoism. The research for this book was carried out in Tainan city and Tainan 

County between 1962 and 1970. It covers a diverse range of topics including the Taoist 

liturgy, mythology, ritual and mysticism. Since the book was written, the author has 

made a comparative study of Taoism in Mainland China, and concludes that although 

there are striking differences between Taoism in Taiwan and China, that they are of a 

material, not philosophical nature. However, he claims that most aspects of the religion 

have remained essentially the same, and therefore, with the exception of local variations, 

his study is applicable to both Taiwan and Mainland China. He began his training as a 

Taoist priest in 1964 and learned the secret oral traditions and rituals performed by the 

Taoist masters. His work therefore provides an insiders perspective of the religion which 

is based on practical experience as well as academic research. Schipper expresses the 

belief that much of Taoist practice is inseparable from popular traditions and Chinese 

culture, thereby giving support to the hypothesis that much of what is identifiable as 

Chinese culture, is also inherent within the sphere of popular religious beliefs and 

practices. A complete translation of the Taoist canon with an insightful commentary has 

also been compiled by Schipper.21   

 

Kohn (2001)22 offers a comprehensive analysis of Taoism through different historical 

periods and discusses Taoism practiced in modern times. The book explores the ritualistic 

and bureaucratic nature of Taoism in detail. Furthermore, it proposes that even someone 

                                                 
20 Schipper, Kristofer. The Taoist Body. SMC Publishing INC, Taipei, 1982. 
21 Schipper, K. The Taoist canon : a historical companion to the Daozang. University of Chicago Press, 
2004. 
22 Kohn, Livia. Daoism and Chinese Culture. Three Pines Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2001. 
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who is a marginal member of the religion might identify himself or herself as Taoist, and 

therefore presents Taoism in both social and cultural contexts. Of specific interest to this 

thesis, the book details the historic interactions of Taoism with Buddhism, Confucianism, 

popular religion and politics, thus illustrating the interconnectedness between different 

philosophies, religious practices and socio-political changes. 

 

Contemporary Anthropology 

 

Many contemporary anthropologists including Clart and Jones (2003) and Katz (2003) 

look at religion from a sociological or political perspective, while others, for instance 

Anhern (1973) study religion as practiced in one specific locality. A third anthropological 

approach is taken by Jordan (1982 / 1999) who writes in detail about specific cults or 

rituals.  

 

Exploring contemporary religion in Taiwan from a wider range of academic disciplines, 

Clart and Jones (2003)23  offers a collection of academic essays relating to different 

aspects of religion in contemporary Taiwan. The essays examine religion from social, 

political, economic and historical perspectives. Chapter 6 explains how the Taoist 

priesthood is passed on in hereditary lines and that as the family traditions are well 

known and respected by other priestly families, and in a similar fashion to the tolerance 

found among the Buddhist clergy, it has enabled the development of a stable rather than 

competitive hierarchical network. Chapter 11 describes the growth of deity cults and 

politicized temple organizations, and demonstrates that religion in Taiwan is dynamic and 

has responded to environmental, political and spatial changes. 

  

Paul Katz has been researching in Taiwan for many years. In his paper ‘Religion and the 

State in Post-war Taiwan’ (2003)24, by explaining how popular religion was manipulated 

to garner support by candidates in the 2000 Presidential elections in Taiwan, he illustrates 

that it has played an increasingly important role in national politics. Katz therefore 

                                                 
23 Clart, Philip, and Jones, Charles B. Religion in Modern Taiwan. Tradition and Innovation in a Changing 
Society. University of Hawai’i Press, 2003. 
24 Katz. Paul R. Religion and the State in Post-war Taiwan. The China Quarterly. 2003. 
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illustrates that popular religion is taken seriously in contemporary Taiwan by both the 

general populace and the political elite.  

 

Another important anthropological study, in this instance, into the study of ancestor 

worship, was carried out by in the 1970’s by Emily Anhern (1973)25 in a village called 

Xi-nan, (溪南) in northern Taiwan. The book contains numerous anecdotes as recounted 

by members of the Xi-nan community. Many incidents of ancestors harming their 

descendants are cited, an example being of two families whose ancestors had taken an 

oath that their lineages would never marry. However, three marriages between the 

lineages have taken place, and it is believed that as a consequence, the families have been 

dealt with severely by their ancestors. The first marriage produced no children, the 

second only one child who was born crippled, and in the third, all of the children died. 

Although this study does not deal with the broader spectrum of beliefs, traditions, deities 

and rituals in popular religion, it provides excellent anecdotal data on ancestor worship 

and local superstition. 

 

Divination 

Of particular relevance to chapter 5 of this thesis is Jordan (1972)26. His research was 

undertaken in a village in Southern Taiwan in the 1960’s and details many aspects of 

popular religion. Chapters include divine guardians of the village, Taiwanese religion, the 

family, family ghosts and ancestors. Of particular interest is chapter 4 which details 

different forms of divination with special emphasis on divination blocks. 

Built on his earlier research, Jordan’s ‘Taiwanese Poe divination’ (1982) 27  offers a 

scientific explanation to the workings of divination blocks. He suggests that the results of 

divination can be manipulated while still believing that the answer is provided through 

the spiritual capacity of a deity. The paper also describes mathematically how 

reformulating a question will increase the likelihood of receiving a positive response.  
                                                 
25 Anhern, Emily M. The Cult of the Dead in a Chinese Village. Stanford University Press, 1973. 
26 Jordan, David K. Gods, Ghosts and Ancestors. University of California Press. 1972.Jordan, David K 
27Jordan, David K. Taiwanese Poe divination. Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion. Volume 21, 
number 2, pg 114-118.June 1982.  
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Chapter 5.2 of this thesis discusses and assesses the effects of divination on decision-

making in Taiwan. To explore the topic from a cross-disciplinary perspective, papers by 

three psychologists, Guss (2002) 28 , and Tykocinski and Ruffle (2003) 29  have been 

referenced. These papers explain the decision-making process in individualistic (Western) 

and collectivistic (Asian) cultures from the perspective of Western psychology. 

Guss analyzes both normative and descriptive models of decision-making, two theories 

that describe how individuals reach a decision. Having pointed out the weaknesses of 

these models, he proposes a new model that takes into account differences between 

individualistic and collectivist cultures. Tykocinski and Ruffle provide psychological 

explanations as to why people delay making decisions. Exploring divination and 

decision-making from anthropological and psychological perspectives illustrates that 

there is room for further research on the relationship between divination and decision-

making in Taiwan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 
 

                                                 
28 Guss, C.D. Decision making in individualistic and collectivistic cultures. In W. J. Lonner, D. L. Dinnel, 
S. A. Hayes, & D. N. Sattler (Eds.), Online Readings in Psychology and Culture (Unit 4, Chapter 3), 
(http://www.wwu.edu/~culture), Center for Cross-Cultural Research, Western Washington University, 
Bellingham, Washington USA, 2002. 
29 Tykocinski, Orit E., and Ruffle, Bradley, J. Reasonable Reasons for Waiting. Journal of Behavioral 
Decision Making, pg.147, April 2003. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 

ANCESTOR WORSHIP AND THE SPIRIT WORLD. THE FAMILY 

CULT, CONFUCIUS AND FILIAL PIETY  
 

The mind wearies swiftly when it tries to grapple with concepts of the infinite. However, 

in an age long since obscured by the mists of time, maybe while observing the twilight 

receding into night, and stars coming out by their thousands and covering the immense 

arch of the sky with shimmering points of light, ancient tribes must have questioned their 

own mortality, and sought to find intelligent purpose beyond their own lifespan. A 

thirsting for the infinite arose, and faith developed in a life beyond the material plane, 

that from century to century would resist the mauling effects of decay, and roll on 

gloriously and with purpose in the years after their death. 

 

In the Henan region of east central China between 3800 and 5000 years ago30, the 

shamans and wisest members of one such tribe devised a system of ritual that allowed for 

communication between their ruler and the souls of his ancestors, thus acknowledging the 

existence of life beyond death. The tribe was named after the ruling family, the Shang (商) 

which became the name of the dynasty (商朝); the emperor was the ruler of the ancestor 

and spirit-worshiping cult31, and the Shang religion was focused around the relationship 

between the king and his ancestors, 32  therefore laying the foundations and initial 

framework for the family cult, ancestor worship, and popular religion. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
30 Author’s note. The first sovereign Fuxi (伏羲) is said to have lived in the 29th century B.C.E. Documented 
history began in the 18th century B.C.E with the Shang dynasty (商朝). Between these two dates, lived two 
sovereigns, Shennong (神農) and Huangdi (黄帝); the three sage kings Yao (堯) Shun (舜) and Yu (禹); and 
the Xia dynasty (夏朝). Cited from: Adler, Joseph. Chinese Religions. Routledge, 2002 (these pages are 
before the introduction and therefore un-numbered)   
31 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shang_Dynasty June 2007 
32 Adler, Joseph. Chinese Religions. Routledge, 2002. p 21. 
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Shang Dynasty (商朝) 

 

The Shang religion was highly bureaucratic and hierarchical in nature, and thus mirrored 

the social structure of the Shang court. Whilst on Earth, the emperor had supreme 

command over his dominions and subjects, in the spiritual realm, Shang Di (上帝), the 

‘Emperor Above’, had ultimate authority over the celestial domains, his subjects 

comprising of ancestors and a host of Animistic gods personifying mountains, rivers, and 

the forces of nature.33  

 

Hierarchical systems, sectarian or religious, require submission, and thus necessitate 

ritual. An elaborate system of sacrificial offerings developed alongside divination as a 

means of communication between the material and the spiritual realms where ancestors 

were believed to dwell. Acting as intermediaries between the emperor and Shang Di, his 

ancestors were therefore attributed with powers to send down blessings or calamities 

upon their descendents, and thus influence the fates of the living. Therefore, inherent to 

the belief system developed by the Shang was a mutual dependence between the living 

and the dead, the first requiring blessings and divine assistance and the latter requiring 

sacrifices for their welfare in the afterlife. The emperor alone could communicate directly 

with both his own ancestors and Shang Di, whilst common people made offerings to their 

own ancestors and other deities, thus firmly establishing the family cult.34  The deceased 

thereby acquired more powers in ancestral form than they had possessed in life, ritualistic 

sacrifices were offered to them, and henceforth, ancestors, who had the power to 

influence the lives of their descendants, were thus attributed with and powers similar to, 

but lesser than, deities.35  

 

An elaborate system of divination was devised by the priests to allow the Shang emperors 

to communicate directly with the spirit world for advice on the affairs of state. No major 

construction project, military expedition or political alliance was undertaken without the 

                                                 
33 Adler. p 21 
34 Adler. p 23 
35 Thompson, Lawrence G. Chinese Religion. Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, California, 1979. 
pp 46-47. 
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compliance of Shang Di. When misfortune fell upon the empire, reasons were divined, 

and remedies in the form of sacrifice were requested. Thus, from the dawn of the Shang 

dynasty, a link had been forged, uniting the Shang religion and the state that rendered 

them inseparable. When sickness fell upon the royal house, it was assumed a family 

ancestor was displeased, and divination was performed to ascertain what kind of sacrifice 

would placate the ancestor, thereby acquiring a cure. However, the most frequent topic 

for divination was to enquire whether sacrifices had been performed correctly and to the 

satisfaction of the ancestors or Shang Di,36 thus establishing the importance of ritual 

within Chinese culture.  

 

The ingenious method devised for divination required the shoulder blade of a cow or 

plastron from a tortoise, a scribe and a priest. The dried bone, usually measuring about 

30cm would have shallow hollows carved in the back, and then a question would be 

inscribed upon the bone, for example, “We will win a great and noble victory in the battle 

we face tomorrow”. Then, a red hot metal rod would be placed into the hollow forcing 

cracks to appear in the bone, the cracks themselves being interpreted by a divination 

expert. Frequently the process would be repeated with a corresponding negative 

statement, in this case, “We will not win a great and noble victory in the battle we face        

tomorrow”. This process would be completed between five and ten times to ensure that 

the correct answer had been divined.37 Approximately 100,000 Shang dynasty oracle 

bones have been discovered and researched. A proportion of them have been used for 

divination, but without inscription, implicating that the illiterate also performed 

divination to their ancestors in a similar fashion. 

 

Shang Dynasty: The Nature of the Soul 

 

An instinctive yearning for knowledge demanded an explanation for the existence of the 

soul that they both worshiped and questioned through divination. Primeval notions 

evolved, that in the fullness of time would be developed to maturity, and in the 

                                                 
36 Adler. p 23 
37 Adler. p 22 
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terminology of more complex philosophies. However, in the Shang period, primitive 

concepts recognized the distinction between malevolent spirits such as ghosts, demons or 

devils (gui (鬼)), and benevolent spirits (Shen (神)); and between earthly (po (魄)) and 

spiritual (hun (魂)) components of the soul.38 Male (yang (陽)) attributes were associated 

with the hun portion of the soul, and female (yin (陰)) attributes were allotted to the po 

section of the soul.3940  

 

Following death, the two portions of the soul would separate. The earthly po soul would 

remain in the grave so long as the body had been buried with correct ritual, and sacrifices 

continued to be offered to it. If these conditions were not met, the po soul would become 

restless, and transform into a malevolent spirit or vengeful ghost (gui) to haunt its 

descendents. This eventuality was to be avoided at all costs, so the importance of correct 

burial and continuing sacrifice and worship were integrated into the family cult from its 

inauguration. If an individual died an un-natural death or had been seriously wronged in 

their lifetime, the po soul would become malicious and manifest as a ghost, demon or 

devil in the afterlife to seek revenge.  

 

The spiritual (hun) component of the soul would ascend to the spirit world, the dwelling 

place of the gods, and if sacrificed to correctly there it would remain, sending down 

blessings and acting as an intermediary between its descendants and higher deities. Thus, 

the spiritual (hun) soul of an individual was of the same nature as the deities (shen), and 

the worship of gods by a family was almost indistinguishable in nature from the worship 

its ancestors. 41  Thus, a concept allowing for deification of humans and subsequent 

promotion from ancestral spirit to deity had been established from the start of popular 

religion in the Shang dynasty.42  

 

                                                 
38 Thompson.p 12 
39 Adler. p 62. 
40 A fuller system of Yin and Yang attributes and of the nature of the soul was developed and systemized 
before the end of the Han dynasty. Adler. p 62. 
41 Adler. p 62. 
42 Thompson. p 12 
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The system that evolved was therefore fluid in nature, whereby, the soul of an ancestor 

could become a deity or a ghost, and a ghost if sacrificed to and worshiped properly 

could become an ancestor or deity.  As ancestors and deities are both shen comprising of 

yang spiritual energy, differentiation needs to be made. The distinctive differences are 

that deities have more spiritual power (ling (靈)) than ancestors, and while ancestors may 

effect the lives of their descendents, deities could effect the lives of individuals, 

communities, states or empires. Ling is accumulative and diminishing in nature, thereby 

allowing a deity to increase in power relative to sacrifices and worship offered to them, or 

conversely, to lose their power if worship and sacrifice is lessened until, when their ling 

is finally exhausted, they may cease to exist.  

  

Zhou Dynasty (周朝) 

 

The Western Zhou dynasty (西周)(1045-771 B.C.E.)43 replaced the Shang dynasty, and 

adopted the most advanced elements from the Shang civilization, most notably, its 

writing system. As similarities existed between the two religious structures, they were 

easily merged into one cohesive system. During the Western Zhou dynasty, as ancestor 

worship and family cults grew, ritualistic worship became more elaborate in nature, 

requiring blood sacrifices to be made to appease the ancestors. The ‘Book of Odes’ (Shi 

Jing (詩經))44 records: 

 

“The oxen and sheep all pure, 

We proceed to the winter and autumnal sacrifices. 

Some flay the victims; some boil their flesh; 

Some arrange the meat ; some adjust the pieces of it. 

The priest sacrifices inside the temple gate, 

And all the service is complete and brilliant. 

Grandly come our progenitors (direct ancestors); 

Their Spirits happily enjoy the offerings; 

                                                 
43 Adler. Page un-numbered. 
44 An anthology of 305 poems and songs from the Zhou (周朝) and Shang dynasties 
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Their filial descendent receives blessing:   

They will reward him with great happiness, 

With myriads of years , life without end.”45 

 

The Zhou dynasty originated with King Wen (周文王) also known as ‘the cultured king’, 

and his son, King Wu (周武王), who was a fearsome military leader that in the 11th 

century B.C.E, at the Battle of Muye (牧野之戰), with 50,000 warriors, overthrew the 

Shang dynasty.46 King Wu died while his son was a child, and therefore, Wu’s brother, 

the Duke of Zhou (周公旦), took control of the empire, and within five years consolidated 

the his territory by subduing the rulers of eastern states who dared oppose the Zhou.47 

 

King Wu, after defeating the Shang, rather than annihilating the ruling family, in 

exchange for submission to the Zhou dynasty, assigned them a fiefdom in which they 

could maintain the worship of their ancestors. 

 

The Zhou maintained worship of Shang Di alongside that of Heaven (Tian (天)); however, 

Tian eventually became the name of the highest spiritual being. Although during the 

beginning of the Zhou period both deities were worshiped, Shang Di possessed the 

connotation of a personal god while Tian represented the impersonal. Furthermore, Tian 

was attributed with morality, and a belief known as the ‘Mandate of Heaven’ (tianming 

( 天 命 )) was propagated to give philosophical legitimacy to the Zhou dynasty. The 

Mandate of Heaven decreed that, based on the virtue (de (德)) of a given family, the 

authority and power to govern are granted to them by Tian. A consequence of a decline in 

virtue therefore results in the Mandate of Heaven being passed to another family. Thus 

again we find the family as the center of a religious and cultural ideal. The Western Zhou 

dynasty lasted until 771 B.C.E when the capital was moved from Chang'an (長安) to 

Luoyang (洛陽) in present day Henan (河南) province. 

 

                                                 
45 Book of Odes. Number 209. Cited at: http://etext.virginia.edu/chinese/shijing/AnoShih.html  1998 
46 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Muye  April 2007 
47 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duke_of_Zhou  May 2007 
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Zhou Dynasty and Confucius (孔夫子) 

 

The Eastern Zhou dynasty (東周) (771-221 B.C.E)48 was a golden age of philosophy that 

gave birth to new schools of thought, most influential being that of Confucius (孔夫子). 

Numerous works have been written about his ideas and ideals, and his influence on 

Chinese thought and culture are so great that many more deserve to be written. However, 

as this thesis is primarily concerned with popular religious practice, this chapter will only 

present a brief analysis of Confucian ideas specifically relating to the relationships 

between the family cult, filial piety and ancestor worship. 

 

Even though Confucius rarely mentioned deities in the spirit world, his works laid a 

moral framework that reinforced both ancestor worship and family cults that developed in 

the Shang period, and his philosophies have therefore influenced social behavior in 

Chinese culture up to the present day.  

 

Based on the times of King Wen, King Wu and the Duke of Zhou, a historic period that 

he perceived as a golden age in Chinese culture, Confucius advocated the importance of 

family allegiance, ancestor worship, filial piety and respect of elders, and family virtue as 

the foundations for an ideal society and government.49 Some key components of his 

philosophy include humanity (ren (仁)), ritual propriety (li (禮)), filial piety (xiao (孝)) 

and the superior man (junzi(君子)).50 These concepts are of course inter-related, thus 

contributing to a complete philosophy governing behavior and society. Many of his ideas 

are recorded in a book called ‘The Analects’ (論語).51   

 

An essential aspect of humanity, as defined by Confucius, is filial piety. This is stressed 

in the last line of the second verse of the Analects (Lynyu (論語), and a theme repeated 

throughout his philosophy. 

 

                                                 
48 Adler. Page un-numbered 
49 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confucius February 2007 
50 Author’s note. It should be noted there are many other profound components of Confucian philosophy. 
51 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analects June 2007 
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1.2 Filial piety and brotherly respect are the root of humanity.52 
            孝弟也者，其為仁之本與 

 

 

Filial piety is of course also the root of the family cult, which, taken to a logical 

conclusion, involves the continued veneration of ones parents after their death in the form 

of ancestor worship. This pattern is circular, as in turn, ancestor worship reinforces the 

family lineage (tzu (祖)) and therefore filial piety. This pattern had already fully emerged 

by the Western Zhou period, and Confucian philosophy has served to strengthen it. 

 

According to Confucian principals, rules of ritual propriety represent correct behavior 

within society, and must be applied to every aspect of daily life, including those related to 

ancestor worship and the afterlife. Ritual propriety is therefore necessary in order to 

become what Confucius described as a ‘superior person’ (junzi( 君 子 )). Both the 

importance of ritual propriety and ancestor worship are frequently stressed in the 

Analects: 

 

2:5 When parents are alive, serve them according to the rules of propriety. 

When they die, bury them according to the rules of propriety and sacrifice 

to them with the rules of propriety.53 
生，事之以禮；死，葬之以禮，祭之以禮。 

 

 

Furthermore, Confucius warns that when practicing filial piety, if it is not done with 

genuine sincerity, it is of no value. He also specifies that one should only worship one’s 

own ancestors, thus reinforcing the value of family ties and of the blessings that only 

one’s own ancestors can bestow.  

 

                                                 
52 Analects 1:1 cited at: Chan, Wing-tsit. A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1963. p  20 
53 Analects 2:5 cited at: Chan. p 23 
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2:7 Filial piety nowadays means to be able to support ones parents. But we 

support even dogs and horses. If there is no feeling of reverence, where 

lies the difference? 
           今之孝者，是謂能養。至於犬馬，皆能有養；不敬，何以別乎？ 

 

2:24 It is flattery to offer sacrifice to ancestral spirits other than one's own. 

To see what is right and not do it is cowardice. 
            非其鬼而祭之，諂也。見義不為，無勇也。 

 

Analects 2:24 therefore shows that ancestor worship played an indispensable role in 

reinforcing the cohesion of both family and of family lineage. As family units grew, a 

unifying bond of ritual worship would naturally strengthen the social bonds and 

commonality both within individual family units, and between the families following the 

same traditions, thus, for better or worse, ensuring a nation based on closely-knit social 

and family groups.   

 

Thus, a combination of ancestor worship coupled with Confucian filial piety that in turn 

strengthened the existing family cult, has elevated the family unit in importance beyond 

the proportions found in Western civilization. To fully comprehend the importance of 

ancestor worship in Chinese culture, the patrilineal family lineage system (tzu) needs to 

be incorporated into the larger picture.  

 

Tzu refers to the male descendents of a common ancestor sharing the same family name, 

and includes wives and children, although married daughters and the families they have 

married into are not included. Whereas in Western culture new family units usually 

separate from their parents to set up fresh households, in Chinese culture, married sons 

traditionally remain living with their parents, attached to the family lineage, and a part of 

a larger family organization. While in Western culture, earlier generations tend to be 

forgotten, the ancestor cult remembers the lineage in ancestral tablets that are often kept 

in an ancestral temple. Therefore, marriage and childbirth in the West are generally 

associated with future generations, while in Chinese tradition, as a result of ancestor 
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worship, new life is associated with supporting elder generations, and through sacrifices 

and worship (ritual propriety), supplying the needs of family ancestors. The family 

lineage of Confucius is among the longest recorded, and Mr. Kong, a direct descendent of 

Confucius, is planning to make public the fifth revision of his family tree in 2009. This 

family tree for the first time will include females, and Mr. Kong believes Confucius may 

now have more than three million descendants.54  

 

Conclusion 

 

A reoccurring theme that runs through the history of Chinese religion and philosophy is 

the influence of preceding periods upon future events. This could be called the 

association through time. Although this is true to some extent in every culture, reverence 

of the old and veneration of the past, exemplified by the practices of filial piety, ancestor 

worship and ritual, have aided in the maintenance and continuity of time honored 

traditions.  

 

Future transformations and innovations in Buddhism, Taoism and popular religion will be 

discussed in chapter 3.1, but it is clear than fundamental religious principles were 

established during the Shang dynasty, reinforced during the Zhou, and these principals 

were adhered to during the transformations that occurred in the following millennia.  

 

The system of worship and sacrifice by the living in order to obtain blessings from the 

deceased, thereby attributing spirits with powers to influence the material world has 

 

“ultimately colored all of Chinese religion, which may be seen as an 

extension of this idea.”55 

 

In fact, there are very few differences between the underlying concepts in popular 

religion in the Shang period and in contemporary popular religion in Taiwan. The 

                                                 
54 Cited at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/5388064.stm 28 September 2006 
55 Thompson. p 46 
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differences that exist have emerged largely the result of additional deities, rituals and 

traditions incorporated from Buddhism and religious Taoism.56  

 

As noted, ritual played a central role in the Shang religion that was both hierarchical and 

bureaucratic in nature. The importance of ritual and ritual propriety was then reinforced 

by Confucian philosophy.  Religious Taoism later adopted a strict hierarchical system in 

its classification of deities, and ritual has played a major role in both Taoism and 

Sinicized Buddhism. The popular religious pantheon is still organized on a hierarchical 

basis. 

 

The link that was forged between the Shang kings and their religion, although 

transforming in nature during different dynasties, set a precedent for the continuing 

interaction between religion and politics, and links between them have continued into the 

present day (chapter 3.2). 

 

The popularity of religious divination has also continued throughout Chinese history. A 

similarity may be noted between Shang dynasty divination, and the present day use of 

divination blocks in Taiwan (chapter 5.2).  Although these are very different methods of 

divination, in both traditions, a question has to be repeated a number of times for an 

answer to be considered valid. 

 

The influence of Confucius on Chinese culture can not be overstated, and has been aptly 

summarized by Bary, Chan and Watson. 

 

“If we were to characterize in one word the Chinese way of life for the last 

two thousand years, the word would be “Confucian”. No other individual 

in Chinese history has so deeply influenced the life and thought of his 

people, as a transmitter, teacher, and creative interpreter of the ancient 

                                                 
56 Thompson.p 61 
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culture and literature, and as a molder of the Chinese mind and 

character”57 

 

Although during the following millennium other traditions including religious Taoism 

and Sinicized Buddhism have developed, ancestor worship and the family cult, founded 

in the Shang dynasty and reinforced by Confucian philosophy, have provided a culturally 

unifying continuity throughout Chinese history, and have always remained a central 

theme in popular religious practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
57 Bary. Chan. Watson. Sources of Chinese Tradition. Columbia University Press, New York, 1960. p17 
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CHAPTER 3 – ASSOCIATION THROUGH TIME 

 

3.1. Exchanging of Ideas, Rituals and Deities between Taoism and 

Buddhism in Mainland China 
 

Intelligent Design 

 

No accident of fates unguided by the intelligence of man could have produced the 

religiously tolerant and cohesive society that is evident in Taiwan today. The inherent 

contradictions between Confucian, Taoist and Buddhist philosophy in their purest forms 

render them absolute, each suited to being the directing force behind different and 

competing cultures. However, in their mutual struggle for survival in a competitive 

society, that through war and repression has witnessed a plethora of major dynasties and 

minor dynasties raise to the forefront of Chinese civilization only to be forcibly replaced 

by the unstoppable force of a mightier war machine, the ingenuity of man has prevailed.  

The rational intervention of emperors, diplomats, monks and priests has guided and 

manipulated religions, philosophies and sects into a state of moral acceptance, 

appropriation and compromise, allowing each to prosper and thrive in different historic 

periods, and eventually mutually cohabit within Chinese culture. These historic events 

culminated in the mass exodus of monks and Celestial Masters to Taiwan in 1948. An 

understanding of the major events in this cycle is indispensable in understanding the 

present nature of popular religion in Taiwan.  

 

Buddha expounded upon the doctrine of interdependent origin, also referred to as the 

principal of causality, of cause and effect, or of action and subsequent consequence. 

There is no action, or sequence of actions that arise without a cause, and many 

phenomena, both natural and social, arise dependant on a number of interrelated factors. 

Through the tentacles of time, an intricate and complex web of cause and effect has been 

spun, whereby Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism have all contributed to the fates of 

each other, and thus on the shape and form popular religious practice today.  
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Buddhism 

 

The influence of Buddhism can be traced through history from the forming of the 

Mahayana tradition at the fourth Buddhist council in Kashmir in the 1st century B.C.E., 

through a succession of dynasties and sociopolitical changes, the influences of which 

have helped shape contemporary Buddhist culture. Many non-Buddhist temples including 

Taoist temples contain Buddhas and Bodhisattvas from the Mahayana tradition. Usually 

appearing in groups of three, the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are commonly housed on 

higher floors in Taoist temples, or may have their own sanctuary built between the main 

hall and the shrine to the Jade emperor (Yu Huang 玉皇), who, by right of rank, bestowed 

on him approximately one and a half millennium after the birth of Buddha, occupies the 

rearmost hall. In Taoist and Buddhist temples containing deities from other traditions, the 

Bodhisattva Guan Yin (觀音), Mazu (媽祖) and the Jade Emperor are among the favored 

deities in Taiwan. 

 

As the Bodhisattva tradition was not present in the Hinayana Buddhism that flourished 

before the advent of the Mahayana School, the separation of the Hinayana and Mahayana 

schools in India in the 1st Century B.C.E has had a profound effect on the development of 

Chinese Buddhism, and therefore on popular religion today. Mahayana sutras were the 

basis for all the major schools of Chinese Buddhism. The nature of the new sutras both 

increased the likelihood of Buddhism being accepted in China, and having been accepted, 

in assimilating a plethora of impressive Buddhas and Bodhisattvas to the ever-expanding 

pantheon of popular Chinese deities.  

 

In the non-Mahayana schools of Buddhism, the only Bodhisattvas recognized are the 

previous incarnations of the Siddhartha Gautama as recorded in the Jataka books of the 

Khuddaka-Nikaya, and Maitreya (Mile Pusa 彌勒菩薩), the future Buddha predicted to be 

born after a lapse of five thousand years. The religious goal of Buddhism was through 

meditation and correct conduct, to become an arhat, one who has escaped the cycle of 
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rebirths.58 The Mahayana presented a new idea, the Bodhisattva, who out of compassion, 

achieves enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient beings, as only a Buddha possesses 

the knowledge and wisdom to help the greatest number of people.59  

 
           
In popular religion, as a direct result of Mahayana Buddhism, Bodhisattvas are worshiped 

as equals to the Buddha. The Bodhisattva Guan Yin is worshiped throughout Taiwan, and, 

flanked by two other popular Bodhisattvas, Wenshu Pusa (文殊菩薩) and Pu Xian Pusa (普

賢菩薩), is the primary deity at Taipei’s Long Shan Temple. Guan Yin is also present in 

both Fu An Gong in Pingdong, and at Tian Hou Gong in Penghu. 

 

 
Photo 1:  Pu Xian Pusa at Long Shan Temple 

 

                                                 
58 Rahula, R. What the Buddha taught. Haw Trai, 1999. p 3. 
59 Skilton, A. A concise history of Buddhism. Windhorse publications, 1994.p 110. 
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An understanding of the Bodhisattva path and vows as set out in the Mahayana sutras as 

well as the extraordinary powers attributed to them, helps to explain their present 

recognition in popular religious worship. 

 
The Bodhisattva path is expounded upon in the ‘Discourse on the ten stages’ or 

Dasabhumika Sutra (十地經) that was translated into Chinese by Dharmaraksa (竺法護) in 

the third century C.E. A Bodhisattva is one who has the compassionate determination to 

aid all sentient beings on their quest for enlightenment and attainment of Nirvana. A 

Bodhisattva therefore, out of immeasurable compassion, delays their own complete 

enlightenment in order to save all consciously perceiving beings, and only then, will they 

rest and complete their own personal enlightenment.60 The number of Bodhisattva vows 

taken in order to achieve this varies between different sutras and religious sects and 

numbers from four to sixty-four vows in Indo-Tibetan and Chinese Buddhism. In essence, 

they include liberating all beings, uprooting endless blind passions, penetrating dharma 

gates (obstacles) beyond measure and finally attaining the way of the Buddha. The 

Bodhisattva path is conceived of having been followed through many lifetimes over the 

ages. The path must be pursued whilst practicing the six perfections, know as the Six 

Paramitas as expounded upon in the Lotus Sutra (maio fa lian hua jing 妙法蓮華經); 

giving, morality, energy, patience, meditation and wisdom.61 

 

Religion in the Han Dynasty 

 

When Buddhism was first brought to China in the 1st century CE, indigenous religions 

and philosophies were already well established. It was therefore inevitable that they 

would exert an influence, both politically and philosophically, in shaping the 

development of a sinicized Buddhism. Influence is a double-edged sword, and both neo-

Confucianism and Taoism were in turn transformed to some extent by Buddhist 

philosophy and practice. 

 

                                                 
60 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodhisattva_vow May 2007 
61 Skilton. pp 111-112.  
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Buddhism was first introduced into Confucian China in the Former Han dynasty (漢朝), a 

period that began amid expansion and empire building. Buddhism flourished during the 

Latter Han period, and as a result of the dynasty collapsing into war and chaos, expanded 

during the disunity of the following Six Dynasties period. Buddhism took advantage of 

the social climate throughout the political turbulence, while religious Taoism contributed 

to the chaos in the form of the Yellow Turban Rebellion (黃 巾 之 亂 ). Throughout, 

Confucianism, tried to remain the dominant philosophical force behind successive 

governments, and rose and later fell in popularity as social conditions changed.  

 
Han Confucianism was a complex fusion of Confucian ideas and non-Confucian 

traditions used to rationalize the new social order of the Han Dynasty. It was a 

philosophy that showed how natural phenomena, human events, and social hierarchies all 

interacted in a way that was both predictable and orderly. Dong Zhongshu (董仲舒) 

summarized that “Heaven, earth and man are the root of all things. Heaven begets them, 

earth nourishes them, and man completes them.” 62  The concepts of Yin and Yang, 

previously expounded upon by Taoist masters, and the concept of the five elements: 

wood, fire, earth, metal and water, were adopted into the new Confucianism. This fusion 

was necessary to classify all phenomenon into an ordered hierarchy, thereby justifying 

the new imperial order and the place of Confucian scholars within the new social 

framework. The new Confucianism seemed to offer social stability, and as new ideas 

were espoused, the emperor institutionalized them. The new landed class of gentry 

required stability and order which would guarantee them their rights and power, and the 

empire needed functionaries, landed gentry and tax collectors. The dominance of 

Confucianism was to produce a reaction from the downtrodden masses that flocked to 

religious Taoism, so as disunity first crept into and then demolished the Han Social 

system, Confucianism became increasingly replaced by Taoism and by the foreign 

Buddhist religion.63  

 

The Han dynasty saw the rise of religious Taoism both as a new religious phenomenon 

and as a socio-political movement, which contradictory to its own philosophical 
                                                 
62 Buddhism in Chinese History. Wright, A. Stanford University Press 1959, SMC publishing, p 12. 
63 Wright pp 16&20 
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teachings of non-action, erupted into the suicidal violence of the Yellow Turban 

Rebellion (huang jin zhi luan (黃巾之亂))against the Han emperor in 184 C.E. A major 

cause of the Yellow Turban Rebellion was an agrarian crisis, in which the landed gentry 

imposed high taxes on peasants and took advantage of peasant labor. The peasants, in 

need of representation and organization, largely turned towards the different cults of 

popular Taoism that offered some security and stability on a local level. The Taoist 

leaders set up projects to aid the peasantry, and accumulated enough resources and 

manpower to challenge the Han dynasty in the Yellow Turban Rebellion.  

 

This first school of religious Taoism was named the Way of the Celestial Masters (天師

道). It was founded by Zhang Daoling (張道陵) in 142 C.E. Legend tells that during the 

summer solstice of that year, upon the crest of Mount Heming (鶴鳴山) in modern day 

Sichuan Province (四川), Zhang Daoling entered a trance and envisioned a deity that 

introduced himself as Lord Lao (太上老君), the personified Tao. Lord Lao informed him 

that the world was coming to an end, and he must purify himself and prepare others as 

“seed people” of the new age.  

 

The god Lord Lao then bestowed on him healing powers as 

a sign of his spiritual empowerment, and the title “Celestial 

Master”. 64  Myth tells that Zhang Daoling became an 

immortal and ascended to heaven with his wife Yong and 

two disciples. From these humble beginnings, Taoism grew 

into a formidable religion, which has borrowed selectively 

from both popular religion and from Buddhism. Zhang 

Daoling passed his organization onto his son and grandson, 

and the tradition of the Celestial Masters is still practiced in 

Taiwan today.  

 

Photo 2: 7th century statue of Lord Lao (太上老君)65 

                                                 
64 Kohn, L. Daoism and Chinese Culture. Three Pines Press, 1956. p 69. 
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During this period in the first century, Buddhism first entered China along trade routes 

from Central Asia. However, the first Chinese name of Sakyamuni Buddha in Chinese 

was Huang Lao Fou Tu (黃老浮屠), a name often mistaken for a Taoist deity as Huang (黃) 

is derived from The Yellow Emperor (Huang Di (黃帝)), and Lao from Lao Zi (老子), 

both deities worshiped in religious Taoism, especially by the Huang-Lao masters, 

devotees of the legendary Yellow Emperor and Lao-zi.66 This early Buddhism was thus 

perceived as a sect of religious Taoism, but, in this fashion, Taoism unintentionally 

helped spread the name of Buddha throughout many regions of China. 

 

Two other schools of religious Taoism, the Shangqing (上清) and Lingbao (靈寶) schools 

appeared in the centuries immediately following the Way of the Celestial Masters School, 

the Shangqing in the third century and Lingbao in the fourth. The Shangqing School 

developed philosophies and new deities that have become partially amalgamated within 

popular religious belief systems and practices, and the Lingbao School adopted aspects of 

Mahayana Buddhism that are now found in popular religion.  

 

The Shangqing School added a new celestial layer of divinities that lived in distant 

reaches of the world and in the stars and included immortals, demon kings, converted 

spirits elevated in rank and power, and lastly ancestors, a practice adopted from Shang 

dynasty popular religion. They also invested different regions of the human body with 

divine presences, many of which were based on stellar constellations, and these were 

documented in the Yellow Court Scripture (黃庭經). The head, according to this scripture, 

was named the Yellow Court or Mount Kunlun and contained nine palaces, each palace 

containing a divine being that lived simultaneously in the stars.67 Many of the deities 

worshiped in Nankuanshen and Fu An Gong are Stellar deities from this period. 

 

Heavily influenced by the success of Mahayana Buddhism, the Lingbao School 

recompiled their cosmology and adopted new practices. A new central deity was 

introduced, Heavenly Worthy of Primordial Being (Yuanshi Tianzun (元始天尊)), who 
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was a combination of the Shangqing creator deity and the Buddha, and similarly to the 

Buddha of Mahayana scriptures, resided in Heaven giving sermons and answering 

learned questions. Through another major Lingbao deity, the Lord of Tao (Taishang 

Daojun (太上道君)), the Bodhisattva ideal was introduced into Taoism. Taishang Daojun 

was a compassionate deity whose job was to make believers learn important rules, based 

on Buddhist precepts and the Bodhisattva vows. Thus, the dual doctrines of karma and 

rebirth were introduced into Taoism at this time, meaning that people feared both the 

wrath and bad fortune of their ancestors, and a rebirth in one of the five Buddhist realms, 

as a god, human, animal, ghost or dweller in Hell. The rebirth of course followed a 

sojourn of an indefinite period of torment in the ten chambers of Hell.  

 

For the first three centuries C.E in China, the primary focus of Buddhists was the 

translation of Buddhist texts, therefore, until the 4th century CE, Buddhism made little 

visible impact on the religious life of China. The earliest translations were imperfect, as 

they did not convey Buddhist ideas clearly in Chinese. The first translations of superior 

quality were made by Dharmaraksa (竺法護) who as a youth, traveled to many countries 

to the west of China where he learned Central Asian languages and scripts. He then 

returned to China with a quantity of Buddhist texts. In 226 C.E, he arrived in the capital, 

Luoyang (洛陽), and is attributed with the first translations of the Lotus sutra (妙法蓮華經) 

and sections of the Avatamsaka sutra (華嚴經).68 To make the Buddhist philosophies 

comprehensible in China, he and other translators relied on using existing terms used to 

describe indigenous ideas and philosophies, especially so from Taoism, where terms 

which could more easily render the transcendental philosophies of Buddhism were 

already  in common use. Buddhist ‘Dharma’, the teachings of Buddha, ‘bodhi’ meaning  

‘enlightenment’ and yoga were all translated as Tao (道). The Buddhist word ‘arahat’ 

meaning someone who is in the final stages of enlightenment or fully enlightened was 

translated as zhen ren (真人), meaning ‘immortal’. The Buddhist term ‘Nirvana’ meaning 

a final release from the cycle of birth, death and rebirth was translated as ‘wu-wei’ (無為) 

meaning “non-action”, and the Confucian expression meaning filial “submission and 
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obedience” ‘xiao-shun’ ( 孝 順 ) was used for the Sanskrit word ‘silaí’ meaning 

‘morality’. 69  Therefore, some principal meanings within the sutras changed. The 

scriptures were adapted in other ways that would make them more socially acceptable to 

Chinese culture, for example by removing the words “kiss” and “embrace”, traditional 

gestures used in Indian culture to express love and respect for a Bodhisattva, from the 

texts. Confucian ethics also encroached upon traditional Buddhist values and by 

demoting the position of women. Confucius had said, 

 

“Women and servants are most difficult to deal with. If you are familiar 

with them, they cease to be humble. If you keep a distance from them, 

they resent it.”70        
唯女子與小 人為 難養也。近之則不孫，遠之則怨。 

 

From the Indian sutras came “Husband supports wife” and “The wife comforts her 

husband”, which the Chinese translations interpreted as, “The husband controls his wife” 

and “The wife reveres her husband”. 71  Buddhism therefore, since very early in its 

evolution from an Indian into a Chinese religion, was influenced both by Taoist 

terminology and Confucian ethics. However, many more would occur before becoming 

fully Sinicized for Chinese consumption.  

  

As stated, during the former Han Dynasty, 206 B.C.E – 9 C.E., Han Confucianism had 

become state orthodoxy, and it was not until after 318 C.E, when the Xiongnu (匈奴) 

prince, Liu Yao (劉曜) invaded the northern Chinese empire and moved his capital to 

Chang'an (長安) that Buddhism made great advances. However, as China was split into 

north and south, with two capital cities and two contrasting cultures, Buddhism had to 

adapt to the needs of each culture in order to prosper. 

 

 

                                                 
69 Wright . p 36 
70 Analects of Confucius, 17:25 
71 Wright. p 27 citing Nakamura Hajime, “The influence of Confucian Ethics on the Chinese Translation of 
Buddhist scriptures”, Santiniketan 1957. 
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Religion in the Six Dynasties Period, Sui and Tang Dynasties 

 
Amid the chaos of the Six Dynasties period, in regions occupied by non-Chinese, 

Buddhism stood in opposition to pro-Chinese Confucianism, thus appealing to the 

invaders. Furthermore, the monks were also foreigners, totally dependent on the ruler, 

and could serve a useful role in their empire. In return for saying prayers for the ruling 

house and acting on behalf of the government in distributing relief grain and medicines, 

they were provided with land and 

finances to build new temples 

and monasteries and for 

constructing edifices such as the 

Longmen cave temples (龍門石

窟). The gentry, in order to gain 

spiritual merit or merely to 

impress, also gave donations and                       

built many grand temples. This    

gggggPhoto 3: Yungang cave temple (雲崗石窟)              practice of gaining merit through 

donation is very evident in contemporary popular religious practice in Taiwan. 

Furthermore, in China, a new corruption to traditional Buddhist ethics evolved as the new 

Buddhism that flourished closely aligned itself with the family cult, and thus with 

ancestor worship, as is evident from Buddhist inscriptions.72 A typical inscription from 

the Longmen caves has been translated as 

 
“We respectfully make and present this holy image in honor of the 

Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and pray that all living creatures may attain 

salvation, and particularly that the souls of our ancestors and relatives may 

find repose and relief”73 

 

                                                 
72 Wright. p 59 
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Combining ancestor worship and worship of Buddhist deities is an accepted standard in 

popular religion in Taiwan today.  

 

Around 490 C.E, the Northern Wei dynasty (北魏) adopted Buddhism as the state religion 

and sponsored the construction of vast Buddhist monuments including the Yungang 

grottoes (雲崗石窟) in present day Shanxi (山西) province. As a response to attempts made 

by Taoists and Confucians to force the Wei rulers to restrict Buddhist organizations and 

activities that occurred between 446-52 C.E and 574-78 C.E, the Buddhists proposed to 

regard the reigning emperor as a Buddha incarnate, and thus received further royal 

patronage. By the 5th century, 30,000 monasteries with 2,000,000 monks were thriving in 

the Northern dynasties.74  

In the southern regions, isolated from the influence of India, Buddhist doctrines became 

increasingly influenced by Chinese ideas. A keen interest in Buddhism was shown by the 

ruling elite, and indigenous forms of Buddhism first began to appear. In 402 C.E., 

Huiyuan (慧遠), the First Patriarch of the Pure Land (淨土宗) school of Buddhism founded 

a monastery on Mount Lushan (廬山) in modern day Jiangxi (江西) province. However, 

his early education had been in the Confucian classics, and he had also studied and 

mastered both Zhuang Zi (莊子) and Lao Zi,75 and subsequently, in a similar fashion to 

earlier translations, both his teachings and written texts relied on Taoist and Confucian 

terms and concepts.76 Therefore, his interpretations of Buddhism modified the original 

Buddhist teachings, clearly bringing the traditions closer together on a doctrinal level. He 

was also the first to endorse salvation through faith in Amitabha (阿彌陀佛), and thus, 

based on the teachings of the Pure Land Sutra (無量壽經), laid the foundations of the Pure 

Land Sect of Buddhism. The sutra begins as a discourse between the Buddha and his 

closest disciple and personal attendant Ananda ( 阿 難 ). The Buddha explains his 

awareness of the existence of a multitude of Buddhas who are also aware of him. He then 

details a lineage of Buddhas that existed before him, starting with Dipankara (燃燈佛); a 

Buddha said to have lived on earth for one hundred thousand years, all the way to the 
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53rd Buddha, Lokesvararaja Buddha, who lived long before the birth of the historical 

Buddha. The scripture then tells the story of Dharmakara (法藏), a king who lived eons 

ago, who met Lokesvararaja Buddha, and was so impressed by his sermon that he 

become a monk who renounced his royal status to pursue enlightenment. The similarity 

to the life story of the historical Buddha who was born son of King Suddhodana of the 

Shakya clan in Nepal is evident.  Dharmakara vowed to become a Buddha to be worthy 

of gaining a land of bliss, the Pure Land, whose inhabitants would be assured a life of 

bliss until they earned entry into Nirvana (涅槃), the state beyond the cycle of death and 

rebirth.   Through his efforts, he attained this, and became the Amitabha Buddha (阿彌陀

佛).The sutra describes the Pure Land and its inhabitants in glorious detail. It details how 

sentient beings are able to attain rebirth into it. The text also provides a detailed account 

of the various levels and beings in the Mahayana Buddhist cosmology, laying a 

framework for the Mahayana pantheon of deities. The sutra recounts the story of the 

Forty-eight vows made by the Amitabha Buddha to save all sentient beings. The 

eighteenth vow is among the most important as it forms the basic tenet of the Pure Land 

school. This vow states that if a sentient being makes even ten recitations of the 

Amitabha Buddha's name, they will attain rebirth into the Pure Land. This shortcut to a 

land of bliss proved popular with the common people unable to comprehend the 

subtleties of more complex Buddhist philosophies, and was destined to become the most 

popular school of Buddhism in eastern Asia, including Taiwan.  

 

Buddhism continued to increase in popularity, and hence, a century later, under the 

sympathetic rule of Emperor Wu of Liang (梁武帝), 502 – 549 C.E., in conflict with the 

customs of Confucian ritual, animal sacrifices were prohibited in the worship of imperial 

ancestors.77 This was an unfortunate mistake, needlessly caused by a misinterpretation of 

the Lankavatara Sutra, as monks in India were not in fact vegetarian.78 However, it 

instigated a clash between Confucianism and Buddhism doomed to be repeated in future 

conflicts. The Emperor himself embraced Buddhism, twice offering himself to the service 

of Buddha at Tongtai temple (同泰寺) where he received the five precepts: not killing, not 
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stealing, not engaging in sexual misconduct, not lying and not drinking intoxicating 

liquor. He also ordered Taoists to forsake their religion, and destroyed their temples. In 

an ironic twist of destiny, unable to foresee the workings of their own principal of 

causality and effect, Emperor Wu of Liang was subsequently named by Buddhist leaders 

as Emperor Bodhisattva (Huang Di Pusa 黃帝菩薩), Saviors Bodhisattva (Jiu Shi Pusa 救

世菩薩)  and Bodhisattva Son of Heaven (Pusa Tian Zi 菩薩天子).79 Giving the emperor 

such divine authority would later lead to a reduction in the power of Buddhist deities 

within the official imperial pantheon, and to the increasing speed of appropriation with 

religious Taoism after the suppression of Buddhism in 845 C.E.  

 

It is clear that by the end of the fifth century, Indian Buddhism had begun the process of 

Sinicization, through imprecise translation based on non-Buddhist concepts, through 

incorporating filial piety and ancestor worship into its practices, and by elevating 

emperors to the height of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. This last practice was particularly 

self-serving, and contrary to the Mahayana teachings of Buddha. 

 
During the same period, Taoism had also flourished, and in doing so, had incorporated 

many Buddhist concepts and practices including karma, rebirth, Hell, precepts and 

monastic vows, and notions of emptiness and enlightened states. However, while doing 

so, to counter the increasing popularity of Buddhism, they promoted themselves as a 

higher religion than Buddhism, and at different times proposed that Lord Lao was both 

an incarnation of Buddha and that Buddha was in fact Lord Lao. These concepts were 

written in the ‘Scripture of the Inner Explanation of the Three Heavens’ (san tian nei jie 

jing 三天內解經) in approximately 420 C.E, which also contains the Taoist creation 

myth.80  

 

“In the midst of emptiness and pervasion, great nonbeing was born. Great 

nonbeing transformed and changed into three qi-energies, mysterious, 

primordial and beginning. Intermingling in chaos, they followed each 
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other and transformed to bring fourth the Jade Maiden of Mystery and 

Wonder (Xuan-miao yunü (玄妙玉女)). 

 

After the Jade Maiden had been born, the chaos energies congealed. They 

transformed and brought forth Loa Zi, born from the left armpit of the 

Jade Maiden. At birth he had white hair, thus he was called Lao Zi or Old 

Master – he is Lord Lao…..”81 

 

The scripture continues by explaining that Lord Lao had originally created three religions, 

namely Buddhism in the west, Taoism in the East, and Ying-Yang popular religion in the 

south. However, Taoism was the ‘Great Vehicle’ and Buddhism the ‘lesser vehicle’, both 

terms adopted into Taoism from Mahayana Buddhism. The scripture claims that Lord 

Lao converted the barbarians of the west, and the first recipient of the Daodejing (道德

經)82, Yin Xi (尹喜), was the historic Buddha.83 Therefore, religious Taoism actively 

associated itself with Buddhism from the fifth century whilst claiming superiority. This 

association, from the Song dynasty period onwards, would assist in the appropriation of 

these initially two very different religions. 

 
After China was reunited by the might of the Sui dynasty, a tyrannical regime ensued. 

Mandatory forced labor was employed for major constructions and taxes were exorbitant. 

Paradoxically, the totalitarian regime that built the Grand Canal (大運河) linking the 

Qiantang (錢塘江), Yangzi (揚子江), Huai (淮河), and Wei (衛河) rivers, thus connecting 

Hungzhou (杭州) in the south to Beijing (北京) in the north, and strengthened and fortified 

the Great Wall with forced labor, also sponsored and harbored in a golden age of 

Buddhism in China. While marshalling huge armies boasting in access of a million 

infantry, fifty thousand cavalry and 3000 warships84 to ruthlessly destroy the Goguryeo 

( 高 句 麗 ) kingdom in Korea, the various cultures and minorities in China were 

progressively united under the banner of Buddhism. In contradiction to the Noble 
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Eightfold Path and Five Precepts which both forbade killing, the first Sui emperor, 

Emperor Wen of Sui (隋文帝) decided to interpret the Buddhist teachings as follows. 

 
“With the armed might of a Cakravartin king, We spread the ideals of the 

ultimately enlightened one. With a hundred victories in a hundred battles, 

We promote the practice of the ten Buddhist virtues. Therefore We regard 

the weapons of war as having become like offerings of incense and 

flowers presented to the Buddha, and the fields of this world as becoming 

forever identical with the Buddha-land”85 

 
This is a stark contrast to King Ashoka of India (304 B.C.E – 232 B.C.E) who, hunted by 

his nightmares of the brutal massacre at Kalinga, renounced violence and adopted 

Buddhism.  

 

However, duality and paradox are integral to popular religious belief in Chinese culture. 

For example, the paradox of worshipping ancestors in heaven whilst accepting they may 

have been reincarnated on earth is an excellent illustration of the two way influence of 

Buddhism on the pre-Buddhist practice of ancestor worship. It has also been suggested 

that filial piety and Chinese concepts of hell are mutually supporting, as obedience may 

be more tolerable to children with a sub-conscious belief that upon death, their parents 

will undergo hideous tortures in Hell for their iniquities on earth.86  

 

Buddhist notions were first encouraged within the military during the Sui dynasty as a 

means of psychologically motivating their vast armies. Filial duty included an obligation 

to return ones body to ones parents intact as a sign of appreciation for giving and 

nurturing life. Ancestor worship demanded that a body must be worshiped by ones 

descendants in a family graveyard and ancestral temple in order to gain immortality. 
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Buddhism offered an alternative to these beliefs, and the Sui and Tang emperors took full 

advantage of this by erecting Buddhist temples at battlefields where chanting, rituals and 

services for the salvation of the souls of those who died in war were continually given.87 

 

The Sui dynasty was short lived and followed by the Tang dynasty, 618-906 C.E., and 

under the rule of emperor Tang Xuan Zong (唐玄宗), a second golden age in Chinese 

culture flourished, which lasted until 875 C.E. While the ruling family adopted Buddhism, 

they also perfected the civil service examinations creating a large class of Confucian 

literati to advise on and implement imperial edicts. Having demonstrated their talents in 

the examinations, there was intense competition for political posts, and it became 

standard practice to employ Buddhist monks to publicly pray and chant for the benefit of 

individual candidates.  

 

The reunification of China also resulted in renewed contact with India, and many 

pilgrims risked the perils the arduous journey to India to bring back sacred Buddhist texts 

for translation in China. Among the pilgrims was Xuan-Zang (玄奘), 602 – 664 C.E, 

whose journey to India has been romanticized by the Ming Dynasty novelist Wu Cheng-

en (吳承恩) in the epic novel ‘Journey to the West’ (西遊記).  Xuan-Zang famously 

returned to China bringing 657 Sanskrit texts, and has been credited with the translation 

of 1330 texts from Sanskrit to Chinese.88  

 

In the novel, directed by the Buddha, Guan Yin instructs 

Xuan-Zang to go to India with three disciples, Sun Wukong 

(孫悟空), Zhu Bajie (豬八戒) and Sha Wujing (沙悟淨). During 

their adventures they encounter spirits, gods and demons 

from the Chinese pantheon, thus in the popular mind linking 

Buddha and Guan Yin with Taoist and popular religious, 

animistic and mythological deities. Sun Wukong, Zhu Bajie 

vPhoto 4: Xuan-Zang 602-604 C.E  and to a lesser degree 
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Sha Wujing are all worshiped in Chinese popular religion, and due to his endless thirst 

for alcohol and tireless lust for women, ZhuaBajie has become the patron deity of 

publicans and prostitution.  

 

Religion after the Tang Dynasty 

 

During the periods discussed, China constituted of a sizable agrarian society ruled by a 

highly educated and cultured elite. Filial piety, a fundamental construct of Confucian 

ethics, united both family units and localized communities who were often bound by the 

ties of wedlock. The rustic culture relied on toil and sweat to work the land, and unlike 

Hinayana school that emphasized the importance of a monastic lifestyle, the Mahayana 

taught that the laity also has a chance of enlightenment. Four influential sects of 

Mahayana Buddhism, Pure Land, Tiantai, Huayan and Chan were established during the 

Sui and Tang dynasties. Of these, the Pure Land had the greatest appeal to the rural 

communities. By the eighth century, Buddhism had infiltrated all levels of Chinese 

society, and Buddhist holdings were tax exempt and monks held other privileges. 

However, this was destined to be short-lived as the interplay of political events and 

opposition to Buddhism by Confucians would lead to the suppression of Buddhism 

between 842 and 845 C.E. The An Shi Rebellion (安史之亂) that began in 756 C.E. and 

weakened the Tang dynasty was a catalyst that created a xenophobic reaction against all 

that was foreign. Perpetrated by An Lushan ( 安 祿 山 ), a general of Persian origin, 

including the results of famine, the An Shi Rebellion cost the lives of an estimated thirty 

six million people, roughly two thirds of the tax paying population.89  Buddhism, on the 

grounds that is was both a foreign religion and tax exempt, once again came under attack 

from indigenous schools of philosophy and religion. By 845 C.E, Buddhist temples and 

shrines had been destroyed their lands confiscated by the state, and the clergy secularized.  

 
However, Buddhism did not disappear. The Chan and Pure Land schools of Buddhism 

continued to prosper, and Buddhist thought influenced the new schools of neo-

Confucianism. The fact that neo-Confucianism became the state orthodoxy among the 
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elite, led to the increasing speed of appropriation between Buddhism and Taoism in their 

efforts to increase their followings among the masses, laying the ground for religious 

toleration in modern times between these two very different religions. 

 
Furthermore, after two centuries of Buddhist philosophy being the dominant ideal of the 

educated elites, it was inevitable that the new neo-Confucianism, even though a reaction 

against Buddhist domination of Chinese society, would incorporate aspects from the 

Mahayana tradition into their new philosophies. Examples can be seen in the works of 

prominent neo-Confucians such as Fan Zhongyan (范仲淹) 989 – 1052 C.E,  Zhu Xi (朱熹) 

1130 – 1200 C.E, and later, Wang Yang Ming (王陽明)1472-1579 C.E. The former 

introduced a new ideal of ethical universalism for Confucian scholars to aspire to, namely, 

to become “one who is first in worrying about the worlds troubles and last in enjoying its 

pleasures.” This is clearly based on the Bodhisattva vow expressed by the eighth century 

Indian scholar Santideva who wrote “my own self and my pleasures I sacrifice without 

regard, in order to achieve the welfare of all beings”.90 A century later Zhu Xi spent much 

of his career denying that his philosophies of qi (氣) and li (理) were based on Buddhist 

principals.  

 

For example, he argued that, “there is a central 

harmony that is not static, empty but dynamic, and 

that the Great Ultimate is in constant 

movement”91which echoes the Buddhist ideal that 

everything is of a transitory nature.  

 

Photo 5: Zhu Xi (朱熹) 1130 – 1200 C.E         

 

Wang Yang Ming was a Ming Dynasty scholar who 

proposed that humans innately recognize the 

difference between good an evil. He taught that in 
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order to eliminate selfish desires that confuse ones understanding of goodness, one can 

practice a system of meditation that he called "tranquil repose" or "sitting still" (靜坐) 

which closely resembled Chan Buddhist meditation.  

 
Even though there had been exchanges between Buddhism and indigenous religions and 

philosophies before the Song dynasty, from the tenth century onwards, the appropriation 

of ideas and rituals between religious Taoism and Buddhism accelerated dramatically, 

shaping folk or popular religion as practiced today. During this period, religious Taoism 

appropriated Buddhist deities and rituals and vise versa; so that many of the deities 

worshiped in Taiwan today belong to both religious pantheons. It was also in the best 

interests of the state to promote aspects of Buddhism and Taoism that would increase 

cohesion among the uneducated peasantry and therefore lead to a more stable society.  

 

As both the Buddhism and Taoism that was practiced by the illiterate in the countryside 

were unencumbered by philosophy, improvisation and adaptation to fit local needs 

became far easier. As a result, this ‘popular’ Buddhism and ‘popular’ Taoism, based on 

Mahayana Buddhism, religious Taoism and ancestor worship, have evolved as the basis 

for popular religious practice in Taiwan today.  

 
It should be stressed that during this period of appropriation, popular Buddhism and 

popular Taoism were in fierce competition with each other for patronage, and of the two, 

Taoism was far more flexible in relation to absorbing local nature deities than its rival.  

 

Iconography 

 

Whilst Buddhist deities would adapt their iconography to be representative of local 

deities, Taoism could more easily include new deities in its ever-expanding pantheon. 

However, traditional Buddhism became a victim of its own adaptability in popular 

religion, as by absorbing attributes of local deities, the original character of deities has 

become increasingly obscure, generalized or lost.  
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Photo 6: Open Heart Lohan-Long Shan Temple 

 

This becomes very evident by an examination of the Sinicization of Buddhist art and 

iconography. From the feminization of Avalokitesvara to the depiction of once simply 

clad Arhats that have come to resemble the cloud riding immortals of Taoism, the 

Buddhist pantheon has evolved to correspond to Chinese tastes. Of note is that during the 

first five hundred and fifty years of Buddhist history, Buddha was never represented in 

human form, but by symbols such as the Wheel of Life, an empty throne or the Tree of 

Life. This is know as an aniconic tradition, and as the artisans of the age were skilled 
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craftsmen, it is generally assumed that there must have been philosophical objections to 

portraying the Buddha in human form. Mathura and Gandhara sculpture from the first 

century C.E indicated a change in this fashion. 

 
The Mahayana tradition that flourished in China promoted the concept of accruing merit 

by both making and worshipping Buddhist images, whilst maintaining the precept of the 

illusionary nature of all phenomena. 92  However, in the historic development of lay 

Chinese Buddhism, and reflected in Buddhist manifestations in popular religion, 

worshipping images and making donations in order to gain merit has bee stressed, and the 

transitory nature of reality has been ignored.  Over the course of time, Buddhist images 

have become increasingly Sinicized, so that some bear little or no resemblance to earlier 

or more realistic images.                

 
 

                                       
  

Photo 7 and 8 

2nd century Mathura and current depictions of the Buddha Maitreya (彌勒佛/彌勒菩薩) 

 

 

 
 
                                                 
92 Kieschnick, J. The impact of Buddhism on Chinese material culture. Princeton University Press, 2003. p 
73. 
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Further Appropriation between Buddhism and Taoism 

 

Furthermore, with few exceptions, Taoism absorbed Buddhist deities into its pantheon 

more readily that Buddhism would adopt Taoist deities. Some examples include Guan Yu 

(關羽) who received Buddha’s teachings in 592 from the master Zhiyi (智顗) the founder 

of the Tiantai (天台宗) Buddhist sect in China and has been worshiped in Taoism since 

the 14th century. Guan Yin incarnated as Lin Mo-niang (林默娘) later deified as Mazu. 

The Buddhist monk Ji Gong (濟公) who was later adopted as a Taoist deity. The Four 

Heavenly Kings and guardians of the cardinal directions (四天王), Wei Tuo Pusa (韋馱菩

薩) ,the Bodhisattva charged with guarding the teachings of Buddha, Ox head (Niu Tou 牛

頭), and Horse Face (Ma Mian 馬面) that derived from Hindu Vedas as Guardians of the 

Underworld and were assimilated into Taoism after the novel “Journey to the West”. Di 

Zang (地藏) was imported as a deity for salvaging suffering souls even though a deity 

with a similar task, Tai Yi Tian Zun (太乙天尊), already existed in the Taoist pantheon.93 

It should be noted that the early Ming dynasty novel “Journey to the West” sped up the 

process of appropriation between Buddhism and Taoism.  

 
The power of the state was also used by emperors to hasten the appropriation of 

Buddhism and Taoism whenever if seemed socially or politically beneficial to do so. In 

one case, in 1116 C.E., to weaken the influence of the Buddhist pantheon, the Jade 

Emperor was given powers in the nether world previously held by Buddhist deities. A 

long succession of Confucian emperors encouraged a fusion of religious practices in 

order to promote social stability among the peasant classes.94  As the belief systems 

became progressively fused, the two clergies began to function in an increasingly similar 

fashion, as functionaries at funerals, praying for rain, caretaking local shrines, exorcising 

spirits of the possessed and acting as healers. However, Taoism had a monopoly on 

geomancy, which is still evident to some extent in Taiwan today as Taoist temples either 

employ or allow spirit mediums to utilize their premises, while mediums are clearly 

absent from contemporary Buddhist temples. 
                                                 
93 Personal correspondence with the Taoist Singapore Forum. 
94 Wright. p 100 
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Another major appropriation was that of the Buddhist Hell, first into Taoism and then 

from the Song dynasty into popular religion. The Hell envisaged by the Buddhists, 

originating from Vedic myths, was appropriated into religious Taoism by the Lingbao 

School, and a distinctively Chinese bureaucratic structural organization was added, 

complete with offices for keeping records of peoples ill deeds, individual bureaus with 

specific responsibilities, and a gruesome array of tortures to punish the unworthy. This 

concept was further sanctified by a Song dynasty Confucian official Li Zhiji (李致集). He 

published a morality book called ‘The Treatise on Response and Retribution’ (Tai shang 

gan ying pian’ (太上感應篇)). By describing the nature of punishments allotted to various 

evils, it tries to encourage individuals to be virtuous.  

 

“For all these crimes, the officials in the Department of Destiny deprive 

the guilty, in accordance with the lightness or gravity of their offense, of 

years of life, ranging from twelve years to one hundred days, thus causing 

then to die an early death. If, however, at death there is still an offense 

unexpiated, the resulting bad fortune will be transferred to their children 

and grandchildren”95 

 

The treatise was accompanied by supplementary stories depicting the ten judicial courts 

of the underworld where torment and torture awaited. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The paradoxical conundrum of worshiping an ancestor in heaven while simultaneously 

believing that your ancestor has been reincarnated into the mortal world is common 

practice. One explanation is that the part of the soul worshiped in an ancestral tablet is 

different to the part that becomes reincarnated. If however a soul is reincarnated one 

hundred times, they may theoretically exist in one hundred ancestral tablets being 

                                                 
95 Kohn. p 183 
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concurrently worshiped by unrelated families at the same time as being alive in a new 

reincarnation. 

 

Paradoxes like these are ignored in popular religion in Taiwan today. However, how 

much these traditional beliefs have been effected by scientific cynicism or globalization 

is difficult to gauge, and would be a fascinating topic for further research.  

 

The appropriation between Confucianism, religious Taoism, and lay Buddhism that 

began with the introduction of Buddhism into China,  has continued with increasing pace 

Since the Song dynasty. It is largely responsible for the high degree of both pantheonic 

confusion caused by deities belonging to more than one religion, and for the inclusion of 

deities from different traditions within a single temple. However, on a spiritual level, it 

has made possible religious toleration between different religious communities with 

initially opposing philosophies, thus contributing towards a socially cohesive society in 

Taiwan.  
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Chapter 3:2. Religion in Taiwan under different political regimes 
 

A New Evolution 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a brief historical outline of the introduction of 

Chinese religions into Taiwan, and how they have been affected by different political 

regimes from the Dutch to the present day.  It will describe some of the ways that these 

religions adapted and changed after arriving in Taiwan, as establishment and subsequent 

adaptation has affected the nature and diversity of popular religion as practiced in Taiwan 

today. This chapter will also discuss purely local deities that have no connection with 

deities in Mainland China, and evolved largely from political conflicts within between 

local residents and political powers in control of Taiwan. As this thesis is concerned with 

the contemporary popular religious practice, and as historical developments within the 

religion itself have been detailed in chapters 2 and 3.1, a large section of this chapter will 

emphasize recent developments that have occurred since 1945. 

 

Aboriginal folk religions already existed on the island before Buddhism and Taoism were 

introduced into Taiwan by the first Chinese settlers who arrived from the Pescadores and 

Mainland China. Statistics for this period do not exist, and the exact date at which the 

first settlers arrived is unknown. However, the advent of European colonialism in the 

region had serious consequences on any progress that had been made in establishing 

Chinese religion in local communities prior to 1624.  

 

Dutch and Zheng Cheng Gong (鄭成功) Periods 

 

The arrival of the Dutch in Taiwan struck a fierce blow to local religious communities 

that came under their jurisdiction, as they passed a law preventing the worship of idols. 

The punishment for practicing idolatry was a painful and humiliating public flogging, 

followed by forced expulsion from areas controlled by the Dutch. For Chinese 

immigrants, this would have entailed an arduous return journey to China, or facing the 

dangers presented by untamed tribes of headhunters. Chinese religions therefore did not 
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prosper until Zheng Cheng Gong with the first mass 

immigration of Chinese warriors ousted the Dutch from 

Taiwan. 96  After his death, for his victory over the ‘Read 

Headed Barbarians’, he was deified as Kai Tai Sheng Wang 

(開台聖王), and thus joined the host of other Royal Lords 

(Wang Ye (王爺)). He is generally accepted as the earliest 

Chinese God native to Taiwan, and was officially recognized 

as a deity by imperial decree in 1875. 97 

 

Photo 9: Zheng Cheng Gong98 

 

It is in the nature for immigration to bring with it cultural 

elements, which, over the course of time, may change and adapt to new social and 

geographic environments. Therefore, in Taiwan, there were certain continuities within the 

religions brought to Taiwan and also changes and adaptations. Many of the first temples 

established in Taiwan contained either statues (fen ling (分靈)) or incense ashes (fen xiang 

(分香)) brought across from the mainland by the new immigrants. Many of these temples 

adopted the name of the original temple, Long Shan Temple being an example of this, the 

original temple located in Fujian Province. As Guan Yin was the most popular Buddhist 

deity worshiped in Fujian at that time, she enjoyed the same privilege in Taiwan.99 Of 

course, Taoist deities including Mazu and Wang Ye were also popular in both locations, 

and often brought to Taiwan in the same fashion. 

 

Fen Ling and Fen Xiang 

 

Fen ling and fen xiang are ancient traditions worthy of explanation. A Taoist belief also 

practiced in Buddhism and popular religion is that original statues of deities contain more 

                                                 
96 Jones, Charles Brewer. Buddhism in Taiwan. Religion and State 1660-1990. University of Hawai’i Press, 
1999. pp 3-4. 
97 Liu, Huan-yue. Folk beliefs in Taiwan. Government Information Office, Republic of China, 2001. p47. 
98 Photo from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Koxinga.jpg  January 2005 
99 Jones, Charles Brewer. p 5 
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spiritual power (ling (靈)) than newer statues. Several traditions have therefore emerged. 

Older temples that possess original statues often allow new statues to be brought to the 

temple where the ling of their deity is divided, a proportion of which enters the new 

statue so that it inherits the kudos to be sincerely venerated in its new temple. Latter 

statues are often returned, preferably annually, to the temple containing the original or 

eldest statue of the same deity in order to reinvigorate or recharge it’s spiritual power. 

Although adapted for use in popular Buddhism, an example being the establishment of 

Long Shan Temple through fen xiang , the division of incense is particularly important in  

Taoist ritual , as in Taoist temples, the censer itself is inscribed with the name and date of 

foundation of the religious establishment. Fen Xiang  is the process of collecting incense 

ashes from the censor of an ancestral temple where the worship of a particular divinity 

originated, and transferring the ashes to the burner of a newly established temple, which 

will both create a social tie between the ‘mother’ temple and ‘infant temple’, and give the 

new temple spiritual legitimacy. This ceremony originated in antiquity, and in earlier 

times, religious communities could form cultural and economic alliances within a 

network of temples, and their associated communities were beyond control of the state.100 

 

Qing Dynasty (清朝) 

 

Differences between religion in Mainland China and Taiwan appeared very early, largely 

because of the distance between the administrative center of the Qing Empire and Taiwan. 

For example, while in Mainland China it was prohibited for common people to build 

temples without official patronage, this rule could not effectively be enforced in Taiwan.  

 

Until the turn of the twentieth century, Taiwan was considered a wild and inhospitable 

territory characterized by disease, typhoons, head hunting, pirates, battles and revolts. 

Immigrants from individual locations in Fujian tended to congregate together in new 

village communities or in districts of larger cities in Taiwan.  Often rivalries that 

originated in Fujian between different communities would re-erupt into violence in 

                                                 
100 Schipper, Kristofer. The Taoist Body. SMC Publishing INC, Taipei, 1982. p 23. 
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Taiwan. Hence, the common people who built temples were not interested in subtleties of 

meditation techniques, ritual or doctrine, but in protection from the destructive forces of 

nature and plagues, and in building strong local communities for support, safety and 

solidarity.  

 

Private temples in Taiwan were numerous, and often had humble beginnings, deities 

being housed in makeshift shelters, or sometimes in private citizen’s homes. The result of 

so many temples being opened by those uneducated in religious tradition or procedure 

produced some unconventional, mistaken and sometimes bizarre patterns of worship. For 

example, a Mazu statue may look similar to a statue to Guan Yin, and the two sometimes 

became confused, the Buddhist Bodhisattva Guan Yin being worshiped using Taoist 

rituals involving blood sacrifices of pigs and chickens at her altar, whilst the Taoist deity 

Mazu was being worshiped as the Bodhisattva Guan Yin. The existence of 304 such 

temples were listed in a Japanese colonial government report in 1943, and the report 

noted that the deity had become identified as Mother Guan Yin ( 觀 音 媽 ) 101 , thus 

combining the names of the two female deities. The confusion by common people 

between Mazu and Guan Yin still sometimes occurs in Taiwan today.102 

 

Localized traditions unique to popular religion in Taiwan also evolved during the Qing 

period. Legend tells that towards the end of the Qing rule, a small town called Yenshui 

(鹽水) in Tainan County whose main industry was salt production, was subject to the 

torments of a plague of Cholera. Since the medical advances of the time were still ill 

equipped to deal with such a destructive disease, the local residents turned to religion and 

divine assistance. One night in a dream, a man of high moral standing was visited in a 

dream by Guan Gong (關公) the God of War who informed him that the residents should 

march his palanquin through the streets of the town during  Lantern Festival, and light 

firecrackers in his path as a sign of respect. The residents followed this divine advice, and 

very soon, the Cholera disappeared from the region. This popular tradition of parading  

                                                 
101 Jones, Charles Brewer. p 7 
102 Katz. Paul R. Religion and the State in Post-war Taiwan. The China Quarterly. 2003. p 397 
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Guan Gong through the streets has 

been maintained every year for almost 

two centuries, and is known as 

Yenshui Bee Fireworks (Yenshui Feng 

Pao (鹽水蜂炮)).103 

                         Photo 10: 

      Modern day festivities at Yenshui 

 

Japanese Period 

 

As described in the previous chapter, temples in Mainland China supported themselves 

by utilizing land that had been donated or purchased for agriculture, or simply by renting 

it out to tenant farmers. During the early period of immigration to Taiwan, this tradition 

was maintained, so that temples were self-supporting and many acquired large amounts 

of real estate. However, in 1895, the new Japanese rulers promptly confiscated temple 

land as temples were seen as possible breeding grounds and meeting places for secret 

societies or those wishing to plot anti-Japanese campaigns. The temples therefore had to 

find other means of support. 

 

The Japanese brought in troops to quell rebellions and movements advocating an 

independent Taiwan Republic, and like all armies, they had ministers to tend to their 

spiritual needs, and in this fashion, Japanese Buddhism was first introduced into Taiwan. 

As there were few Japanese civilians in Taiwan at that time, the Buddhist monks often 

tried to bestow their particular brand of Buddhism on local citizens. Between 1895 and 

1915, there were fourteen major anti-Japanese incidents requiring a strong military 

presence during this period. 104 Four major Japanese Buddhist Monastic traditions were 

imported into Taiwan, but as this thesis is concerned with popular religion and not 

monastic orders, further details will not be discussed.  

 

                                                 
103 Liu, Huan-yue. p 10 
104 Jones, Charles Brewer. p 65 
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As a result of these rebellions, individuals regarded as heroes for fighting superior 

Japanese military forces have in turn become deified. The plethora of purely Taiwanese 

deities therefore expanded, and due to their local origin, have not been worshiped in 

Mainland China.   

 

Among them was a famous Kung Fu master, Lin Kuen Gang (林昆岡), who was born in 

Jiangjun (將軍) in Tainan County. After the Japanese landed in Taiwan and started 

heading southwards, he formed a small militia to defend the town of Xinying (新營).  

After Lin Kuen Gang died in the battle, there were many reports of him seen riding a 

fearsome warhorse and with his martial art skills mercilessly slaying the Japanese who 

stood in his path. However, even with this divine assistance, the local militia was unable 

to match the numbers and firepower of the Japanese and was forced to retreat into the 

safety of Mount Zhu Gao (竹篙山). The local people informally deified Lin Kuen Gang as 

the ‘God of Mount Zhu Gao’ (竹篙山之神).105  

 

More famous than Lin Kuen Gang, are the leaders of the 1915 anti-Japanese Xilaian 

Incident (西來庵事件), Yu Qing Fang (余清芳) and his lieutenants Jiang Ding (江定) and Lo 

Jun ( 羅 俊 ). Their plot was formulated in the Xilaian Temple ( 西 來 庵 ), a Taoist 

establishment in Tainan, and a religious revolution was planned. Operations began on 

July 6, 1915 in three counties in the Tainan area, and the revolt culminated in a bloody 

massacre at the battle of Jiaobanian (噍吧哖) on August 5, 1915. In the aftermath, as many 

as 30,000 local residents suspected of anti-Japanese activity were killed. The three 

leaders were heralded as heroes by the local population and in their honor the Mount Iron 

Valley Temple (Tie Gu Shan Gong (鐵谷山宮)) was constructed in Yujing (玉井), and thus 

they became deified.106  

 

While the Japanese often encouraged Buddhism, Taoism frequently came under attack, 

and confrontations such as the Xilaian Incident fueled the repression of Taoist 

establishments. Taoist temples installed Buddhist deities during this period as a guise to 

                                                 
105 Liu, Huan-yue. Page 57. 
106 Liu, Huan-yue. Pages 58-59. 
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prevent their destruction, and many of them registered themselves as Buddhist temples 

during the Japanese colonial period. 107 

 

The ‘Japanization Movement’ that emerged in the late 1930’s sought to transform the 

Chinese residents of Taiwan into Japanese citizens. Taiwanese language was prohibited, 

schools became vehicles of indoctrination to arouse Japanese nationalist ideals, Japanese 

names were adopted by all citizens and Chinese cultural activities including Taiwanese 

opera performances were made illegal. In short, the goal of the ‘Japanization Movement’ 

was to eradicate Chinese culture, and this was thought impossible without the destruction 

of popular religion and Taoist temples through a program known as “Temple 

Restructuring”. This of course meant restructuring through destruction, and by burning 

the images of the deities within the temples, a practice known as “sending the god’s back 

to Heaven” (shoshin shoten).108 However some parts of Taiwan were affected to a greater 

extent, for example the Zhongli (中壢) area, while Taipei was hardly affected as temples 

often had connections with government ministers. 109   However, as the Japanese 

occupation of Taiwan only lasted fifty years, it is doubtful that Japanese influence had a 

long lasting effect on popular religion in Taiwan. 

 

Religion after 1945 

 

The Retrocession in October 1945 brought with it increased religious freedom shortly 

followed by a mass immigration of Buddhist monks, Taoist priests and abbots of cult 

temples who fled the restrictions of communist China. Article thirteen of the constitution 

of the Republic of China states that “people will have freedom of religious beliefs”. 

However, the Nationalist government tried to control monastic Buddhism in Taiwan 

through an organization called the Buddhist Association of the Republic of China 

(BAROC). Furthermore, sectarian religions considered socially disruptive, for example, 

the Unity Sect (I Kuan Tao (一貫道)) were also outlawed, as the government suspected 

that they were involved in miscellaneous illegal activities and so banned their public 
                                                 
107 Copper, J. Taiwan: Nation State or Province. SMC Publishing 1996. p 62. 
108 Jones, Charles Brewer. p 83 
109 Copper, J p 87 
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meetings. Some research shows I-Kuan Tao's ability to attract sizeable crowds and its 

inclusion of surreptitious teachings from various clandestine religious sects rendered it a 

prospective threat to social order. 110  However, they overcame being outlawed by 

renaming themselves as ‘The Confucius-Meng Zi Society’ and ‘The Morality Society’.111 

The Nationalist government also tried to regulate popular folk festivals with greater or 

lesser effect. However, since the late 1980’s, both the Unity Sect and local traditions have 

flourished. 

 

Whilst some of the government’s attempts to regulate popular religion were successful, 

often local communities were impervious to state control and continued to worship in 

ways that fulfilled the utilitarian needs of individuals and the community. One such 

example is the case of the cult of the Eighteen Lords (Shiba Wang Gong (十八王公)). 

Their shrine is located on the northern coast of Taiwan where some years before, a small 

ship had been destroyed on the perilous and jagged coastline. As the ship was wrecked at 

night far from an official port, it presumably was on a journey smuggling illicit goods 

into Taiwan. The sailors were therefore attributed with the habit of heavy smoking, and 

along with their faithful canine friend, they all perished on that fateful night. The local 

residents built a shrine to worship them so that they not become hungry ghosts that would 

bring misfortune to the area and  haunt its inhabitants. An unusual custom soon 

developed whereby instead of burning customary incense sticks, cigarettes were offered 

at the altar. Whilst the Nationalist government considered this an unsavory tradition that 

was non-conformist to Confucian ideals, they were powerless to prevent it, and the shrine 

became increasingly popular with gangsters, members of dubious secret societies and 

prostitutes, and those wanting to make a quick profit. The tradition is still maintained 

today. 

 

Often modernization and increased wealth are associated with a fall in religious 

conviction. However, the fastest growth in the number of temples happened during and 

after a successful period of economic development known as the “Taiwan Miracle”. The 
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rapid increase in wealth of the common people allowed far greater donations to be made 

to all religious institutions. Subsequently, large numbers of new elaborate temples were 

built in every region of Taiwan, and older temples were expanded in size and refurbished.  

 

Shrines were built in the 1950’s to honor the heroes of the Japanese colonial period. In 

Yujing, close to the original Mount Iron Valley Temple, a new ‘Martyr’s Temple’ was 

built, and each year Taoist priests perform sacrifices and rituals in honor of the three 

heroes whose rank has been elevated to ‘Marshals’. The statue of Lin Kuen Kang who 

had formerly been worshiped at a small shrine as an unofficial deity was sent to Nan Kun 

Shen Temple where The Royal Lords (Wu Fu Qian Sui (五 府 千 歲 )) agreed to his 

deification and he was renames Zhong Chen Gong (忠臣公). His shrine was expanded, 

and by the late 1980’s, it was wealthy enough to be reconstructed as the Zhong Shen 

Gong Temple ( 忠 神 公 廟 ). 112  Before the Japanese colonial period, there were 

approximately twenty temples dedicated to Zheng Cheng Gong, and after 1945, the 

number started to increase. There are now more than seventy Zheng Cheng Gong temples 

located throughout Taiwan. The total number of temples in Taiwan has more than 

quadrupled since 1981, from 5,531 in 1981113 to over 28,000 in 2006.114  

 

Recent Developments in Religion 

 

Since the democratization of Taiwan, religious parades organized by large temples and 

small temple cults have grown in size and become increasingly modernized and 

spectacular. At Yen Shui bee fireworks more than two million rockets are annually 

ignited over a three day period. What makes this spectacle particularly unusual is that the 

rockets are aimed directly at the crowd of spectators who generally wear modern 

motorcycle helmets as their primary method of protection. Traditional hand carried 

carriages and palanquins have been replaced with small trucks, and bands of traditional 

Chinese musicians are often replaced by loud music booming from barrages of speaker 

systems. During a visit to a remote temple in Taipei County, in honor of the local deities 
                                                 
112 Liu, Huan-yue. pp 58-59. 
113 Katz. Paul R. p 396 
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birthday, the temple management had commissioned both traditional Taiwanese opera 

and modern pole dancers to entertain the deity during his birthday festivities.  

 

 

 

        Photo 11: 

Traditional 

Taiwanese opera 

performance 

at the temple 

 

 

 

While the elder generations sat in easy chairs watching the traditional opera performance, 

the younger generation revved their motor scooters and cheered as the pole dancers 

performed in increasingly revealing costumes. 

 

As the elderly wives became more 

engrossed in following the opera, their 

husbands would turn their heads and 

appreciate the subtleties of modern pole 

dancing. Thus popular religion in its 

customs have evolved to meet modern 

tastes and the demands of an increasingly 

mechanized and high tech culture. 

 

Photo 12: Pole dancing for the local deity 

on his birthday 

 

Since democratization, popular religion temples have also been used by politicians to 

garner support during election time. Before the 2000 presidential elections, the major 
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candidates attempted to acquire support through both monasteries and temples. Lian Zhan 

(連戰) of the KMT (國民黨) and James Soong (宋楚瑜) both campaigned at local Mazu 

temples in a bid to gain grass roots support while the DPP (民進黨) organized a sub-

committee to organize rallies at local temples. Chen Shui Bian, whose major support 

came from the south of Taiwan, claimed that the regions most popular deities, The Royal 

Lords (Wang Ye 王爺) supported his cause. 

 

Conclusion 

As proposed in chapter 1:1, popular religion is still evolving and in a constant state of 

change. While Animism, forged by the wonders of nature, is among the earliest forms of 

popular religious worship, it has always played a significant role in Taiwan, and 

continues to do so today. For example, the Jin-Shing Shrine (進興宮) in Dong Shan (冬山), 

Ilan County, which contrary to its name is actually an impressive three floor Taoist 

temple, is in possession of a sacred rock. It is a coffee colored bolder about the size of a 

living room that has recently been deposited outside the temple. Locally it is believed that 

the rock gives off energy (qi (氣)) energy that can be absorbed into the body. Apparently, 

in the 1980’s, the rock had been dug up while constructing road number 9, and due to its 

size and smoothness, the workers decided it must contain a spirit. The owner of the 

construction company was born in Dong Shan, so delivered the rock to the temple. As 

deities are central to popular religious worship, after the rock arrived, it first had to be 

personified as a deity before it could be properly 

worshiped.  

In order to do this a spirit medium was invited to the 

temple to assist in questioning the spirit of the rock. 

Using divination blocks (chapter 5:2) known in 

Taiwanese as bua bue (zhi jiao (擲筊), by a process of 

elimination the appearance of the deity was ascertained.  

                      Photo 13: Mr. Black Stone                           
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Addressing the spirit of the rock itself, first, the medium asked, "Are you more than a 

meter tall"? The answer was 'no'. "Are you less that 50cm tall"? And so on. The small 

statue, the 'Deity of the Rock' is about 25cm tall, has dark red skin, a luxurious white 

beard (Taoist deities more commonly have black beards), an ornate head piece and a red 

and gold cloak. His official title is Mr. Black Stone (Hei Shi Xian Sheng (黑石先生)). 

Other new deities are still being created, and recently images of the former Nationalist 

leader Chiang Kai Shek (蔣介石) have appeared in temples where he may be worshiped as 

Lord Chiang (蔣公). 

Over a period of approximately four hundred years, influenced by immigration, 

geographical location and political regimes, religion in Taiwan has developed and 

advanced at an increasingly rapid pace. From humble beginnings where deities were 

housed in makeshift shrines, a rich tradition has developed. In what were once small 

villages, religious communities have developed around temple culture, and the once 

simple shrines have matured into increasingly elaborate and grandiose temples where 

both traditional and new local deities are worshiped. The force of religious fervor in 

Taiwan has been unstoppable; surviving the Qing dynasty, Japanese repression and 

Nationalist regulation, and it has developed into the complex and enthralling popular 

religious culture that is still in a state of growth and evolution today. 
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CHAPTER 4 – CASE STUDIES 

 
Chapter 4.1 Long Shan Temple, Taipei. Case Study 

 
The Wanhua District of Taipei 

 

Long Shan Temple lies in the heart of the Wanhua district of Taipei City, amid small 

alleys and lanes, whose premises have preserved traditional arts and crafts, trade in 

religious paraphernalia and sell traditional foods. Wanhua, originally called Mengjia (艋

舺), is one of the oldest areas of Taipei, and in a bygone era, housed the city’s illustrious 

merchants as well as places of dubious entertainment. As Taipei has grown up around 

this area with ever-increasing rapidity, Wanhua has retained much of its traditional 

character. A stone throw from the temple gates lies snake alley, a bustling food market in 

the day, and at night, a hang out for sleazy looking gangsters, tourists and those who want 

to try eating snake, or to drink snakes blood to boost their libido.  

 

History of the temple 

 

Long Shan temple is the oldest Buddhist temple in Taiwan, even though the actual 

buildings have been rebuilt several times due to either natural or man-made disasters. In 

1815, the structure was destroyed by a particularly strong earthquake, in 1867 by a severe 

typhoon, and in 1920, the wooden frames and columns supporting the temple became 

infested with white ants, so the entire temple had to be rebuilt. The construction was 

completed in 1924; this time in stone-blocks, but the central hall was damaged by an 

American bomb in World War 2, and subsequently re-built.  

 

Myths and legends in Chinese culture arise in all eras. It is told that during the Qing 

dynasty, in 1726, a sailor from Quanzhou (泉州) in Fujian province sailed across the 

Taiwan Strait to undertake some business in Taipei. On the way to his destination, he 

paused, put down his heavy bag, hung up his “xiang huo” (香火) (a small package of 

incense ashes that he had brought with him from China) on a bamboo branch, and 
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answered the call of nature. Hurrying on to his business appointment, the forgetful 

traveler left his xiang huo hanging on the Bamboo. That night, the inhabitants of a nearby 

village saw a miraculous yet unexplainable flash of light radiating from the bamboo 

grove. Overwhelmed by curiosity, they ventured into the grove to investigate. There they 

found the xiang huo, and written on it were the words, “Guan Yin of Long Shan Temple” 

and they fell to their knees in quiet prayers and supplication. Good fortune followed, and 

as the good news spread, increasing numbers of worshipers, most of whom had also 

originated from Quanzhou, came to worship the “xiang huo”.  Money was donated, and 

in 1738, a Guan Yin temple was established, the construction being completed by 

1740.115 Thus it was that the Long Shan Temple in Taiwan was born. The area soon 

became wealthy, and developed into the bustling business district of Taipei known as 

Mengjia, later becoming modern day Wanhua. As mentioned, since 1740, the temple has 

been rebuilt four times, three times due to the destructive forces of nature, and once due 

to the destructive forces of an American bomb. Miraculously, the earthquake that 

destroyed the temple in 1815 left the base of the statue of Guan Yin untouched, and the 

American bomb, which destroyed most of the central hall housing Guan Yin, left Guan 

Yin herself undamaged. Miracles still happen. The present incarnation of Long Shan 

Temple was completed in 1945.   

 

In addition to being the oldest Buddhist temple in Taiwan, there are several historical 

characteristics of this temple that render it particularly interesting. It has always been a 

community temple, and as mentioned, was initially established through donations from 

the local community of merchants and common people. In contrast, most other Buddhist 

temples from the Qing dynasty were founded by or had close relations with high-ranking 

officials sent from the Mainland. Therefore, Long Shan Temple has always had closer 

ties with the local community than most other Buddhist temples.116  

 

Its members came predominantly from Quanzhou, and they set up the Quanzhou Guild, 

which was the largest businessmen’s guild in Taipei during the 18th century, and the guild 

                                                 
115 (adapted from) Hsing Fu-Ch’uan. Taiwanese Buddhism and Buddhist Temples. Published by Pacific 
Cultural Foundation, Taiwan. 1982. p 91. 
116 Hsing Fu-Chuan. p 93. 
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used Long Shan Temple as their meeting place. From 1851-1861, immigrants from 

Quanzhou and Zhangzhou (漳洲) fought bitterly with each other, and the temple was the 

gathering place for the Quanzhou  fighters before marching into the streets of Taipei to 

battle with local immigrants from Zhangzhou.  These battles gave birth to the only local 

deity to be found within the halls of Long 

Shan Temple, literally Mrs. Pool Head (Chi 

Tou Fu Ren 池 頭 夫 人 ), but referred to 

amicably by local residents as ‘Pool of 

Blood Woman. 

 

Photo 14: Pool of Blood Woman (池頭夫人) 

           Long Shan Temple, Taipei 

 

Although her family name has long been forgotten, she was a washerwoman from 

Quanzhou, who in 1853, saw armed skirmishers from the Zhangzhou community 

marching towards the temple intent on destruction. Whilst trying to sound an alert to 

warn of the oncoming onslaught, she was brutally murdered and left lying in a pool of her 

own blood. After the battle, she was deified, and now sits enshrined in the rear halls of 

the temple.  

        

Even though now Long Shan Temple is careful not to become involved in either local or 

national politics117, this was not always the case. For example, when Liu Ming-Chuan (劉

銘傳) was Provincial Governor of Taiwan, the French attacked Jilong. The year was 1884, 

and afraid that the French might attack and destroy the Capital, he contemplated moving 

the capital to the south of Taiwan. The inhabitants of Taipei, fearful of loosing their long 

earned livelihoods, gathered in Long Shan Temple, and agreed to petition Liu Ming-

Chuan. The petition included the official seal of Long Shan Temple, and was presented 

by the Board of Trustees to the Governor. Meanwhile, the people of Mengjia organized a 

militia and sent them to fight the French at Jilong (基隆). They also closed the city gates 

in the south of Mengjia to prevent the regular army from retreating south. The French 
                                                 
117 Ibid 
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were soon defeated, and Taipei remained the capital. Six decades later at the close of 

World War 2, the temple was used by the representatives of Taiwan to discuss a schedule 

for welcoming the representatives of the Nationalist government.118 More recently, in 

1986, opposition activists held a sit-in in protest to martial law, and when Zheng Nan-

Rong (鄭南榕) burned himself alive to promote Taiwan independence, a memorial altar 

was unofficially erected at the temple by his supporters.119  

 

The building itself is spectacular, and the present design was strongly influenced by 

temple architecture in Fujian (福建) as the architect, Wang Yi-Shun (王益順), was a native 

of Quanzhou. The temple consists of a main gate, outer courtyard with two fishponds, 

main inner courtyard, the Guan Yin hall, and a rear courtyard behind which lies the Mazu 

hall, as well as offices and dormitories. On either side of the main inner courtyard there is 

a tower, one containing a bell and the other a drum. The roofs of all the buildings are 

spectacular, decorated with multitudinous carvings, and constructed in the Southern 

Chinese style with a sunken center and the corner-ribs pointing up in an exaggerated 

style. In the Northern Chinese style, the top of the roof is flatter and the corner-ribs point 

up in a less exaggerated style.          Photo 15 and 16   

 

               
   Miaoying Temple (妙應寺), Northern Style                       Long Shan Temple, (龍山寺) , Southern Style,                           
                                Beijing                                                                                 Taipei                                                                         
 

                                                 
118. Hsing Fu-Chuan. p 95 
119  Culture and Customs of Taiwan. Davidson,G and Reed, B.Greenwood press 1998, p 131 
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Another architectural feature is the ornate 

main gate, which is topped by two dragons 

intently guarding a pearl. When guarded by 

dragons, the pearl represents the Buddha and 

the Dharma, the teachings of Buddha, and the 

dragons represent guardians of both the 

Buddha and the Dharma.  

Photo 17 

 

In Chinese mythology, dragons are also associated with fortuitous luck, so adherents 

enter the temple through the right gate, which is known as the ‘Dragon Gate’, 

symbolically bringing good fortune with them into the temple.120  Passing an information 

counter, adherents turn left into the fore hall where candles are lit, and where they 

worship and use moon blocks for divination121.  

 

The Seven Primary Deities Worshiped in Long Shan Temple 

 

On entering the temple, practitioners are presented with seven incense sticks, one to offer 

to each of the major deities. These deities include The Jade Emperor (玉皇大帝), Guan 

Yin (觀音), Wenchang Di Jun (文昌帝君), Da Yu (大禹), Mazu (媽祖), Zhu Sheng Niang 

Niang (註生娘娘) and Guang Gong (關公).  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
120 Given this information by Sarah, an English-speaking guide at Long Shan temple. 
121  Note: The terms ‘praying’ and ‘worshiping’ have different connotations in English. Praying is 
associated with requesting help or intervention, either for material objects or for emotional strength from a 
deity. Worshiping is associated with showing devotion, veneration and love for a deity. The Chinese 
expression “bai bai” (拜拜) encompasses both of these actions at the same time. Therefore, in this paper, as 
it is grammatically difficult to use “bai bai” when writing in English, the terms ‘praying” and “worshiping” 
are both take on the connotation of “bai bai”, and are therefore, in most cases, interchangeable with each 
other. 
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The Jade Emperor (玉皇大帝) 

 

The Jade Emperor is a Taoist Deity of the 6th century, and as the highest of the celestial 

hierarchy, is the first deity of the seven to be worshiped. It should be noted that there is 

no image of the Jade Emperor in Long Shan Temple, but there is a censer, a receptacle 

for burning incense, dedicated to him, and located between the front gate and outer wall 

of the temple. There are many myths and legends surrounding the promotion of the Jade 

Emperor to his exalted position.    

 

The three supreme deities in Taoism are called the Three Pure Ones (San Qing 三清) and 

they revealed themselves to a medium called Yang Xi (楊羲) between 365 to 370 C.E. 

They each officiated over one of the three highest heavens, which on a hierarchical basis 

lay above the other six heavens populated by Chinese Gods.122 At the pinnacle of this 

hierarchy, Yuanshi Tianzun (元始天尊), also known as the Celestial Venerable of the 

Primordial Beginning, was the supreme administrator of Heaven. 

 

One narrative tells of Yuanshi Tianzun, steeped in celestial glory, employing the Jade 

Emperor as his assistant. Gradually, Yuanshi Tianzun delegated ever-increasing amounts 

of work to his worthy assistant, until the entire task administering Heaven was taken over. 

The Jade Emperor “later came to replace and even exceed the administrative duties of 

Yuanshi Tianzun as overseer to both Heaven and Earth”.123 

 

In another account, the catalyst that brought about the immediate promotion of the Jade 

Emperor to the top position in Heaven can be traced back to a powerful and warlike tribe 

called the Kitans (Qi Dan 契丹).  In 907 C.E., the Kitan chieftain, Opaochi, proclaimed 

himself Emperor of an independent kingdom with the Dynastic name of Liao (遼朝), 

which spread from Manchuria in the north to the Yellow River in the South, with Beijing 

as its capital.  

                                                 
122 Joseph A Adler. Chinese religions. Published by Rutledge, 2002. p70 
123 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuan-shi_tian-zun March 2007 
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“For a long period China weakly allowed herself to be blackmailed by the 

Kitans, who, in return for a large money subsidy and valuable supplies of 

silk, forwarded a quite insignificant amount of local produce, which was 

called "tribute" by the Chinese court”. 124 

Thus it was that in 1005, Emperor Zhen Zong (真宗), the third emperor of the Song 

dynasty, signed the Shan Yuan Treaty with the Liao Dynasty, in which the Song agreed 

to pay an annual tribute of 100,000 ounces of silver and over 200,000 bolts of silk to the 

Kitans.125 Having lost face to a barbarian tribe, the Emperor was in fear of losing the 

support of his nation, and with it, his throne. To divert attention away from weak foreign 

policy, in 1012 C.E, he summoned his chief ministers and announced with great 

solemnity and display, that he had been visited in a dream by an immortal with a letter 

from the Jade Emperor. The heavenly decree conveniently explained that the Song 

Emperor was an incarnate descendant of the Jade Emperor himself.  Then, in a masterful 

display of Song dynasty spin doctoring, in order to add authority to his claim, after 

another ‘dream’, Zhen Zong issued an edict pronouncing that each time the Jade Emperor 

had materialized in a dream, he had identified himself as “Master of Heaven and Earth, 

and the Incarnation of the Tao.”126 This state recognition elevated the Jade Emperor from 

minor deity to the most important and influential deity in the official pantheon. 

Simpler theories of how the Jade Emperor rose to such an important rank in the Taoist 

celestial hierarchy are that, in the same way as Buddhism had the Buddha and Neo-

Confucianism had Confucius as central figures of authority and worship, Taoism also 

needed a central and easily identifiable figure. As such, the Jade Emperor was created to 

fill this vacuum.127  

 

 

                                                 
124 Herbert. A. Giles. China and the Manchus. Cited at: 
http://www.worldwideschool.org/library/books/hst/asian/ChinaandtheManchus/Chap1.html 
125 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emperor_Zhenzong_of_Song 
126 Keith G Stevens. Chinese mythological Gods. Published by Oxford University Press, 2001. p 49 
127 Mark Caltonhill. Private prayers and public parades. Published by the Department of information, 
Taipei City Government, 2002. p 23 
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Guan Yin (觀音) 

 

The second deity to be worshiped is the Buddhist Bodhisattva (菩薩), Guan Yin . Born in 

myth, the origins of Guan Yin, the uncompromisingly merciful, the embodiment of 

compassion, have been washed into obscurity by the relentless tides of time. However, 

the numerous myths and legends surrounding this most spiritual of deities abound with 

richness and mystery fitting to a figure venerated by almost a billion people worldwide.  

 

Although in Chinese Buddhism Guan Yin represents the pinnacle of female and 

humanitarian virtues, the earlier deity on which the Bodhisattva Guan Yin is based, 

Avalokitesvara, was in fact a male deity. Neither art historians who have examined 

ancient carvings, sculpture and religious art, nor Buddhist scholars have been able to 

agree on when the cult of Avalokitesvara first appeared in India. “The uncertainty about 

the beginning of the cult of Avalokitesvara in India is a reflection of the ongoing debates 

about the origin and early history of Mahayana Buddhism (大乘)”.128 

 

Avalokitesvara and the later female incarnation, Guan Yin, are celestial Bodhisattvas, the 

‘great beings’ (Mahasattvas) of the Mahayana school of Buddhism. They represent 

perfected embodiments of compassion, and, although spiritually advanced enough to 

attain enlightenment at any time, have instead renounced their final Enlightenment in 

order to liberate all sentient beings. Only then, will they rest and complete their own 

enlightenment129.  

 

Guan Yin, poised serenely in golden radiance, receives worship, prayers and offerings in 

the central hall of Long Shan temple. Many contradictory myths and legends concerning 

the origins and life of Guan Yin exist. The two stories, which are most prevalent today, 

were popularized in both different countries and different millennia. Guan Yin initially 

appears in written tradition within first millennial Mahayana Buddhist sutras composed in 

Kashmir during the golden age of the Kushan Empire. Later, at the end of the 11th 
                                                 
128 Chun Fang-yu. Guan-yin. The Chinese transformation of Avalokitesvara. Published by Columbia 
University press, 2001. p 7 
129 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodhisattvas May 2007 
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century in China, Guan Yin was personified as compassionate Princess Miao-Shan (妙善), 

a living woman, to be worshiped as a Chinese Goddess130. The Sinicization of this 

formerly Indian Bodhisattva is an excellent example illustrating how Buddhism became 

indigenized in China.  

 

“Just as Buddhism changed from a 

foreign religion into Chinese 

Buddhism, the Bodhisattva was 

similarly transformed into the 

Chinese ‘Goddess of Mercy.’”131 

 

The Chinese name Guan-shi yin (觀

世音) was a direct translation of the 

name Avalokitesvara and in the 

early scriptures, there are no 

descriptions relating to Guan Yin’s 

appearance. However, in China, 

before the Han Dynasty, Guan Yin 

was often depicted as a stately 

young man.  

 

   Photo 18: Guan Yin (觀音) at Long Shan Temple 

 

One miracle is popularly believed relating to the Guan Yin statue at Long Shan temple. 

Reportedly, after a major earthquake in 1999, there was a power cut in Taipei, and for a 

short while there was no electricity. However, a rainbow of colored light was observed by 

many of the volunteers at the temple, and one woman who photographed it showed me 

the picture. Even though the photograph was not in my opinion particularly conclusive as 

                                                 
130 Chun Fang-yu. p 295 
131 Chun Fang-yu. p 15 
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there may have been other light sources, the secretary of the temple confirmed the 

unusual occurrence.132 
 

Most of the surveys and interviews were conducted either within or just outside the main 

courtyard, in front of the central hall, which houses Guan Yin and other Buddhist deities. 

It should be noted that there are other halls at the rear of the temple devoted to non-

Buddhist deities. Furthermore, five of the seven incense sticks that worshipers carry are 

reserved for prayer and worship of the deities housed in the rear halls.  

The remaining deities are mostly from Chinese folk religion, although some of them have 

been adopted into the larger belief systems of Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. The 

five remaining deities of importance are housed in three halls, and are accompanied by 

their entourage and deities of lower ranks. There are also two side halls accommodating 

other deities, but these do not have censors in front of them to hold the aromatic incense 

offerings.  

Wenchang Di Jun (文昌帝君) 

The third deity to be worshiped is the God of Literature and Examinations, Wenchang, 

who is associated primarily with Confucianism but also with Taoism.133 According to 

Taoism, the Jade Emperor assigned Wenchang with the heavenly task of keeping a log on 

men of letters, so that rewards and punishments could be handed out according to their 

deeds.134  

 

Placed in front of his hall are several large tables where offerings from hopeful students 

and their families are deposited. I asked several people why they had left onions as 

offerings. The nature of the answers provided an excellent insight into the Chinese 

superstition regarding homophony, words that sound alike but have different meanings. It 

was explained to me that ‘onion’ is pronounced ‘cong’ (蔥) and that ‘intelligent’ is also 

                                                 
132 Interview with volunteer helpers, February 2007. 
133 Joseph A. Adler.p 13 
134 Cited at http://www.britannica.com/eb/article-9076538 2007 
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pronounced ‘cong’ (聰), and that they are both ‘first tone’. Thus, due to the offering of 

incense and onions, Wenchang would bless individuals with the intelligence to pass the 

exam. Another popular offering were ‘zong zi’, wrapped parcels of rice, with ‘zong’ (粽) 

sounding the same as ‘zhong’ (中) meaning ‘win’, implying to achieve good results in the 

exam. Alongside the offerings, there were also copies of students ID, so that Wenchang 

could easily identify whom to bless with cleverness and accomplishment in their exams.  

 

There are several versions as to who Wenchang may have been. He is variously said to 

have been an actual scholar in the Tang Dynasty or the Qin Dynasty (秦朝), and a general 

in the Song Dynasty.135 However, the prevalent story is that of the scholar Zhong  Kui (鐘

魁). Zhong  Kui was a scholar as famous for his brilliant literary skills as he was infamous 

for his hideous facial deformities. While the former won him the accolade of first 

academician at the metropolitan examinations, the latter lost him the approval of the 

emperor. It was customary for the emperor in person to present a delicately fashioned 

golden rose as a prize to the first academician. Accordingly, Zhong Kui presented himself 

to the emperor to receive his just rewards. The emperor was so offended by Zhong  Kuis’ 

appearance that he refused to reward him with the golden rose. In despair, wretched and 

dejected, the gruesome looking scholar promptly drowned himself. The gods however, 

were not as easily influenced by appearances as the tactless emperor had been, and Zhong  

Kui ascended to heaven where he became the arbiter of the fates of scholars, students, 

and educated men of letters. During exam times, he is still one of the most frequently 

worshiped deities at Long Shan Temple. 

 
Da Yu (大禹) 

 
Following the route of my interviewees brought me next to the most archaic dynasty of 

Chinese history, the Xia (夏朝), which traditionally existed between the 22nd and 18th 

century B.C.E... A dynasty that until recent archeological excavations in Henan and 

Shanxi provinces, which have been identified with Xia culture, 136  may have been 

                                                 
135 E.T.C.Werner. p 106 
136 Cited at Xia dynasty. (2006). In Encyclopedia Britannica. 
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article?tocId=9383025 
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considered mythological. The 

Xia culture marked an 

evolutionary stage between 

the late Neolithic period 

where animals were first 

domesticated and farming 

and hunting with metal 

implements was widespread, 

and the more advanced social 

and religious structure of the 

Shang dynasty.  

 

He was added to the temple 

in 1908 as a result of road 

widening projects that caused 

the destruction of the original 

temple that housed his image. 

 

                                                             Photo 19: Da Yu (大禹) at Long Shan Temple  

 

The first monarch and founder of the Xia dynasty, King Yu, or Yu the Great, Da Yu (大

禹), has been remembered for saving both the people and the land from a great flood, and 

as such, has been deified as a Water God. There are many myths and legends of how Da 

Yu controlled the floods. In one story, he bored holes through mountains to drain the 

water,137 in another worked for thirteen years with twenty thousand men to fulfill the task, 
138and in yet another, while working, he would increase his strength by transforming 

himself into a bear.139  Of historical interest is that his rule represented transition to 

hereditary transference of power from father to son. Of religious significance is that Yu 

the Great became deified as both a folk deity, and in the Taoist pantheon as the most 
                                                 
137 Cited at encyclopedia Mythica. http://www.pantheon.org/articles/d/da-yu.html  March 1997 
138 Cited at http://www.reference.com/browse/wiki/Yu_the_Great   May 2007 
139 Cited at encyclopedia Mythica. http://www.pantheon.org/articles/d/da-yu.html  March 1997 
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prominent of five Water Gods, Shui Xian Zun Wang (水仙尊王). The statue of Da Yu 

statue sits majestically in a prominent position between small statues of the remaining 

four Water Gods. 

 

Mazu (媽祖) 

 

The most important deity in the rear halls, and indeed the original reason why these halls 

were added, was to accommodate the goddess Mazu. In 1792, the Chinese government 

assigned Mengjia as an official port for trade between Quanzhou and Fuzhou in Fujian 

province and Taiwan.  

 

 

 

 

 

“As a result of prosperous 

business, the merchant guild 

“Quanzhou” of Mengjia 

erected the rear hall to 

venerate their patron Mazu 

to pray for protection for 

their safe sailing to China on 

business.”140 

 

 

 

 

       Photo 20: Mazu (媽祖) at Long Shan Temple 

 

                                                 
140 Free literature obtained from Long Shan Temple information desk 
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The addition by merchants who rely on safe travel by sea of a deity who protects those at 

sea also illustrates the pragmatic nature of popular religion and its relationship to the 

local community. However, Mengjia is no longer a port, but the deity remains. Mazu will 

be discussed in detail in chapter 5:4. as she is the primary deity at Tian Hou Gong, 

Magong City, Penghu. 

Zhu Sheng Niang Niang (註生娘娘) 

 The penultimate of the seven main deities worshiped is Zhu Sheng Niang Niang, the 

‘Queen Registrar of Births’ who occupies a place in the Taoist pantheon. Worship of Zhu 

Sheng Niang Niang is related to the conception of a child, to the process of childbirth 

itself and to the welfare of young children. Consequently, she is a popular deity whose 

table for offerings is seldom empty.  

“The Queen Registrar of Births is said to also help as a spiritual midwife. 

Married women therefore pray to Zhu Sheng Niang Niang for babies and 

unproblematic childbirth, and unmarried women for a suitable marriage 

partner. She is also believed to protect offspring throughout their childhoods 

and promote healthy development”141 

Guang Gong (關公) 

The final incense stick of the seven is dedicated to Guan Yu (關羽), also known as Guan 

Di (關帝) and Guan Gong (關公), a deity venerated by both Buddhists and Taoists, 

respected in Confucianism, and based on an historical hero from the latter Han Dynasty. 

Both a man and a legend, his worldly exploits were elaborated on in the epic novel, 

“Romance of the three kingdoms” (San guo yan yi  三國演義). 

Set against the backdrop of the declining Eastern Han Dynasty, a period in which both 

Taoism and Buddhism first flourished in China, 23 to 220 C.E., Guan Yu espoused both 

Confucian and Buddhist virtues. His celebrated military career began under the 

commander Liu Bei (劉備) during the Yellow Turban Rebellion, a peasant revolt against 
                                                 
141 Mark Caltonhill. p 54. 
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the Han Emperor Lingdi (漢靈帝) in 184 C.E., but ended unceremoniously thirty-five 

years later when he was executed along with his son in 219 C.E. However, it was his 

glorious career and honorable actions in the intervening period as well as the manner of 

his death that secured Guan Yu a celebrated status in Buddhism and Taoism. His life was 

one exemplifying the virtues of bravery, loyalty, uprightness and self-sacrifice.142As a 

result, he is not only known as the God of War, but also of business, literature, police and 

gangsters.  

Photo 21: Guan Gong (關公) at Long 

Shan Temple 

A key point in the life of Guan Yu was a 

brotherhood sworn in the garden of peach 

blossoms between Liu Bei (劉備), Zhang Fei 

(張飛) and himself. They pledged that, "Though 

not born on the same day of the same month in 

the same year, we hope to die so." 143  This 

phrase has since been adopted by secret 

societies and brotherhoods in Chinese culture, 

thus accounting for his seemingly dubious 

position as both the God of Gangsters and of 

Police. Guan Yu never faltered from the vow taken in the garden of peach blossoms, 

which gained him the reputation for loyalty, a value much admired by Confucianism. As 

a general, he always fought bravely, but is honored as the God of War because he was a 

leader who observed the codes of brotherhood and righteousness. He was a “loyal, 

generous man who always did what was right. He used his immense strength to help the 

weak and disadvantaged.”144 Therefore, he has also become recognized as the God of 

Business, as he is perceived to bless the upright and protect them from the dishonest. 

                                                 
142 Mark Caltonhill. p 97 
143 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gu%C4%81n_Y%C7%94  June 2007 
144 Leonard Everett Fisher. The gods and goddesses of ancient China. Published by Holiday house / New 
York. p 16. 
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Finally, he is recognized as an alternative God of Literature due to his ability to recite 

complete tracts of literature from memory.145 

Guan Yu has been worshiped in Taoism since the 14th  century, when the forty-second 

Celestial Master, Zhang Zhengchang (張正常), included a legend of Guan Yu defeating 

another war god, Chi You, in a 12th century battle over a saltwater lake in his book, 

Lineage of the Han celestial masters (han tian shi shi jia 漢天師世家).146 In Mahayana 

Buddhism, Guan Yu is recognized as the Bodhisattva Sangharama (伽藍菩薩) and in this 

role, is the guardian of temples and the Dharma. He received Buddha’s teachings in 592 

from the master Zhiyi (智顗) the founder of the Tiantai (天台宗) Buddhist sect in China.147 

Deities and Patterns of Worship 

Guan Yu is also the most popular deity at Long Shan Temple, 24 percent of the people 

surveyed replying that they prefer to worship him than other deities, and 17 percent 

saying that they believed that he had the most power to help them. This was unexpected 

as the temple is primarily dedicated to Guan Yin. However, as Taipei is both the largest 

city in Taiwan and an important business center, it is a very pragmatic choice and an 

example of how the temple serves the needs of the local community. The second most 

popular deity was Mazu who is the preferred deity of 14 percent of worshipers. Of the 16 

percent who prefer to worship all of the deities, most fall into the over 60-age group. The 

Jade Emperor, the most powerful deity in the Taoist pantheon was the least popular, 

maybe because worshipers felt that Guang Gong and Mazu or a combination of all the 

deities were answering their prayers, so supplications to the Jade Emperor to petition 

lesser deities on their behalf were unnecessary. (Chart 1) 

 

 

 

 

  
                                                 
145 Leonard Everett Fisher. p 16 
146 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guan_Yu#Worship_in_Buddhism June 2007 
147 Ibid 
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Chart 1 

 

 
 

I asked Zhang Jun-Hong (張俊宏), Secretary of Long Shan temple148about worship 

patterns there. Over the past thirty years, he told me, he has witnessed many changes. An 

increasing number of young people and families have been coming to worship at the 

temple. In the 1970’s, the largest proportion of worshipers were women over the age of 

sixty, but now, younger generations and family groups are more common. He believes 

that most worshipers come to ask for help with their career and to have deities help them 

solve problems. In response to the question of why individuals had come to Long Shan 

Temple, as illustrated in chart 2, an interesting pattern emerged. In the two middle age 

groups, 25-40 and 41-60, the most popular reason was to ‘pray for something’, 31 percent 

and 25 percent respectively. As during this period of life, there may be a larger variety of 

things to pray for, for example, business success, marriage, children, and parent’s health, 

the temple is therefore fulfilling its function in serving both the practical material and 

social needs of this section of the community. The over 60 age group, rather than to pray 

for something, come largely to maintain tradition, while all age groups considered to 

                                                 
148 Personal interview with Zhang Jun-Hong, Secretary of Long Shan temple 28/12/06 
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some extent that visiting the temple and maybe worshiping (the most common reason to 

visit the temple) would bring them good luck. 

 

Chart 2 

 

. 

 

Even though there are increasing amounts of visitors to Long Shan Temple, this does not 

necessarily reflect on the depth of their belief. The respondents were asked to mark on a 

scale of one to one hundred how strong they considered their own religious beliefs to be. 

Of the four case study temples, the respondents at Long Shan Temple recorded the lowest 

score with an average of 58.1 percent (chart 3), the mean score from all four temples 

being 70.4 percent. Two possible explanations for this are worthy of speculation. First, 

that due to its national fame, some visitors come to view the architecture and consider it a 

landmark to visit when in Taipei, or, that residents of Taipei, which is Taiwan’s most 

developed city and business and administrative center have to some extent succumbed to 

modernization and are therefore possess less religious conviction than residents in more 

traditional locations.  
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Chart 3 

How strong is your faith in your religious beliefs
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Relationship Between the Temple and the Community 

Long Shan Temple has many ties with the community. As well as providing daily 

chanting for the benefit of the whole community, they also have a fund from which 

certain poor people in the neighborhood can apply for assistance. A list of the people 

most in need is provided by the government. Money is also donated for scholarships, for 

restoration of old buildings, to buy lanterns at Lantern festival, and for the upkeep of 

libraries. The money to support Long Shan Temple and its social programs comes from 

approximately 400,000 members who contribute money.149  They also have a separate 

building, the Taipei Long Shan Temple Cultural Center (財團法人台北市艋舺龍山寺板橋文

化廣場) located on the 5th – 10th floors, No 242, Sec 2, Wanhua Rd., Banciao City, Taipei 

County, which holds classes and seminars as well as providing free instruction in 

Buddhism and a quiet place for meditation. The cultural center is funded directly by Long 

Shan Temple. All these factors serve to illustrate how the relationship between culture, 

popular religion, temples and the community are mutually beneficial, and help form and 

preserve a cohesive society. 

                                                 
149 Long Shan Temple, Secretary Zhang Jun-Hong, Interview 28/12/06 
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The Cultural Center opened on January 1 2006. It has an exhibition center on the fifth 

floor, the sixth floor is dedicated to education, the seventh floor has seminar rooms, a 

lecture hall and movie theater. The subjects presented there include Buddhism, 

environmental protection, art, law and health. Floors eight to ten are still in the process of 

being furbished, the 8th floor as a vegetarian restaurant, the 9th as a residential meditation 

center, and the 10th floor as a room to worship Buddhist deities.  

At present, there are classes in both traditional Chinese culture and in Buddhist and 

related religious studies. Cultural classes include playing traditional instruments, fortune 

telling, taiji and art. Religious based classes include the study of Buddhism including 

meditation, Buddhist sutras and appreciation of religious sculpture.  

                          

   Photo 22: Erhu classes at the Cultural Center                   Photo 23: Buddhist Statue Appreciation classes 

The meditation classes are taught by monks and nuns brought in from a Buddhist College 

in Xin Zhu (新竹市), and by Min Ai (明靄), the resident monk from Long Shan Temple. 

The classes are attended by all age groups, the majority of students being females. In 

each three-month semester, seventy-five classes are offered, 35% of them being free of 

charge, and the remainder charging 1500NT per semester. The full curriculum available 

is as follows.    
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                              Charging Item (NT$1,500/3 months) 
Category Curriculum 

Art and Culture 
Calligraphy 、 Yi Ching(The Book of Changes) Feng Shui 、

Chinese Erhu Fiddle、Painting 
Life entertainment 

and skill 
Flower Arranging 、 Dessert Baking 、 English, Japanese and 
Korean Language Learning、Photography 

Keeping Good Health 
and Rhythm Belly Dance、Taijiquan、Breathing Exercise、Yoga、Pilates 

                                  Buddha Dharma Public Service (Free) 
Curriculum Content 

Sign language Teaching conversation and culture of sign language in order to 
communicate with the deaf without difficulty. 

Buddhist painting Making your body and mind peaceful and happy by learning how 
to create Buddhist imagery. 

Studying Club Exchanging opinions in a relaxed environment, and realizing the 
difference between this and traditional education. 

Buddhist Statue 
Appreciation 

Appreciation of Buddhist statues and their cultural development 
in history and appreciating their religious significance.   

Sutra Introduction 

By studying 6 sutras including the Avatamsaka Sutra (Seminar 
on Agama Sutra), Vajracchedika-prajnaparamita-sutra (Diamond 
Sutra), The Prajna Paramita Heart Sutra (Heart Sutra), 
Saddharmapundarika-sutra (Lotus sutra), Madhyamika-karika 
Sutra, and Sata Dharma Shasta, to understand their positions in 
Buddhist history, forming and characteristics of Buddhist 
thoughts, and explanations of important texts. 

The Sutra of 
Visualization of the 
Buddha of Infinite 

Life 

Describing the approach to Rebirth in the Pure Land, and 
realizing the profound meaning of reciting Buddha sutras. 

The Dharma Jewel 
Platform Sutra 

It is the most important sutra of Chinese Zen Buddhism which 
emphasizes “directly pointing at the heart, seeing into one’s 
nature and attaining Buddha hood", as revealed by the Sixth 
Patriarch Hui Neng. 

Intelligence in life of 
Zhuangzi 

By telling stories, explaining 7 pieces of intelligence of 
Zhuangzi, the content contains 12 subjects in life, among them 6 
are life experiences, 6 are life cultivation, all helping students to 
re-recognize their lives. 

 
Figure 1: Full curriculum at Long Shan Cultural Center 
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Mr. Leo Lai (賴正信), the CEO of the community center was asked whether fortune 

telling and the Lantern festival were religious or cultural activities. He replied that they 

were both cultural, clearly illustrating how some aspects of popular religion are perceived 

as cultural rather than religious tradition. 150 

 

Social welfare projects are a long established tradition in Buddhist communities. In 

addition to welfare projects and education, Long Shan Temple also hosts festivals and 

parades. The most significant are held at New Year to worship the new Tai Sui (太歲), 

Lantern Festival where novel lanterns are displayed, and on Guan Yin’s birthday when 

chanting, prayers and offerings are made. Guan Yin’s birthday is celebrated on the 

nineteenth day of the second lunar month, and the celebrations are repeated on the 

nineteenth day of the sixth and ninth months.  

 

                     
24: Lantern Festival. Year of the Pig        25: Worshiping the new Tai Sui           26:  Guan Yin’s Birthday 
 

Fen ling (分靈) have been provided by Long Shan Temple in the past, but this tradition 

has ceased recently. There were two kinds of fen ling, small Guan Yin statues that could 

be taken home by worshipers to pray to when sick, and those to be worshiped in another 

temple. The first kind are no longer allowed to leave the temple as one family refused to 

return their fen ling. The family offered to purchase it from the temple, but the temple 

refused on principal. Between 1796 and 1820, the first fen ling were given to different 

temples in the north of Taiwan. In those days, an elaborate ceremony involving monks 

and religious ritual was undertaken by Long Shan temple. In total, there are ten official 
                                                 
150 Long Shan Community Center, C.E.O. Mr. Leo Lai, (賴正信) Interview 30/1/07 
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fen ling in other temples. In recent times, temples wishing to acquire a fen ling from Long 

Shan Temple provide both the statue and monk to perform the service, and these events 

have not been officially recorded by Long Shan Temple. It is therefore impossible to 

know how many Guan Yin statues are now related to the Guan Yin in Long Shan 

Temple.151  

 

Conclusion 

 

Temples exist to serve the spiritual and emotional needs of the community, and each 

community, although bearing similarities is in itself, unique. A rural community facing 

the unpredictability of nature would not require the same spiritual reassurances as an 

urban community facing the challenges of business, gangsters and bureaucracy. 

Therefore, even though each of the deities discussed in this paper are popular in their own 

right, and may be found housed either individually or with other diverse collections of 

deities in similar temples, the configuration of deities at Long Shan temple is distinct. 

Neither is the selection coincidental, but accumulative, each deity being added at a time 

when circumstance dictated it was required by the community. The addition of Mazu by 

the Quanzhou Guild, corresponding with the increasingly profitable trade between 

Mengjia and Fujian Province in 1792, provides an excellent example of this phenomenon.  

 

The Buddha taught that everyone has suffering and unsatisfactoriness in their lives. Both 

the social work undertaken and the deities housed in Long Shan Temple offer a solution 

to the suffering and unsatisfactoriness as well as to the hopes and ambitions of the 

specific community the temple serves. This can be observed in the nature of the deities, 

that, when perceived as a group, are ideal for helping an urban population through the 

daily trials and tribulations of their life cycle. 

 

From finding a suitable marriage partner to conception and childbirth, help can be 

obtained from The Queen Registrar of Births, Zhu Sheng Niang Niang. The children then 
                                                 
151 Long Shan Temple, Secretary Zhang Jun-Hong, telephone interview 14/04/07 
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reach school age, and from this time until graduating from the education system, there is 

the God of Literature, Wenchang, to help the students on their way. After leaving 

education, through military service or directly into either a career or business, the God of 

War, Guan Yu, can be called on for strength and assistance.  When an individual 

becomes sick, or approaches old age and death, there is the Goddess of Compassion, 

Guan Yin to listen to a devotee’s prayers. Furthermore, if on the journey through life, 

trouble, danger or distress is encountered, there is the Goddess Mazu to petition. There is 

also a plethora of lesser deities to call upon as well as two other Bodhisattvas, Wenshu 

Pusa (文殊菩薩) and Pu Xian Pusa (普賢菩薩). Finally, if other prayers remain unanswered, 

an appeal can be made to the highest authority, The Jade Emperor, to grant favors and to 

influence the other deities on your behalf. Throughout the cycle of life, for the full range 

of human emotions and material concerns, aid can be requested and solace found through 

the deities represented at Long Shan Temple. Consequently, Long Shan Temple 

represents a tolerant and unbigoted multi-purpose multi-religious environment, with a 

distinct flavor that satisfies the spiritual and emotional needs, as well as the practical 

needs related to decision-making of the lay Buddhist community in the Wanhua district at 

the heart of Taipei. 
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4.2 Fu An Gong, Checheng. Case Study 
 

Fu An Gong is a magnificent temple located in Checheng (車城) township in Pingdong 

County in southern Taiwan. It is built on three floors, each floor housing a set of deities. 

In front of the temple is a long staircase leading down to a large forecourt for parades and 

celebrations. An old woman sits atop of the staircase selling flowers that are used as 

offerings to Tu Di Gong (土地公) and other deities. At the base of the steps, two Buddhist 

nuns wait patiently for alms. 

 

 
Photo 27: Fu An Gong 

 

When facing the temple, on the right of the main building stands the receptacle for 

burning ghost money that is one of the key features that brings worshipers to the temple. 

Locally known as the “flying cashier counter”, it literally sucks paper money from the 

hands of worshipers into the depths of the flames. Although probably explainable through 

thermodynamics, this as far as I have been able to ascertain is the only one in Taiwan. In 
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Fu An Gong, Tu Di Gong himself was said to have appeared in the center of the flames, 

and photographs of this phenomenon are on display. To offer money here is believed to 

bring good fortune, and the flying money provides proof that Tu Di Gong has listened to       

vvvvvvvprayers, requests and benedictions. 

 

                                   Photo 28 

Tu Di Gong appeared inside the ‘Flying Cashier 

Counter’ 

 

In terms of both its design and its size, the statue of 

Tu Di Gong is also unique. Mr. Zen Bao Wen (曾寶

文), the Chief Secretary of Fu An Gong, explained 

that the temple wanted a very special Tu Di Gong, 

and therefore a free hand was given to the artist.152 

Fu An Gong is also a popular temple for mediums, 

maybe due to the fact that Tu Di Gong is a less important deity in the religious pantheon, 

and is therefore not shown the same reverence as higher deities who are more serious and 

less likely to tolerate spirit mediums that communicate with other deities. 

 

Checheng (車城) 

 

Checheng is situated in an agricultural region approximately 80km south of Kaohsiung 

(高雄市) and 65km south of Pingdong, and due to its fame, often worshipers travel form 

these larger cities to worship Tu Dì Gong. Checheng is an ancient town, the settlement 

having started in the second year of the rule of Zheng Cheng Gong (鄭成功) in 1662. Prior 

to this, the area was settled by the Pai Wan (排灣族) tribe, the aboriginal name being 

Guibiwan (龜壁灣). After the arrival of Zheng Cheng Gong and his army, the area was 

opened up for cultivation, and later settled by immigrants from both Fujian Province and 

Guangdong (廣東).153 

                                                 
152 Interview with Zen Bao Wen (曾寶文) Chief Secretary of Fu An Gong .2006 
153 Cited at: http://www.ekt.idv.tw/modules/cjaycontent/history.htm 2004 
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There are three different local legends as to how the town became called Checheng. In 

the pre Zheng Cheng Gong period, the Dutch, being unable to pronounce the local 

aborigine name of ‘Kabeyawan’, imitated the name as ‘Gui Bi Wan’. The Pai Wan play 

an important role in each of the following legends. One story tells that Zheng Cheng 

Gong billeted an army there, and to speedily fabricate a town wall, they maneuvered 

military vehicles into a circle around the camp. The vehicles were called jun che (軍車), 

and the settlement became known as Checheng (車城), cheng (城) meaning ‘city wall’. A 

similar story is that a caravan of traders was attacked by aboriginies and made a 

temporary wall from their cattle carts, and after repelling their attackers, commemorated 

the battle by naming the area Checheng. In the third variation, according to local historian 

Lin Heng Dao (林衡道), Zheng Cheng Gong built a wooden wall around the settlement, 

and the wall was called Fuancheng (福安城) meaning ‘good fortune and peace wall’. 

Because the wall was constructed from wood, it began to be named Chaicheng (柴城), 

chai (柴) meaning firewood. Due to the similarity in pronunciation between the words 

‘chai’ and ‘che’ in Chinese and Taiwanese, Checheng prevailed.154  

 

At present, Checheng is a community comprising of 10,365 people distributed among 

eleven connecting villages. There are no remnants of the walls remaining to testify to the 

origins of its name.  

 

The Temple 

 

The temple has been rebuilt several times, increasing in size as its popularity and 

reputation for miracles has increased. The previous temple was therefore much smaller 

than the present incarnation, and some remnants from the original can be seen at the front 

entrance to the temple square. There has also been a change in the managerial system of 

the temple since Mr. Zen was elected Chief Secretary (zong gan shi ( 總 幹 事 )). 

Traditionally, the temple was administered by a temple manager (miao gong (廟公)). The 

miao gong traditionally took care of everything in the temple, and the temples income  

                                                 
154 Cited at: http://www.ktnp.gov.tw/kids/wealth/history06.asp March 2007 
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belonged to the miao gong. In Buddhist temples, the miao gong is usually a monk, but in 

Taoist temples, the miao gong is usually a layman. After Mr. Zen took on the position of 

chief secretary, he decided that the miao gong system was no longer adequate for the 

running and maintenance of the growing temple. The main difference now in the 

organizational structure is that all funds now belong directly to the temple to invest or 

spend for the benefit of the temple, local community, or charitable donations. 

 
The temple today serves several communities including frequent visitors from both 

Kaohsiung and Pingdong city, local aborigines who are often Christians but choose to 

worship their traditional gods and Tu Di Gong, residents from the towns and rural areas 

and foothills surrounding Checheng, and more recently, tourists on their way to Kending 

(墾丁). Mr. Zen believes that most people who arrive on tour coaches come to worship 

only Tu Di Gong, while people who arrive by car are more likely to worship all the 

deities in the temple.  

 

The Major Deities Worshiped at Fu An Gong 

 

Tu Di Gong (土地公) 

 

Carved majestically in a modern and unique angular style, the statue of Tu Di Gong 

dominates the main altar on the first floor. His face is depicted as kind and over 

brimming with benediction. He differs from the more traditional image of a pious and 

humble old man. 
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Photo 29: Tu Di Gong at Fu An Gong 

 

Tu Di Gong has survived since antiquity, is one of the eldest deities in Chinese popular 

religion, originating before the Han dynasty, thus predating both religious Taoism and the 

introduction of Buddhism into China. The ancient cult of Gods of earth and grain, she ji 

(社祭), was already well established by the Zhou dynasty (1045-221 B.C.E.). As the 

greater part of the population were employed in agriculture, the importance of these gods 

was highly pragmatic. Originally, the cults of She Ji and Tu Di existed as separate entities, 

but political events that occurred between the Western Zhou (1045 – 771 B.C.E.) and 

Former Han (206 – 9 C.E) periods caused the She Ji and Tu Di to be perceived as the 

same deity. 

The emergence of Tu Di Gong as a symbol of the local community evolved amid a 

backdrop of chaos and violence. The highly cultured Zhou dynasty began to disintegrate 

in 771 B.C.E after the twelfth King of Zhou (周幽王) replaced his wife Queen Shen (申后) 
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with his favorite concubine, Baosi (褒姒). They produced a son, Bofu (伯服), and he was 

proclaimed heir to the throne. Queen Shen’s father, the Marques of Shen, was 

understandably infuriated by the slight of his daughter and demotion of his grandson. 

Uniting his military strength with a warlike tribe of non-Chinese nomads from the West 

of Chang’an, he sacked the capital and assassinated the king. The capital moved east 

from to Luoyang in the Yellow River Valley, and his grandson son was proclaimed the 

first monarch of the Eastern Zhou dynasty, King Ping of Zhou (周平王). 155 Although 

known as the classical period in Chinese history, a time that gave birth to Confucius, 

Menicus and Lao Zi, it was also a time of conflict characterized by the Warring States 

period. As central control weakened, Dukes and feudal Lords waged war among 

themselves for greater dominance, and She Ji were worshiped by the ruling families of 

each state.156 The unifying military force of the Qin dynasty and the totalitarian nature of 

Qin rule eliminated both the power of feudal lords, and the significance of She Ji as a 

political religious cult. Even though She and Ji were two separate gods of earth and grain, 

they began to be perceived as a single entity, Tu Di. By the Han period, the God of Earth 

was to be found in every village, town and neighborhood, and became to be associated as 

a unifying force within the community.  

 

Within the celestial pantheon, Tu Di Gong occupies a unique position, as he is at the 

same time the lowest ranking official in the bureaucracy, yet also the most commonly 

worshiped deity. He had been described as “greatest and the smallest” as he makes 

reports to the “God of Heaven” every three days. Often found in family homes, he is a 

tutelary deity protecting the land and all that is built or grows on it. He may govern any 

amount of area, from a single hearth, to a bridge, village or suburb, or an entire mountain 

range. He is neither a fearsome nor a powerful deity, but protects the wellbeing of all who 

worship him. Subordinate in rank to the City God in the heavenly realms, he nonetheless 

commands the devotion and respect of ordinary people in the mortal realms of Earth.  

 

                                                 
155 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_You_of_Zhou June 2007 
156 Yang C.K. 1961. p 124. 
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Traditionally, all births and deaths are reported to Tu Di Gong, and at times of trouble, or 

when disaster looms, Tu Di Gong is taken from the temple or shrine and placed outside 

so that he can see and understand the trouble and therefore be able to assist.157 While this 

tradition is logical, it is also suggestive of the limited powers of Tu Di Gong, who, unlike 

the Jade Emperor, cannot view the earth from an omnipresent perspective.  

 

Tu Di Gong has often appeared in the media and been used as a part of product names for 

articles as diverse as animal food to local restaurants. However, this is often considered 

unlucky. A television series was also produced in the 1980’s by Taiwan Television that 

featured Tu Di Gong stories. However, as soon as the program was shown on national 

television, the actor who played Tu Di Gong was hospitalized, and the actress who played 

his wife, Tu Di Po (土地婆), died. Only after the new actor and actress went to a local Tu 

Di Gong temple and explained to Tu Di Gong in person that they were not trying to gain 

personal fame and profit, but instead, were trying to spread the fame of Tu Di Gong, that 

everything began to run smoothly.158 

 

As with most Chinese deities, there are also popular legends that surround their origins. 

One such legend has it that a minor official, Zhang Ming-de (張明德), was escorting his 

employers daughter on a trip when the weather became cold. As the night began to chill, 

and snow began to fall, the faithful servant wrapped the child in his own clothes to keep 

her alive. In the morning, the faithful servant was found frozen while the child survived. 

His employer, a senior official, built a temple to honor the servant, and the cult of Tu Di 

Gong was born.159  

 
While facing the altar, to the left of Tu Di Gong, Zhu Sheng Niang Niang (註生娘娘) is 

worshiped (chapter 4.1), and to the right, Tai Yang Shen Jun (太陽神君).  

 

 

                                                 
157 Thompson, L. Chinese religion. Wadsworth, 1979. p 65. 
158 Dell’ Orto, A. Place and spirit in Taiwan. Tudi Gong in the stories, strategies and memories of everyday 
life. Routledge Curzon Press, 2002. p 199 
159 Cited at http://mi-le-fo.thetempleguy.com/figures/tudigong.htm August 2004 
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Tai Yang Shen Jun (太陽神君) 

 

Tai Yang Shen Jun is one of the most 

obscure deities in the Taoist pantheon, 

and was adopted from earlier forms of 

animism when nature spirits played a 

more dominant role in peoples lives.  

 

                        Photo 30 

Tai Yang Shen Jun at Fu An Gong 

 

He is a protective deity that is usually 

associated with Tai Yin Xing Jun (太陰

星君), the Lady of Yin and Goddess of the moon. Together they are responsible for light 

and darkness, hot and cold weather, and have been further attributed with special 

protective powers for both fishermen and farmers. While neither of these deities was ever 

incarnated in human form, they are depicted as humans and protect humanity from evil. 

 

Buddhist Deities on the Second Floor 

 

The second floor is home to the Buddhist deities present at Fu An Gong, and visible from 

the first floor, provide an awe-inspiring vista, each occupying a niche with their 

entourage above Tu Di Gong, Zhu Sheng Niang Niang and Tai Yang Shen Jun 

respectively. They majestically look down from the second floor upon the worshipers 

offering incense and consulting the deities below.  The space in front of them is void, 

allowing visitors to look over a balcony down at the first floor. In the center above Tu Di 

Gong stands Guan Yin (chapter 4.1), to the left, above Zhu Sheng Niang Niang, is the 

celestial Bodhisattva Manjusri (Wenshu Pusa (文殊菩薩)), and to the right Yiao Shi Fo (藥

師佛), popularly known as the Medicine Buddha. 
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Wenshu Pusa (文殊菩薩) 

 

Wenshu first manifested in the Mahayana sutras in the first century C.E, and was 

attributed with wisdom in equal measure to Guan Yin’s compassion. Similarly to Pu Xian 

Pusa, Wenshu often forms a trinity with Guan Yin, as found in Long Shan temple; with 

Sakyamuni Buddha and Pu Xian in some monasteries and temples, or with another 

Buddha or Bodhisattva as found in Fu An Gong, with the Medicine Buddha completing 

the trinity. 

 
Appearing in the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras (bo re bo lo mi do (般若波羅蜜多)), 

similarly to Amitabha (阿彌陀佛 ) who abides in the Pure Land in the West aiding 

followers on their journey to Nirvana, Wenshu is also in possession of a paradise and 

called ‘Vimla’ in the Lotus Sutra, and according to the Flower Garden Sutra (Avatamsaka 

sutra (華 嚴經 )), is located in the 

East. Typically, he is depicted 

holding a sword in his right hand, 

which is representative of the 

sharpness of his wisdom and 

ability to cut through ignorance, 

and the Perfection of Wisdom 

Sutra in his left. 160  However, 

similarly to the modernized Tu Di 

Gong, the rare personification of 

Tai Yang Shen Jun, and the green 

robes of the Medicine Buddha, the 

image of Wenshu breaks with  

                                                                                       tradition. 

 Photo 31: Wenshu Pusa (文殊菩薩) at Fu An Gong                

 

 

                                                 
160 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manjusri May 2007 
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Yiao Shi Fo (藥師佛) 

 

The Medicine Buddha, Yiao Shi Fo, is dressed in a flowing robe of emerald green and 

gold silk, has two lotus flower lamps and a small censor at his feet, and a golden dragon 

coils in carved relief on the wall behind. Usually Yiao Shi Fo is depicted holding a jar of 

medicine in the right hand and the left hand held aloft in a gesture of tireless benediction. 

However, in Fu An Gong, both arms are hidden beneath the luxuriant robes.  

 

Photo 32: Yiao Shi Fo (藥師佛) 

 

There are many aspects of Yiao Shi Fo. Metaphorically, he represents the healing aspect 

of the historical Buddha and Chinese Buddhists may recite the mantra of the Medicine 

Buddha to triumph over disability or sickness. Originally known as Bhaisajyaguru, he 

first appeared in the Bhaisajyaguru-sutra and he is commonly depicted as one of the 

trinity of Buddhas, which also includes the historic Buddha and Amitabha (阿彌陀佛). 
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            “The Buddha then said to the Bodhisattva Manjusri: 

“East of this world, past countless Buddha-lands – more numerous than 

the grains of sand in ten Ganges Rivers – there exists a world called Pure 

Lapis Lazuli. The Buddha of that world is called the Medicine Buddha 

Lapis Lazuli Radiance Tathagata, Arahat, the Perfectly Enlightened, 

Perfect in Mind and Deed, Well Gone, Knower of the World, Unsurpassed 

Being, Tamer of Passions, Teacher of Gods and Men, Buddha-World 

Honored One. When the World-Honored Medicine Buddha was treading 

the Bodhisattva path, he solemnly made twelve great vows to grant 

sentient beings whatever they desired.”161 

 

Two of the vows were related to curing the sick and the rest to multitudinous powers and 

wonders. The metaphorical healing nature of the historic Buddha has thus been 

encapsulated into a new Buddha deity in the Mahayana sutras. The sutras contain 

profound wisdom and foresight, as illustrated by the following prophetic text from the 

Sutra of the Medicine Buddha, the Bhaisajyaguru-sutra. 

 

“There are also countless sentient beings who are miserly and avaricious. 

They spend time amassing wealth, while not daring to spend it even on 

themselves, let alone on parents, spouse, children, servants or beggars. 

Upon their death, these stingy persons will descend onto the paths of 

hungry ghosts and animality… 

 

“Eventually, they will even be able to donate their head, eyes, limbs, flesh 

and other parts of their bodies to those who need them, not to mention 

material possessions.”162 

 

 

 
                                                 
161 Popular Chinese translation by Xuan Zang (玄奘). English translation Leigh, P. Online resource at 
http://www.buddhanet.net/pdf_file/medbudsutra.pdf 
162 Ibid 
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Taoist Deities Located on the Third Floor 

 

Moving up to the third floor of the temple, San Guan Da Di (三官大帝) and a selection of 

stellar deities are worshiped.  

 

 

San Guan Da Di (三官大帝) 

 

The worship of San Guan Da Di, also know as the Three Officers or Three Sage Kings, 

has developed in four separate stages and has now become associated with Taoism. 

Originally, however, they were venerated by Confucius and Meng Zi (孟子) who looked 

back to the era of the Three Sage Kings and start of the Xia dynasty as an idealistic 

period in Chinese history.  

 

 
Photo 33: San Guan Da Di at Fu An Gong 
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As mentioned in Chapter 4.1, the Xia dynasty is a semi-mythical era that represents the 

transition period between the Neolithic period and Bronze Age in China. This began 

around 2100 B.C.E. 163   

 

The first of the Sage Kings was Yao (堯), and according to legend, he became the ruler at 

the age of twenty and died at the ripe old age of one hundred and nineteen. He has been 

attributed with the development of central government, the invention of the calendar, 

with the first religious rites and with the invention music.164 His main concern was good 

governance by the competent, so instead of passing the throne to his own son, he handed 

it to Shun (舜), who, at the age of fifty-three, became the second Sage King and ruled for 

forty-seven years. He built his capital at Ji (冀) in what is now Shanxi province, and in the 

same fashion passed over his own son and handed down the throne based on merit. He 

declared Yu (禹) of Xia as his successor as Yu had first saved China from a great flood 

from the Yellow River, and then won battles as head of the military.  King Yu however, 

passed on the throne to his own son, thus founding the first Chinese dynasty. 

 

While Confucius and Meng Zi and early Chinese historians and histories including Si Ma 

Qian (司馬遷), 145-90 B.C.E., and the Bamboo Annals (Zhu Shu Ji Nian 竹書紀年) 

considered the sage kings as historical characters, contemporary historians are of the 

opinion that they may represent either archetypal characters of human nature, or chiefs of 

related tribes who established a unified and hierarchical system of government leading to 

the more advanced civilizations of the Shang and Zhou dynasties. 

 

In Confucian philosophy, there are five cardinal relationships that shape society. Meng Zi 

attributes these cardinal relationships to the Sage King Shun. 

 

“The Sage (emperor Shun) worried about it and he appointed Hsieh165 (契) 

to be minister of education and teach people human relations, that between 

father and son, there should be affection; between ruler and minister, there 
                                                 
163 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bronze_age#China March 2007 
164 Adler, 2002. Before the introduction. Page un-numbered 
165 ‘Xie’ in pin yin 
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should be righteousness; between husband and wife, there should be 

attention to their separate function; between old and young, there should 

be proper order; and between friends, there should be faithfulness”166 

 

Both Confucius and Meng Zi considered the Sage kings as people, and not as deities. 

Meng Zi proclaimed, “Yao and Shun are the same as other men”.167 It was not until long 

after the death of Meng Zi that San Guan Da Di became deified by the first school of 

religious Taoism.  

 

Tianshi Tao (天師道) “Way of the Celestial Masters” was founded in 142 C.E. by a hermit 

named Zhang Daoling (張道陵). According to legend, whilst Zhang Daoling was alone 

atop Mount Heming in Sichuan province, Lao Zi appeared  before him and gave him 

personal teachings. Before this, the deities worshiped in China belonged to the ancient 

popular religion, but the teachings of Lao Zi as transmitted by Zhang Daoling included 

the first Taoist religious pantheon with Taoist deities.168 Mount Heming is therefore 

hailed as the birthplace and cradle of religious Taoism. Zhang Daoling rejected 

traditional sacrifices of food or animals, and replaced them with other sacrifices. Legend 

tells that he introduced a system of praying for health to Three Heavenly Officials, Tian 

Guan (天官), Di Guan (地官) and Shui Guan (水官), the celestial officials of heaven, earth 

and water respectively. A hand written repentance could be offered to any of these 

officials by either placing it on a mountain peak for Tian Guan, burying it in the earth for 

Di Guan or by immersing it in water for Shui Guan.169 This would have the desirable 

effect of curing sickness. 

 

There are no detailed mythological or historical records of how these three elemental 

officials became to be recognized as Yao, Shun and Yu, but Werner suggests that from 

Heaven, Earth and Water, they progressed through three stages. First, from around 407 

C.E., they became San Yuan (三元) and were made patrons of three specific dates in the 
                                                 
166 Meng Zi. The book of Meng Zi. Book 3, section A: 4. Referenced from Chan Wing-Tsit, Princeton 
University press, 1963. p 69 
167 Ibid. Book 4, section B: 32.p 77. 
168 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhang_Dao_Ling June 2007 
169 Cited at http://angeldust888.multiply.com/journal 2007 
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lunar calendar, the fifteenth day of the first, seventh and tenth months respectively. These 

dates, or Yuan, have become important markers in the calendar of popular almanacs used 

to determine fortuitous dates throughout the year.  

 

However, it seems that the peasantry required a more scintillating mythology with which 

to identify their worship. Hence, the San Guan became the three sons of Chen Zi Dao (陳

子禱), men so handsome and in possession so much charm and intelligence that the three 

daughters of the Dragon King (龍王) fell in deeply love with them, and went to abide in 

their home. It should be noted that in Chinese mythology, dragons have the ability to 

shape shift and appear in human form. Each gifted with magical powers, Yuanshi 

Tianzun (元始天尊), "Heavenly Worthy of the Primordial Beginning" the highest deity 

known in Taoism, canonized the sons as “Three Great Emperor Agents of Heaven, Earth 

and Water, governors of all beings, devils or gods, in the three regions of the universe”.  

 

The final phase is an example of ‘the wheel turning full circle’ as priests substituted the 

Sage Kings Yao, Shun and Yu for the three sons.  As China was a Confucian society that 

already venerated the Sage Kings, their apotheosis to deities in the Taoist tradition was 

readily acceptable. 170 

 

In contemporary popular religion, many powers have been attributed to them. They are 

prayed to for good luck, forgiveness, happiness and to help find solutions to problems. 

Tian Guan, ruler of heaven and subordinate only to the Jade Emperor bestows happiness, 

freedom and prosperity. Di Guan, the Ruler of Earth judges the sins of mankind and 

grants forgiveness to those who actively seek to become better people. Shui Guan, Ruler 

of the Waters who can free people from sickness or another unkind fates.171 

 

The remaining deities, with the exception of the Jade Emperor, are stellar deities and 

therefore associated with stars, planets and the moon, all of which are treated as stars in 

Chinese religious cosmology. Located on the top floor of the temple, Tai Yin Xing Jun 

                                                 
170 Werner. p 126 
171 Chinese Mythological Gods. Stevens. K. Oxford University Press, 2001. p 53 
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(太陰星君), Nan Dou Xing Jun (南斗星君), Bei Dou Xing Jun (北斗星君) and Tai Sui Xing 

Jun (太歲星君) are worshiped. A detailed account of the Jade Emperor is included in 

chapter 4.1, and more information on Tai Sui Xing Jun can be found in chapter 5.1. 

 

Tai Yin Xing Jun (太陰星君) 

 

Tai Yin Xing Jun is the female counterpart of Tai Yang Shen Jun and also originated 

from animism, her worship dating back to at least the Shang dynasty. Similarly to the 

God of the sun, Tai Yin Xing Jun, the Goddess of the moon is impartial to the differences 

between mortals, and shines down equally on all mankind.  

 

After the advent of religious Taoism, many myths and legends were created and Tai Yin 

Xing Jun became synonymous with Chang E (嫦娥), a Goddess who lives in the Palace of 

the Immortals on the moon. There are numerous versions of the myth, but they all 

involve a romance between Chang E, an archer named Houyi (后羿) and a pill of 

immortality. One of the more famous myths is as follows. 

 

According to legend, Chang E was married to Houyi and they were immortals enjoying 

the pleasures and privileges of living in heaven. One day, the ten sons of the Jade 

Emperor transformed themselves into ten suns, evaporating the oceans of earth and 

scorching the soil.  The Jade Emperor ordered his sons to stop ruining the earth, but in an 

unfilial manner, they disobeyed their father. The Jade Emperor therefore summoned 

Houyi for help. Houyi had archery skills of legendary proportions, and using his arrows, 

shot down nine of the sons, but spared one son to be the sun that now illuminates the 

Earth. The Jade Emperor, not surprisingly, felt very outraged with this uncompromising 

solution. As punishment, the Jade Emperor banished Houyi and Chang E to live as mere 

mortals on Earth. 

Seeing that his beloved wife Chang E felt exceedingly despondent over her loss of 

immortality and heavenly glory, Houyi decided to undertake a long and perilous quest to 

find the pill of immortality so that they could achieve immortality once again. At the end 
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of his search, he met the Queen Mother of the West (Xi Wang Mu 西王母), Ruler of the 

Western Paradise and Goddess of Immortality, who agreed to give him the pill, but 

warned him that each person would only need half the pill to become immortal.  

However, instead of dividing the pill and consuming it immediately, it was left for some 

time with Chang E who either accidentally or intentionally depending on which version 

of the myth is told, ate the entire pill. The potency of the immortality pill made her float 

up to the moon, were ever since, unable to return to either Earth or Heaven,  she has led a 

lonely existence, accompanied only by a rabbit who endlessly pounds the elixir of 

immortality with its pestle and mortar. Both Chang E and the rabbit are said to be visible 

on the face of the moon.172 

Nan Dou Xing Jun (南斗星君) 

Nan Dou Xing Jun is more commonly known as the God of Longevity (Shou Xing (壽

星)). Shou Xing is the Stellar God of Longevity, and forms a triumvirate known as the 

Three Star Gods (福祿壽) together with Fu (福) and Lu (祿). They represent the most 

desirable blessings in Chinese culture: good fortune; happiness, which includes having 

wealth and sons and grandsons to worship them as ancestors, and of course, longevity.173 

 

Longevity has been a preoccupation of Taoists since the earliest times, and the quest for 

longevity can be found in many Taoist scriptures. The possibility of changing the rate at 

which you age, presumably staying younger or living for longer, through various means, 

has long been one of the subjects addressed in detail by Taoist literature. There are 

numerous examples to be found in the Taoist Canon claiming that a person can change 

the rate at which they age. No other religion has explored the possibilities of longevity 

more than Taoism. The following are interesting examples. 

 

There are two texts that relate longevity to the seven stars of the Northern Dipper, a 

constellation known in the West as the Big Dipper. The first is the “Lamp Ritual for the 
                                                 
172 Stevens. p 57. 
173 Ibid 
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Seven Principals of the Northern Dipper” (Nandou yanshou dengyi (南斗延壽燈儀))174 and 

the second, the “Lamp Ritual of Northern Dipper Individuality Destiny for Extending 

Longevity (Beidou benming yanshou dengyi (北斗本命延壽燈儀))175.  

 

The first prescribes making an offering to a large group of divinities within one’s astral 

sacred area. The second claims that the destiny of all humans is determined by both their 

birth date and by the Lord of the 

Northern Dipper, and that one 

should “invite a true friend to 

celebrate the present ritual of 

confession and wishes on their 

birthday”. Both of these practices  

should increase longevity.  

 

bbPhoto 34: Shou Xing (壽星)bbbb   

 

Naming names is another method 

mentioned in the Taoist Canon for increasing the length of one’s life. In the “Litany for 

Prolonging Life by Increasing the Years in the Precious Books of the Most High Jade 

Terrace” (Taishang yaotai yisuan baoji yannian chan (太上瑤臺益算寶籍延年懺))176, it 

suggests invoking the names of one hundred and fifty Celestial beings (Tianzun (天尊)). 

This will create “a possibility of finding a receptive ear in the numberless palaces of the 

Milky Way”. There are two particular Tianzun mentioned who are most likely to be of 

benefit, the High August of the Purple Department (Zifu Gaohuang (紫府高皇)) and the 

Most Holy of the Pure Metropolis (Qingdu Zhisheng (清都至聖)). 

  

Perhaps a more enjoyable methods provided in the Taoist Canon for increasing the length 

of one’s life is dancing. The “Shangqing Register of Flying Steps of the Six Stars That 

                                                 
174 Schipper, K. The Taoist canon : a historical companion to the Daozang. University of Chicago Press, 
2004. p 964 
175 Schipper. p 965 
176 Schipper. p 994 
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Govern Fate of the Jade Sovereign of the Three Pneumata of the Cinnabar Heaven” 

(Shangqing dantain sanqi yuhuang liuchen feigang siming dalu (上清丹天三氣玉皇六辰飛綱

司命大籙))177 is a beautifully illustrated document showing the dance steps and meditation 

postures for increasing longevity.  The original text is based on a fictitious constellation, 

the Southern Dipper (Nandou (南斗)) which is said to be the constellation of Long Life. In 

the original, the dance steps needed to be drawn on the soles of the feet in order for them 

to increase longevity. The six stars each represent a deity, and the text explains how to 

meditate on each of them. 

 

The text called the “Catalogue of Mushrooms of Immortality” (Taishang lingbao zhicao 

pin (太上靈寶芝草品))178   is illustrated and contains one hundred and twenty seven 

“mushrooms or herbs of Long Life”. The most important of these are the five varieties of 

Zhi fungus that were said to grow on Maoshan (茅山). Illustrations can be found in a 

Ming reprint dated 1598. The mushrooms have exotic names, and are called Red Jade, 

China Root, Zuo Spirit with Female Guardian and Mettle essence respectively. 

 

Shou Xing is therefore worshiped for long life as he is one of the deities that determine 

the length of one’s life. He is depicted as a happy bearded old man with a large furrowed 

forehead, and he carries a staff from which dangle the magic funguses of longevity.  

 

In his left hand, he holds a peach that also symbolizes longevity, and the roots of this 

tradition predate Taoism. In ancient animism, tree worship was widespread and often 

shrines were placed in the forks of trees that were believed to be the abode of the spirit of 

local deities. After the advent of religious Taoism, their priests utilized the wood obtained 

from peach trees to produce seals to protect their talismans and amulets. As peach trees in 

China blossomed during the first new moon of the year in February, a time which is also 

auspicious for marriage, the peach tree became symbolic of spring, marriage and 

immortality. Later, myths and legends were added, and the ‘fairy fruit’ of the ‘Peach Tree 

                                                 
177Schipper. p 1053 
178Schipper. pp 770-771 
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of The Gods’ said to fruit once in every three thousand years, gave immortality to the 

Gods.179  

                                                                                 Bei Dou Xing Jun (北斗星君)  

Bei Dou Xing Jun is the Stellar God of the 

North Star and is associated with the time of an 

individual’s birth. During ritual, Taoist set up a 

'dou deng'180 (斗燈) lamp in a bucket filled with 

rice and 5 sacred objects are placed inside; 

mirror, scissors, ruler and scales representing 

the four directions, and a talisman bearing the 

name of the star and the devotees. The lamp is 

usually kept burning for at least forty-nine days. 

Bei Dou Xing Jun is one of the guardian stars of         

Photo 35: Dou Deng for Taoist ritual     the 12 zodiac signs and together with the worship 

of different yearly Tai Sui; north dipper worship forms an important part of Taoist ritual.     

 

Tai Sui Xing Jun (太歲星君) 

 

Tai Sui Xing Jun (太歲星君), the final deity worshiped in Fu An Gong, is located on the 

top floor in the highest room, and is represented by a tablet rather than a statue. The Tai 

Sui is recognized both in Taoism and popular religion as a stellar deity. He wields 

awesome power over all other deities except the Jade Emperor, and thus is a deity that no 

one dares to offend. Due to his portrayal in ‘The Creation of the Gods’ (Feng shen Yanyi 

(封神演義)), the Tai Sui can be represented either in human form, or as a fearsome 

demonic deity with an indigo face and sharp protruding fangs. 
 

The Tai Sui is not a single deity, but one that changes annually in a sixty-year cycle that 

is set by the rotation of Jupiter (chapter 5.1) and is therefore Ruler of the Year. The sixty 

Tai Sui have the duty of observing and managing every hour in every day of every month 

                                                 
179 Morgan, H. Chinese symbols and superstitions. P. D and Ione Perkins, California, 1942. p 111 
180 Photo 35 from e-mail with members of the Singapore Taoist Forum. May 2007 
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in the year. The Tai Sui is thus omnipresent and governs every heavenly body in the sky, 

and hence, controlling astrological movements, has control of the fates of each individual. 

The sixty Tai Sui are related to the military and are represented by General Feng Ji (封濟

星君) in 2007, General Zou Dang (鄒鐺星君) in 2008.  Their specific day of worship is the 

fifteenth day after the Lunar New Year. 

Deities and Patterns of Worship 

Although Fu An Gong serves the local community, due to its fame and miracles 

associated with their Tu Di Gong, many people visit the temple from nearby Kaohsiung 

and Pingdong cities. As Tu Di Gong is a Taoist deity, it is therefore not surprising that of 

the people interviewed, many of whom had traveled some distance to Checheng to 

worship, most professed themselves Taoist. However, roughly an equal number claimed 

to be both Buddhist and Taoist. (Chart 4) 
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While visiting Fu An Gong, although there were many family groups present, they 

usually arrived by car from further afield181. However, the temple is popular with the 

local elderly population who tend to visit the temple most regularly, followed by those in 

the 25-40 age group (chart 6). As can be seen in the following chart, both of these age 

groups professed to have the strongest conviction in their beliefs. 

 

Charts 5 and 6 
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181 Interview with  Zen Bao Wen (曾寶文) 
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However, half of the people surveyed in the under 24-age group replied that they did not 

really believe in deities, but worship them anyway. If it is true that deities increase in 

spiritual power due to being worshiped, and lose their power when veneration of them 

ceases, this is indeed an ill boding for the deities’ future. The attitude of the under 24 age 

group is however in stark contrast to the older age ranges where most people surveyed 

possess a high level of conviction in their religious beliefs.  

 

The fame of the Tu Di Gong at Checheng has spread far and wide. He is renowned for 

answering prayers and performing miracles, and local residents, especially in the older 

generations, consider Tu Di Gong to be their personal protector. Even though in the 

celestial hierarchy Tu Di Gong is a minor deity, several people, based on personal 

experiences, expressed the belief that Tu Di Gong possesses omnipresent power. A 

relatively small percentage of people come to worship all the deities, but those who do 

profess that all the deities are either watching or protecting them, and thus must all 

therefore be worshiped.     

 

 

Chart 7 
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Chart 4 illustrates that most people that come to Fu An Gong perceive themselves as 

either Taoist, or both Taoist and Buddhist. However, chart 7 clearly shows that the Taoist 

stellar deities, including the Tai Sui, who in the celestial hierarchy wields substantial 

power, are seldom worshiped. Two possible explanations may be that lesser known 

deities are harder for worshipers to identify themselves with and that due to their 

obscurity, adherents are unsure of their specific role in religion, and therefore uncertain in 

which areas of their lives the deity would be most able to assist them. A third explanation 

might be that in general, temple visitors who do not worship all the deities present prefer 

to worship only the main deity represented in the temple. However, the case study at 

Long Shan Temple seems to preclude this possibility as a conclusive rule, as Guang 

Gong and Mazu proved to be more frequently worshiped than Guan Yin. The high 

percentage of visitors who worshiped Guan Yin at Fu An Gong may be attributed to the 

fact that half of the people surveyed identified themselves as both Taoist and Buddhist. 

While it is true that many people believe Guan Yin to be one of the deities most likely to 

answer prayers (chart 8), it is also true that most visitors to Fu An Gong come 

specifically to worship Tu Di Gong, thus raising an interesting supposition. It may be 

possible that due to devotion, tradition or superstition, these visitors felt obliged to 

worship Guan Yin rather than risk ignoring and thus offending such a powerful deity of 

good luck and good fortune. If this is the case, a paradox that could be addressed in a 

future study is how and when Bodhisattva worship has turned into a superstition whereby 

ignoring the presence of the Bodhisattva famed as the embodiment of compassion could 

bring about bad luck or misfortune.  

 

Also of interest as illustrated in the following chart, while fifty percent of respondents in 

the under 24-age group identified themselves as either Buddhist or Taoist and Buddhist 

(chart 4), none of them expressed the belief that Guan Yin was the deity most likely to 

answer their prayers. 
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Chart 8 
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Relationship Between the Temple and the Community 

The local community that Fu An Gong serves is relatively small for a temple of its fame 

and historical importance. Due to the power attributed to the Tu Di Gong, numerous 

visitors are drawn to Checheng from other parts southern Taiwan, many of whom make 

donations, so the temple has abundant funds that it spends wisely in areas that the temple 

administration considers most worthy. In cases where there is no consensus of opinion 

between committee members, Tu Di Gong himself is consulted directly with divination 

blocks, thus casting the deciding vote and directing the allocation of funds to charitable 

causes. 

A smaller amount is spent helping local youth and a larger proportion of the funds kept in 

reserve for emergency assistance following natural disasters. As Tu Di Gong is a deity 

associated with the land and soil, this is an appropriate way to divide temple funds. 

On a local level, the temple gives assistance to local junior high and primary schools, 

subsidizing meals and making donations to help purchase necessary equipment. 

Scholarships are also given to selected local students who wish to continue to higher 

education. The temple also employs the more unruly section of local youth who might 

otherwise turn to less reputable means of earning a living. Mr. Zen himself has often 

asked troublesome individuals to work for ‘the Gods’. The temple also gives help to local 

aboriginies, even though they have their own traditions or have been converted to 

Christianity. Chinese chess (xiang qi (象棋)) and baseball competitions are also organized 

for local residents. 

On a grander scale, large donations have been made following earthquakes or severe 

typhoons. In the aftermath of the 9/21 earthquake in 1999, the temple donated 13 million 

Taiwan dollars ($US 390,000) to the county government. Following typhoons, the temple 

donates directly to families whose property has suffered severe typhoon damage. In the 

past, money has also been donated to the Christian organization World Vision to fund 

summer camps for young people. 
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Religious festivities are also organized by the temple. August 15th is a major celebration 

commemorating the day that Tu Di Gong received his position in the Taoist celestial 

pantheon and it is commemorated with a spectacular parade in front of the temple as well 

as a Taoist ritual within the temple. February 2 is a smaller celebration marking the 

birthday of Tu Di Gong.182 Tu Di Gong is carried in procession through the streets amid 

the blasts and crashes of fire crackers.  

Fen ling from Fu An Gong are in constant demand and are now spread throughout 

Taiwan.  Once a year they return to the temple and money is usually donated to be used 

by Fu An Gong for charitable purposes. Fen ling are also provided at a fee to individuals 

who desire to worship them at home. 

Conclusion 

In the same fashion as the deities assembled at Taipei’s Long Shan Temple provide 

divine assistance through the life cycle of a city dweller, Fu An Gong’s deities provide 

similar support for a rural community situated near the coast. Traditionally unconcerned 

with business and education, the lifecycle of the farmer was simpler than city folk, and 

revolved around the earth, hence the importance of the earth deity Tu Di Gong. Zhu 

Sheng Niang Niang is present to help with matrimony and birth, as is Guan Yin who 

through her infinite compassion 

helps those in need. San Guan 

Da Di can be appealed to when 

help is sought to solve a problem 

and the Jade Emperor is present 

to petition if the ears of San 

Guan Ta Di and other deities are 

deaf to one’s prayers. 

Photo36:Fen ling at Fu An Gong  

                                                 
182 From an interview with Zen Bao Wen. 
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To specifically protect both farmers and fishermen there are Tai Yin Xing Jun and Tai 

Yang Shen Jun, who, also responsible for the forces of light and dark and hot and cold, 

are of particular relevance to the seasons and hence the rotation of crops. Furthermore, 

there is the Tai Sui to worship for luck in the coming year and Nan Dou Xing Jun to grant 

longevity. Thus, Fu An Gong satisfies the practical as well as the spiritual needs of the 

community that it has traditionally served.  

Both Buddhism and Taoism are represented at this predominantly Taoist temple 

illustrating the tolerance and appropriation between these two religions. Its work with the 

local aboriginies is certainly culturally unifying, and the donations to World Vision 

provide an excellent example of acceptance to and toleration of other people’s beliefs.  

The selection of deities is undoubtedly functional and utilitarian given its geographic 

location.  

 

I put the question to Mr. Zen who has served as Head Administrative Secretary for over 

twenty years whether this is a Taoist or popular religion temple, and he replied that in his 

opinion, although the temple is registered with the government as a Taoist temple, in 

actuality, popular religion is practiced here and it is therefore a popular religion temple. 

He also said that an increasing number of young people are coming to Checheng to 

worship; however, it is clear from the survey data that these young people are less sure of 

their own religious convictions than the older generations.  

 

Due to the impressive reputation of this particular Tu Di Gong and miracles associated 

with him, Fu An Gong now serves two separate communities, the local residents, and the 

mass of pilgrims and visitors that arrive every day to worship Tu Di Gong. To both 

communities, Tu Di Gong is both a protector and a benefactor. Spirit mediums often 

frequent and become possessed at the temple, and therefore can be perceived as a third 

smaller community that utilizes the spiritual aura of Fu An Gong. 
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4.3 Nan Kun Shen, Tainan. Case Study 
 

Nan Kun Shen is a palatial structure now located in the northwestern corner of Tainan 

County. Originally a much smaller structure built on Nan Kun Shen Island in 1662 C.E, 

in 1817 C.E, it was moved and rebuilt in its current location on the picturesque sounding 

Mount Tiger of Kang Lang Mountain (虎峰槺榔山). It underwent repair during the period 

of Japanese occupation, and recently, since being made accessible by road, and due to 

increased fortunes, has expanded into a larger and increasingly spectacular structure. 

 

 

 
 

Photo 37: Main gate of Nan Kun Shen 

 

Atop the main gate, two dragons guard the pearl of Buddhist wisdom, a surprising 

addition for a Taoist temple. The explanation lies in the extraordinary myth that 
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surrounds the creation of the original temple in which Guan Yin, in her role as Goddess 

of Compassion, played a small but vital role.  

 

Local Legend of Wu Fu Qian Sui (五府千歲) and Wan Shan Ye (萬善爺) 

 

The legend that has been passed down through the generations offers a rich mythology to 

explain historical events related to the construction of the temple and the deities that it 

contains. Plagues, miracles, celestial soldiers, minions of the warriors from Hell, 

Bodhisattvas and Taoist deities all play their role as the story unfolds. 

 

Legend tells that long ago, towards the closing years of the Ming dynasty (明朝)(1368 – 

1664 C.E), some plague had caught hold of a region of the coastline in Southern China 

and the infectious disease seemed incurable to the medics of the age. Evidently, neither 

prayers nor offerings were helping them against their affliction. Thus, in an effort to gain 

divine assistance, a boat was constructed, and in it placed deities along with offerings, a 

length of red silk, and a sincere request that, when sailing away, they would carry the 

curse of the plague with them.  

 

It came to pass that the boat was carried by wind and tide to the shores of Taiwan, near 

the village of Nan Kun Shen on the island of Waihu Haishan (外扈海汕). It was a quiet 

night bathed under the luminescence of the full moon and fisher folk relaxed, listening to 

the gentle lapping of the waves against the shore. As the moon continued to rise, sounds 

of bells, drums, pipes and strings were heard drifting across the ocean  and a magnificent 

yacht with three tall masts was seen majestically sailing towards the bay. Next morning 

the fisher folk went out early to welcome the yacht, but none was to be seen. Instead, 

they found a small boat a couple of meters long, lying broken upon the beach. In the boat 

lay six statues of deities (or a log, depending on the version of the legend) and a length of 

red silk with this inscription upon it: 

 

“Thousand-Year Great King of Li’s Family, Thousand-Year 2nd Great 

King of Tsi’s family, Thousand- Year 3rd Great King of Wu’s Family, 
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Thousand-Year 4th Great King of Chu’s Family, Thousand-Year 5th Great 

King of Fan’s Family” 

 

 

 

                      Photo 38: 

Depiction of Wu Fu Qian Sui 

arriving on a yacht 

 

 

Five of these statues are Wu Fu Qian 

Sui (五府千歲), also known as Royal 

Lords (王爺), and the sixth is their assistant Zhong Jun Fu (中軍府), a vanguard of the 

Royal Lords. 

 

Convinced by the music of the previous night and the fact that such a small craft could 

have survived a journey from China to Taiwan without destruction, it was decided that 

the deities must be propitious and powerful. They were placed in a straw hut and 

worshiped daily by the local fishermen and their families, and they proved themselves 

fortuitous and great as no boat returned to harbor without a large haul of fish. Thus, 

coinciding with the expulsion of the Dutch by Zheng Cheng Gong, the first Royal Lords 

temple in Taiwan was built in 1662. Legend tells that the Thousand-Year Great King of 

Li’s Family transformed into an old fisherman in this year, and on a rented boat, brought 

bricks and tiles from Quanzhou, stones in Zhangzhou and furs from Fuzhou back to Nan 

Kun Shen. All believers therefore donated generously and an impressive temple was 

constructed. The temple survived for a century and a half, when due to the effects of land 

corrosion, a new site for the temple had to be chosen. Wu Fu Qian Sui therefore 

manifested themselves and chose the present location known as Mount Tiger of Kang 

Lang Mountain for their new temple. However, the temple was not destined to be built 

before a battle of epic proportions was fought in the higher spiritual realms. 
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In the same era as Zheng Cheng Gong was pirating the China seas, there lived a young 

shepherd boy who tended cattle on Kang Lang Mountain. One day, the sky turned dark, 

and before he had time to find suitable shelter, a terrible storm ensued. Looking for cover, 

he noticed a thorny Lintou tree, and scrambled beneath it for cover. There he discovered 

a patch of ground where no grass grew and no rain fell, and his consciousness expanded 

in a momentary state of enlightenment, and he became aware of the harmony that existed 

throughout the universe, and sat content. There he lived, there he died, there was buried, 

and there absorbed the essence of the land and became the deity Wan Shan Ye (萬善爺), 

also known as The Youngest Duke (囝仔公).  

 

Not long after his death, Wu Fu Qian Sui decided to erect their new temple on Kang Lang 

Mountain, on the same spot as the young shepherd had found enlightenment. As great 

minds think alike and fools seldom differ, Wan Shan Ye also desired a temple built on 

the exact same spot. He had lived there, died there and been deified there, and thus 

thought he had claim upon the land. However, Wu Fu Qian Sui claimed that they had 

visited the mountain in a bygone age, and had buried a bronze coin there as proof of their 

residency. Wan Shan Ye claimed that he had discovered the coin, and buried a bronze 

needle through the center of it to nullify the previous claim. (In another version of the 

legend, Wu Fu Qian Sui told Wan Shan Ye where they had buried the aforementioned 

coin. He retrieved it, but there was a four-sided nail driven through the coin, which Wan 

Shan Ye claimed he had driven through the coin to nullify their claim). By either account, 

the dispute was unable to be settled without war.  

 

Wu Fu Qian Sui marshaled a great army of generals wielding swords and weapons of 

destruction, while Wan Shan Ye summoned a mighty army of ghost solders and cavalry. 

They battled fiercely and many mighty souls were slain, but neither side gained an 

advantage. Then, in the midst of the raging battle, Guan Yin descended in golden 

radiance and bid both sides to cease their aggressions, and mediated an agreement 

acceptable to both sides.  

 

Confucius, the Great Sage, in his timeless wisdom had said: 
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“A man of humanity, wishing to establish his own character, also 

establishes the character of others, and wishing to be prominent himself, 

also helps others to be prominent.”183 

(己欲立而立人，己欲達而達人) 

 

Applying this time honored advice, Guan Yin suggested that Wu Fu Qian Sui build a 

large temple and Wan Shan Ye a small temple, and who so ever offered incense or 

burned candles at one shrine, must offer the same at the other.184 Thus it was that the new 

temple was constructed on the present site. 

 

This dramatic legend provides an excellent example of the fusion between Confucian 

ethics, folk religion, Taoism and the Bodhisattva tradition of Mahayana Buddhism. 

Furthermore, it helps explain the unique architectural design of the present Nam Kun 

Shen temple. 

 

The Temple and Locality 

 

The entire complex is built on a grand scale in the style of a Southern celestial palace, 

similarly to Long Shan temple, with roofs having a sunken center and the corner-ribs 

pointing up in an exaggerated style. The traditional structure consisted of the Daitian (代

天) temple for Wu Fu Qian Sui in front of the Ten-Thousand Goodness Hall (Wan Shan 

Tang (萬善堂)) for Wan Shan Ye. At present, an addition hall called the Ling Xiao Palace 

(Ling Xiao Bao Dian 凌霄寶殿) is being constructed at the rear of the temple complex to 

house the Jade Emperor. The construction began on April 17 1993, even though 

approximately fifty years before, Wu Fu Qian Sui, by unknown means, had told the 

authorities at Nan Kun Shen that the Jade Emperor should be worshiped there.  

 

                                                 
183 Analects 6:20. Cited at Chan, W. A source book in Chinese Philosophy. Princeton University Press, 
1963. p 30 
184 Story (including quote pp 117-118compiled from literature distributed by Nan Kun Shen temple and 
personal interview with Mr. Wu Yi-ming, head of public relations at Nan Kun Shen. 
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The area surrounding the temple has changed dramatically over the past three hundred 

years. Originally, the area was a sand bank known as Beiman Island (北門嶼), but 

accumulation of silt over the generations has led to it becoming land proper. During the 

18th century, it served as a harbor, but further buildup of silt made it impossible for ships 

to enter, and thus the area was utilized for salt panning.  

 

Before 1986, there was no road to Nan Kun Shen, so with the exception of energetic 

pilgrims who were prepared to undertake an arduous hike from Tainan city, the temple 

served the local rural communities of Shuang Chun (雙春), Ke Liao (蚵寮), Bei Men (北

門), Xi Pu Nei (西埔內), Xi Di Liao (溪底寮) and Zhong Zhou (中洲). The primary 

industries in these areas have been the cultivation of crops and commercial fish farming. 

Then in 1986, a small road was completed linking Nan Kun Shen with Tainan allowing 

easier access to this famous temple, and a decade later a major road was constructed, thus 

allowing coach loads of pilgrims and tourists to visit.   

 

The Major Deities Worshiped at Nan Kun Shen 

 

Ancient China was afflicted by many calamities beyond the control of the philosophers, 

priests, doctors or authorities of the age. The constructive as well as the destructive forces 

of nature controlled people’s lives, and famine, drought, and high rates infant mortality 

were widespread throughout the society. Disease was a constant threat, and while the 

ancient medicines passed down from the legendary era of Shen Nong (神農) cured some 

maladies, epidemics then incurable through the science of man still periodically rained 

down upon the defenseless.  Divine intervention was therefore sought, and since the Han 

dynasty, if not before, deities were worshiped to ward off contagious diseases. These 

cults grew in reputation, especially that of the Royal Lords, which increased rapidly in 

popularity from the Song dynasty onwards. Although initially worshiped as “Plague 

deities”, more recently, these deities have been worshiped as protective deities that have 

the power to prevent various kinds of calamity. Collectively they are known as the Royal 
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Lords, and many rituals have developed around the cult of the Royal Lords, who are 

represented at Nan Kun Shen by Wu Fu Qian Sui (五府千歲).185 

  

Wu Fu Qian Sui (五府千歲) 

 

Three different categories of Royal Lords developed in Mainland China before being 

brought via the Pescadores to Taiwan. The first consisted of five deities known as the 

Five Commissioners of Epidemics (Wuwen Shizhe(五瘟使者 )) who belonged to the 

Ministry of Epidemics (Wenbu (瘟部)) and were under the direct control of the Jade 

Emperor. It is therefore evident that from Han Dynasty popular religion, they were 

adopted into the early Taoist Pantheon. By the Song dynasty, they had become national 

deities and integrated into the official pantheon. The second category of Royal were 

developed by Taoists in the Song dynasty, numbered twelve, also belonged to the 

Ministry of Epidemics and were called the Twelve-Year-Controlling Kings of Epidemics 

(Shier Zhinian Wenwang (十二值年瘟王)). They featured in Taoist plague-expulsion 

rituals either involving the burning or pushing out to sea of Royal Lords boats, and were 

especially popular in Fujian Province. 

 

The third category of Royal Lords is far broader and includes deified ghosts and 

historical characters such as Zheng Cheng Gong, and are often regarded as martial heroes 

or benevolent benefactors or officials. The reasoning behind this new development was 

the association between plague and vengeful spirits and ghosts, as disease was considered 

to be manifested in their realm.186 The Royal Lords present in Nan Kun Shen, although 

five in number, most likely belong to this third category as neither their hagiography nor 

iconography relates to the original Five Commissioners of Epidemics.187 However, the 

legend that Wu Fu Qian Sui arrived in Taiwan on a boat is likely true, as this corresponds 

to the rituals surrounding the Royal Lords. One of the famous rituals related to Wang Ye 

is the burning the Royal Lords Boat (燒王船) to drive away pestilence. The ritual is held 

                                                 
185 Katz, P. The cult of the Royal Lords in Taiwan. Personal e mail correspondence with Paul Katz 

186 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/His_Highness_Chu April 2007 
187 Personal correspondence with Paul Kats, 07/05/07 
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in the spring and autumn in southern Taiwan. In Mainland China, placing the Royal 

Lords into a boat before pushing it out to sea was an equally common expulsion ritual.  

 

According to Professor Liu of the Academia Sinica in Taiwan, the mythology of the five 

Royal Lords at Nan Kun Shen involves five officials being slain in an Emperor's test, 

namely, to defeat a powerful ghost. After sacrificing themselves, the Emperor in remorse, 

posthumously named them "His Highness".188  

 

 

 
Photo 39: The Royal Lords at Nan Kun Shen 

 

The number of Royal Lords temples in Taiwan has grown dramatically since first 

worshiped in the Tainan region. By 1918, there were 447 Royal Lords temples, and this 

number increased to 667 by 1960. The most recent survey figures from 1981 show 753 

Royal Lords temples representing 13.59 percent of all temples in Taiwan.189 However, it 

seems likely that as the power of modern medicine increases, the relative popularity of 

Plague Gods will fall. If in the unfortunate event of a modern epidemic effecting Taiwan, 

a comparative study of worship in and popularity of Royal Lords and Guan Yin temples 

may help establish the effect of modernization on traditional systems of belief. 

                                                 
188 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/His_Highness_Chu  September 2006 
189 Katz, P.  The cult of the Royal Lords in Taiwan. 
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Due to the popular legend of the battle between Wu Fu Qian Sui and Wan Shan Ye, many 

local visitors to Nan Kun Shen first worship the Royal Lords and then walk beneath a 

leafed canopy to offer incense to Wan Shan Ye, personified as The Young Duke (囝仔公). 

Regarding the mythical battle, it may be wondered how five great Lords were unable to 

defeat a young shepherd boy. Wan Shan Ye however, is not a single person. 

 

Wan Shan Ye (萬善爺) 

 

As detailed in chapter 2, the 

deceased who have no descendants 

to offer them incense and worship 

them as ancestors become ‘hungry 

ghosts’. This may happen because 

an individual wandered far away 

from their ancestral home and did 

not return before death, or more 

commonly, the bones of those 

buried either had no descendants, 

or had descendants who died out or 

moved from the area. Wan Shan Ye 

( 萬 善 爺 ), literally meaning, ‘ten 

thousand good gentlemen’, are 

therefore deities created from the 

bones of unclaimed and forgotten 

bodies 

 

 

     Photo 40: Wan Shan Ye (萬善爺) personified as  

       The Young Duke (囝仔公) at Nan Kun Shen. 
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For example, if an individual or construction company is developing a piece of land and 

finds bones, they will collect them and re-bury them with a small shrine. Sometimes, the 

bones of many people are discovered, and buried together. The shrine is then worshiped, 

and the ghosts of the dead become Wan Shan Ye. The more they are worshiped the more 

powerful the particular Wan Shen Ye becomes. As more bones are discovered, the 

numbers of different Wan Shan Ye existing in temples is always increasing, or if they 

join the spirit of an existing Wan Shan Ye, its power will also increase.190 Due to the 

antiquity of the temple, the immense power attributed to the original Wan Shan Ye and 

the increasing development of property in Tainan County; it must be assumed that the 

Wan Shan Ye at Nan Kun Shen is extremely influential. The Young Duke (囝仔公) is a 

local deity, thus enhancing the uniqueness of the temple. Wan Shan Ye in general may be 

worshiped for varied reasons, but are often associated with good luck, especially so in 

gambling. 

 

There are two Bodhisattvas present at Nan Kun Shen. Guan Yin (chapter 4.1) due to her 

involvement in the war between the Young Duke and the Royal Lords, and Di Zang 

Wang (地藏王), also known by the Sanskrit name Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva (地藏菩薩). 

 

Di Zang Wang (地藏王) 

 

Appearing first in the ‘Sutra of the Great Vows of Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva’ (Dizang 

Pusa Benyuan Jing 地藏菩薩本願經), a Sanskrit text translated into Chinese in the 7th 

century by Siksananda ( 實 叉 難 陀 ), the sutra recounts how Ksitigarbha became a 

Bodhisattva by a series vows to rescue other sentient beings from Hell, and an account of 

how filial piety played a major role in his past lifetimes. Not surprisingly, under the 

influence of Confucianism, this became an exceedingly popular sutra in China. His most 

important vow was: 

 

                                                 
190 Personal interview with Mr. Wu Yi-ming, head of public relations at Nan Kun Shen. 
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“Not until the hells are emptied will I become a Buddha; Not until all 

beings are saved will I certify to enlightenment”191 

One myth depicts Ksitigarbha as a young woman in India called ‘Sacred Girl’. According 

to the legend, she was greatly distressed when her mother died, and feared for her 

mother’s soul in the afterlife. To save her from the heinous tortures of Buddhist Hell, the 

young girl sold all of her possessions, and invested in religious objects which she offered 

daily to the Buddha of her time, The Buddha of Flower of Meditation and Enlightenment. 

She prayed daily with the greatest sincerity that her mother be spared the torments of Hell, 

and requested the Buddha to assist her. One day it came to pass that while praying for 

help, she heard the voice of the Buddha advising her to go home immediately, and there 

to sit down and recite his name if she wanted to know the fate of her mother. Whilst 

meditating on and reciting the name of Buddha, in a moment of astral projection, her 

consciousness was transported to the realms of Hell where she was informed by one of 

Hell’s odious guardians that through her impassioned prayers and devout offerings, her 

mother had accumulated much merit and therefore, had ascended to heaven. However, 

the sight of the great suffering she had witnessed in Hell so affected her pure heart that 

she made a vow that in her future lives, she would relieve beings of their suffering until 

all the realms of Hell were empty.192 

Di Zang Wang , although being a heavenly manifestation, routinely descends into the 

Hell realms in the quest to save all beings, and thus may be worshiped on behalf of one 

recently deceased. His equivalent in Taoism is Taiyi Jiuku Tianzun (太乙救苦天尊), and 

even though they perform the same functions, they are distinctly different deities.193 

The other major deities worshiped at Nan Kun Shen include the Jade Emperor (chapter 

4:1) whose temple, the Ling Hsiao Palace is still under construction, Tu Di Gong (chapter 

4:2), Zhu Sheng Niang Niang (chapter 4:1) and Cheng Huang (城隍).  

 

                                                 
191 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ksitigarbha June 2007 
192 Ibid 
193 Stevens, Keith G. Chinese Mythological Gods. Oxford University Press, 2001. p 72 
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Cheng Huang (城隍) 

Cheng Huang is known as the God of the Walls, or where appropriate, the City God. 

Traditionally, every town or city in ancient China was surrounded by a protective wall 

(cheng (城)) comprising of two parallel walls and the space between filled with earth dug 

from just outside the wall, leaving a dry moat as an extra line of defense in front of the 

wall. Predating all major schools of religion, the worship of Cheng Huang dates back to 

the mythical era of the Sage emperor Yao (堯) (24th century B.C.E) when the emperor 

instituted a sacrifice to eight spirits, the seventh being Shui Yong ( 水 庸 ) which 

corresponds to the wall and dry moat of a city, later known as Cheng Huang. 194 

Historically, Shui Yong has been worshiped since the Zhou dynasty and as Cheng Huang 

since the Song Dynasty. 

In Song dynasty Taoism, the City God evolved as a celestial magistrate directly 

answerable to the Jade Emperor. At the same time as being a protective deity of a town or 

city, he is feared in his role as judge of the dead. Thus, Cheng Huang, reigning through 

fear of horrifying punishments after death, in a perverse way, can also be considered a 

protector of morality.  After an individuals death, Cheng Huang ensures that the correct 

soul is being sent either to the Courts of the Underworld or to the Western Heavens. 

Therefore, in addition to Di Zang Wang, Cheng Huang is often worshiped on behalf of 

the recently deceased in order to intercede with the Ten Judges of the Underworld to 

negotiate lesser punishments for ones recently departed ancestors.195 

The Ming dynasty Taoists gave the City God further powers over the fates of humanity, 

bestowed directly by Lord Lao, and effective in both the mortal world and in the afterlife. 

The Scripture of the City God Dispelling Disasters and Accumulating Happiness 

(Taishanglaozun shuo Chenghuang ganying xiaozai jifu miaojing (太上老君說城隍感應消

災集福妙經)), which dates from 1376 C.E, details his new image and powers as follows. 

                                                 
194 Werner, E.T.C. Myths and Legends of China. Wildside Press, 2005. p 165. 
195 Stevens. p 67 
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“This God: Heaven and Earth store his essence, 

Mountains and rivers support his power 

He is majestic and numinous, shines fourth in glory, 

Representing the sage Tao, he is lofty and illustrious. 

Whatever one asks of him comes to pass,  

Like a shadow inevitably follows a shape. 

He has the authority of Heaven and orders all on Earth, 

Cuts off all evil and dispels all killing. 

He protects the state and guards the country, 

With great merit aids the Gods of soil and grain. 

He widely sends his sweet kindness down 

To save all living beings far and wide. 

He commands eighteen perfected marshals, 

Has a million divine generals to his call. 

Accumulating merit and doing all good deeds, 

He has the proper rank of City God. 

With an authority foremost in all under heaven, 

He majestically suppresses the myriad forms of evil.”196 

 
Photo 41: Cheng Huang (城隍) 

                                                 
196 Kohn, Livia. Daoism and Chinese Culture. Three Pines Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2001. p 180 
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Deities and Patterns of Worship 

The first striking fact that is immediately noticeable is that the visitors at Nan Kun Shen 

profess to have less faith in their religious convictions than at two other of the other case 

study temples. This information is especially surprising considering that most people 

surveyed had come a long way to worship at the temple.  

Chart 9 
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The reasons for visitors to Nan Kun Shen having less faith in their religious conviction 

than visitors to other temples can only be speculated upon. One possibility is that due to 

its fame, rather than being visited by the devout, it is visited as a tourist attraction by 

those visiting Tainan. However, few respondents answered that they came predominantly 

as tourists (chart 10). Another possibility is that due to the high concentration of historic 

temples in Tainan city, and temples built on an increasingly grand scale in Tainan County, 

that those with a deeper sense of religious conviction visit famous temples closer to home. 

This however is supposition, and to find conclusive evidence, surveys would have to be 

completed in other temples in the area. 
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Chart 10 
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As in the other case study temples, the predominant reasons to visit are to worship deities 

or to pray for something. In a similar fashion to Fu An Gong, Guan Yin was the second 

most popular deity in the temple. The local deity, Wan Shan Ye, who, as dictated by the 

mythical truce engineered by Guan Yin, is supposed to be worshiped equally to the Royal 

Lords, was rarely singled out as a preferred deity by visitors (chart 11). This is most 

likely due to being a local deity, and visitors may not be aware the significant role he has 

played in local legend. People of all ages considered worshipping deities would bring 

them good luck, and almost a third of the people surveyed worship all the deities there. 
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Chart 11 

 
Reflecting the fact that people visiting from afar may be less familiar with the particular 

Royal Lords represented at Nan Kun Shen than with other deities, relatively few 

respondents identified them as the deity they considered most likely to answer their 

prayers. In contrast to Tu Di Gong who is easily approachable and represented at 

Checheng as a large kindly and benevolent figure, the Royal Lords are more aloof and far 

less impressive in appearance, therefore their rank within the celestial hierarchy may not 

in itself be sufficient to inspire awe. Furthermore, from in-depth interviews and surveys, 

no impressive miracles attributed to the Royal Lords were either publicized or mentioned. 

Once again, Guan Yin proved the most efficacious deity at the temple (chart 12), perhaps 

representing her overall popularity as a deity within popular religion. However, the fact 

that forty-one percent of respondents identified themselves as both Taoist and Buddhist 

largely accounts for this trend (chart 13), and illustrates how popular religion is an all 

inclusive and tolerant entity that encompasses folk beliefs and the major religious 

traditions.  
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Chart 12  
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Relationship Between the Temple and the Community 

Nan Kun Shen Temple is a wealthy establishment as can be observed from the major 

construction and renovation projects recently undertaken. Donations are made by the 

temple to local schools to facilitate school visits to the temple, and this is very 

commendable. There is also a villa on the temple site that offers a quiet space for 

conferences and cultural exchanges, and is complete with restaurants and dormitory 

facilities. 

 

During an in-depth interview, Mr. Wu Yi-Ming (吳易銘), head of public relations at Nan 

Kun Shen informed me that the temple had been planning to build a hospital, but had 

been told it was inappropriate because of the low population density in the area. However, 

even though the temple is dedicated to plague gods, and curing illness and disease would 

have been in keeping with their tradition, they did not consider building a hospital in a 

location where medical facilities were in demand.     

 

It seems that the primary connection 

between the temple and the community 

is in the form of fen ling. Mr. Wu 

explained that approximately 1,300 

return to the temple every year to 

‘recharge’ their energy. This equals 

roughly 25 returning every week. At the 

front of the temple complex there is a 

notice board listing all the fen ling due to 

return during the coming weeks, and     

Photo 42: List of fen ling returning to the temple            the sight is very impressive.  

 

There are also frequent religious parades organized by the temple to honor the birthdays 

of the major deities represented there. Wu Fu Qian Sui are each honored individually: Li 

on 26 April, Fan on 27 April, Tsi on 18 June, Chu on 15 August and Wu on 15 
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September respectively. Because Nan Kun Shen is the earliest Wu Fu Qian Sui temple in 

Taiwan, and therefore has the greatest number of fen ling, the festivals are especially 

grand as the fen ling will return to Nan Kun Shen just before the birthdays to join in the 

celebrations.  

Conclusion 

Nan Kun Shen is a fascinating temple, that due to its recent expansion and extra facilities, 

has introduced a professional management system to handle its affairs. The Royal Lords 

are now one of the most popular deities in Taiwan, especially so in the Tainan area, and 

many other Royal Lords temples originated from Nan Kun Shen through fen ling. 

Similarly to the other case study temples, its antiquity and unique history are contributing 

factors to both its present popularity and to the powers attributed to the deities invested 

there.  

The individual deities all have a place and purpose within the overall design of the temple. 

Although originating as plague gods, the Royal Lords have more recently been invested 

with powers to intervene in all areas of life, making them extremely popular and 

utilitarian in nature.  

Wan Shan Ye are often worshiped to bring good fortune in gambling but the Wan Shan 

Ye at Nan Kun Shen is believed to be extremely powerful, and may be worshiped to 

bring about good luck in any area of ones life. During two visits to the temple, I observed 

many people lighting incense and offering worship at the Wan Shan Ye shrine. However, 

maybe the association between Wan Shan Ye and gambling prevented respondents in the 

surveys from identifying Wan Shan Ye as their preferred deity. 

The City God Chen Huang has many responsibilities, and among them, perhaps the most 

important in modern times, is making sure that only the correct souls pay a visit to the 

Underworld. As it would be extremely rare in any society, especially so a society that 

venerates ancestors, for descendents to wish their kin to undergo a journey through Hell, 

his inclusion in the pantheon of deities represented at Nan Kun Shen is of an extremely 
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utilitarian nature. However, to accommodate Buddhists who visit this predominantly 

Taoist temple, the addition of the Bodhisattva Di Zang Wang who performs a related 

function to Chen Huang, namely, to rescue souls from Hell, provides an example of the 

tolerant and all-inclusive nature of popular religion.  

An alternative speculation into the selection of deities at Nan Kun Shen is also worthy of 

analysis.  The deities assembled at Nan Kun Shen may be recognized as providing divine 

assistance and good fortune through the daily trials and tribulations of life. They may also 

be perceived as providing support for a culture in which there has traditionally been both 

a great fear of death and of the torments in Hell that are described in graphic detail in 

both Taoist and Buddhist texts. As such, Nan Kun Shen may be perceived as a worthy 

establishment for worship related to death and the afterlife.  

In this alternative scenario, it should be noted that Nan Kun Shen’s self-perpetuated 

creation myth and justification for its own existence originated with deities being set 

adrift on a ghost ship in the vein hope that they might carry death in the form of epidemic 

away from the shores of Mainland China to some distant land. Whether or not this legend 

is true, there were no serious outbreaks of plague in the Nan Kun Shen area at the time of 

the construction of either the first shrine or present temple to endorse the building of a 

temple dedicated to plague gods for the immediate benefit of the local community.197 In 

this same mythology, the construction of the temple in its present location followed a 

bloody celestial battle that would have been fought to the death without the intervention 

of Guan Yin. Furthermore, according to the same legend, either Wu Fu Qian Sui or Wan 

Shan Ye must have been dishonest about their original claim to the land on which the 

temple was built, as two different entities cannot both lay claim to being the original 

occupant of the same piece of land. 

Wan Shan Ye is traditionally constructed from the bones of unclaimed bodies and 

unremembered nameless souls. Whilst this allows the souls themselves to be worshiped, 

the construction of a deity in this fashion may be perceived as decidedly morbid. The 
                                                 
197 Liu Shi-yung. Taiwan Historical Research Volume 4. No.2. (1999) "Disease and Mortality in the 
History of Taiwan" pp 89-132   
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deities added after the reconstruction in 1817 C.E relate to death and judgment in the 

form of the ‘Judge of the Dead’ Cheng Huang, and to daily observation of inhuman 

tortures in Hell in the case of Di Zang Wang. Even though the function of each individual 

deity mentioned may be perceived in a positive light, the particular combination of deities 

related to disease, death, judgment and Hell congregated together in a single temple may 

be equally perceived as sinister.  

Maybe it is the nature of the soul to crave the light and shy away from darkness, and to 

shrink back from the unknown that the curtain of death hides from mortal view.  Perhaps 

for these reasons, Guan Yin is popular amid this particular assembly of deities at Nan 

Kun Shen, as she may be perceived as a deity with the power to quell the fears of the 

living rather than nurturing the fears of ones death. However, these alternative 

conjectures concerning the deities at Nan Kun Shen are unconventional and should be 

considered purely as creative speculation. An additional long-term in-depth study 

undertaken at many temples would be necessary to corroborate any of these ideas. 

Nan Kun Shen is a time-honored establishment, and houses Royal Lords, one of the three 

most represented deities in temple culture in Taiwan. It is a popular pilgrimage site, and 

consciously expands the worship of Wu Fu Qian Sui through providing fen ling for the 

establishment of new temples. The temple complex itself is expanding, and soon the new 

Ling Hsiao Palace for the Jade Emperor and a local museum will be completed and 

opened to the public. As such, Nan Kun Shen, in its extravagant splendor, must be 

considered one of the historic, social and architectural jewels in the religious culture of 

Taiwan. 
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4.4 Tian Hou Gong, Penghu. Case Study 

 
 The History of Penghu 

 

Tian Hou Gong (天后宮) is located in Magong (馬公) city, a picturesque fishing village 

that has expanded over the centuries into the bustling center of culture and trade for a 

chain of islands internationally known as the Pescadores, which are also called the 

Penghu (澎湖) islands. Due to their geographic location between Fujian Province and 

Taiwan, it is likely that the Chinese first settled on the Pescadores as early as the Tang 

dynasty in the 7th century 198  before moving further east to Taiwan. The bulk of 

immigration to Taiwan, often via the Pescadores, occurred from the 17th century onwards, 

coinciding with the fall of the Ming dynasty in 1664. 199 Therefore, both the city and the 

islands have a fascinating history.  

 

The 17th century hosted the expansion of European powers in Asia, and the Pescadores, 

lying strategically between Mainland China and Taiwan, played host to several foreign 

powers in the following centuries. The Dutch, unable to remove the Portuguese from 

Macao, first visited the Pescadores in 1603, and decided to settle there as a military and 

trading post to service it’s ships returning to Europe from Jakarta, and to attack 

Portuguese ships trading between Japan, the Philippines and Mainland China200. However, 

the Ming government (明朝) attacked the Dutch on Penghu in 1624 and after eight months, 

a treaty was reached. The Dutch returned the Pescadores to the Ming authorities, and in 

return, were allowed to occupy Taiwan.201  However, neither the Dutch nor the Ming 

dynasty were destined to remain in occupation of either Taiwan or the Pescadores for 

long. The Ming dynasty was in a state of collapse and under constant attack by the 

Manchus, and was eventually succeeded by the Manchu Qing dynasty (清朝) in 1664. 

                                                 
198 Copper, J. Taiwan: Nation State or Province. SMC Publishing 1996. p23 
199 Ibid. p 10. 
200 Ibid p 25. 
201 Keating, Jerome. Island in the Stream. A quick case study of Taiwan’s complex history. SMC 
Publishing , 2000. p 6. 
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Meanwhile, the Dutch in Taiwan fared no better, and came under attack by the Ming 

loyalist pirate Zheng Cheng Gong, who launched his attack on Taiwan with a fleet of 400 

ships and 25,000 men from Penghu. On February 1, 1662, the Dutch governor Frederick 

Coyett surrendered to Zheng Cheng Gong, and the Dutch left Taiwan. However, in the 

same year, to Zheng Cheng Gong died, and twenty-three years later, Penghu again played 

an important role between Mainland China and Taiwan. On July 8, 1683, the Qing 

dynasty Admiral Shi Lang (施琅) invaded Penghu in preparation for an attack on Taiwan. 

The Zheng family rule of Taiwan came to an abrupt end after sending an envoy to 

Penghu to ask for terms of surrender. The Pescadores were also briefly occupied by the 

French between March 28 and June 9 1885202, and more significantly by the Japanese 

between 1895 and 1945. The Pescadores were ceded to the Japanese in the Sino-Japanese 

treaty of Shimonoseki, and during this period, they maintained both a civil and military 

presence there. 

 

Even though no precise date can be attributed to the first Mazu temple in Penghu, Dutch 

cartographers included the Magong Tian Hou Gong in maps dating from around 1620.  

 

There is also one remaining inscribed stone that 

can be dated to Ming Yong Li 37 (明永曆 37), 

though the Penghu National Scenic Area 

Association claims that there was an earlier Mazu 

temple built in the 20th year of the Ming dynasty 

in 1592.203  

  

Photo 43: 

Stone with inscription. Temple museum 

Tian Hou Gong 

 

 

                                                 
202 Davidson, James. The Island of Taiwan Past and Present. Macmillan and Company, 1903.p 237 
203 Cited at http://www.penghu-nsa.gov.tw/02-english/index_en.htm June 2007 
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Temple Construction 

 

The temple has been rebuilt many times, one reason being the corrosive nature of the 

high salt content in the air, especially so during typhoon season. The present incarnation, 

completed in 1923, has some fascination architectural features. 

 

 

 
Photo 44: Tian Hou Gong, Ma Gong City 

 

The flagstones that pave the courtyard in front of the temple have an unusual origin. In 

days of yore, fishing boats departing from Fujian would have stored ballast stones in the 

holds of their boats to make them heavier and therefore less likely to capsize. Boats often 

stopped in Magong harbor, where, half full of fish, they would deposit their ballast stones 

on the beach before their return voyage. It may be assumed that fishing boats from 
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Penghu arriving in a harbor in Fujian maintained a similar practice. As boats became 

heavier, metal often substituting what would have previously been made of wood, the use 

of ballast stones became obsolete. Therefore, during the construction of the temple, the 

discarded ballast stones were a free and readily available source of building material, and 

were liberally used in both courtyards and the staircase leading up to the temple doors. 

The pillars of the temple have been carved from local volcanic rock of which there is also 

a plentiful supply, and they have a pleasingly course texture to the touch. Also carved 

from the local rock are two stone drums whose practical purpose it to support the front 

pillars of the temple. Official guides, trained by the Bureau of Culture which is now 

responsible for temple preservation, delight in telling visitors the myth associated with 

the stone drums, even though neither the drums nor the myth bears any relation to local 

culture, history or religious tradition. However, based on the enthusiasm of the official 

guides for this particular story, and their insistence on telling the story in detail to every 

unsuspecting visitor, it should be recorded in annals of this chapter.  

In the closing years of the Yuan dynasty ( 元 朝 ), it happened that a mysterious 

fortuneteller of great reputation but sadly forgotten name, told the ruling administration 

that a little boy had been born, who, if allowed to live, would bring about the downfall of 

the Yuan dynasty. Horrified by this possibility, the administration began a systematic 

slaughter of every male child beneath a certain age. However, it was not long before it 

became clear that this would be an impossible task and the mysterious fortuneteller was 

once again consulted. He instructed the authorities to place a stone drum in every city, 

town and village throughout the land, and whomsoever could produce a sound from the 

stone drum was the chosen one, and must be killed. It so happened that one fine day, a 

young beggar boy was running through the streets of a city, when he tripped, and falling 

to the ground, his head hit upon the stone drum. Immediately the drum sounded, and the 

astonished youth fled into the alleyways of the city. Due to being an orphan in a strange 

city, no one was able to tell the authorities his name, and the boy escaped with his life.  
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The boys name was in fact Zhu Yuanzhang (朱元璋) who, many years later, having 

defeated rival national leaders and the last Yuan emperor, did in fact become the first 

emperor of the Ming dynasty in 1368.204  

Photo 45: Zhu Yuanzhang (朱元璋) 

Although this happened long before the first Jesuits visited 

China, it is of interest that a similar event that occurred in 

Judea is recorded in the Gospel according to Mathew. In the 

biblical account, King Herod was visited by Magi (sages) from 

the East who informed him that they had seen the star of one 

having been born king of the Jews, and they wished to pay 

homage to him. Herod, fearing for his throne consulted his priests who informed him that 

it had been written that the "Anointed One" was to be born in Bethlehem. Thus, Herod 

informed the Magi to visit Bethlehem and find the child, and report back to him so that he 

may go worship the King of the Jews. However, the Magi were warned in a dream not to 

report to Herod. When Herod realized he had been outwitted by the Magi, he gave orders 

to kill all boys under the age of two in Bethlehem and its vicinity. Jesus also escaped the 

slaughter as his family moved temporarily to Egypt to avoid their son being slain.  

The rear section of the temple, which is divided into three rooms situated around a 

gardened courtyard behind the main altar are now used as a museum dedicated to the 

temple’s history. During Japanese rule, a small temple was built within the grounds of 

Tian Hou Gong for the use of Japanese soldiers, and they allowed Mazu worship to 

continue undisturbed, apparently because the fishing community claimed their wives 

would get sick if they could not continue worshiping Mazu. In 1944, they also allowed 

the temple to install a shrine to Confucius and use the premises as a school.205 However, 

when the Nationalist troops arrived, the Japanese temple was destroyed, and for several 

years, the solders used the temple as barracks.206 The shrine to Confucius dominates the 

                                                 
204 The story narrated by several Bureau of Culture tour guides at Tian Hou Gong 
205 Interview with Mr. Wang (王) the administrative secretary (總幹事) of the temple. 
206 Interview with Mr. Wang  
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central room of the museum, and visitors who frequent the museum often pay their 

respects to the Great Sage there. 

The Main Deities Worshiped in Tian Hou Gong 

 

Mazu (媽祖) 

 

Unlike the other three case study temples, there are surprisingly few deities housed in the 

temple. Maybe this is because as Magong is a fishing community, it has been particularly 

dependent on Mazu in her role as protector of fishermen, and thus dedicated most of the 

space in the temple to her worship. Therefore, she is by far the most important deity in 

the temple, and the original reason that the temple was built was to accommodate the 

goddess Mazu.  

 

The story of Mazu is an excellent example of both how gods are created from real people 

in Chinese popular religion, and of how once popularized, they are endorsed and elevated 

by the state.   

 

Her original name was Lin Mo-niang (林默娘), and she was born in the year 960 C.E. as 

the daughter of a fisherman in Meizhou (梅州), on the coast of Fujian province. She never 

married, and died at the tender age of twenty-eight. These details are listed in the records 

of the Song Dynasty.207 The finer details of her life are an inextricable mixture of folk 

lore and history.  

Legend tells that one fine day, her father and brothers set out in their fishing boat to trawl 

the shores of Fujian for fresh fish. After several hours, the clouds darkened and churned 

in the sky, the seas began to swell, and before they had managed to return to the safety of 

the shore, their boat was caught in a murderous typhoon. Meanwhile, back in their 

fisherman’s cottage, Lin Mo-niang had fallen into a swoon, a dreamlike trance, and was 

                                                 
207 Mark Caltonhill. Private prayers and public parades. Published by Taipei City Government 2002.p 114 
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aware of their desperate fight for survival. Using mystical arts, said to have been taught 

to her by a Taoist priest208, she endeavored to save them.  

 

 
Photo 46: Mazu at Tian Hou Gong 

One version of the legend tells that her mother woke her, and she reprimanded her mother 

for waking her too soon. Subsequently, her brother was saved, but her father perished. 

                                                 
208 Mark Caltonhill. p 114 
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The more poetic version tells of how she lifted her two brothers out of sea and into safety 

with her arms, while holding her father out of harms way with her mouth. Her mother, 

fearing for her daughter, tried to wake her, but her trance state was so deep that her 

anxious mother thought that her daughter had died and began to cry. Lin Mo-niang heard 

her mother, and out of compassion uttered a small sound to let her mother know that she 

was still alive. Tragically, as she opened her mouth to comfort her mother, she 

simultaneously lost grip of her father who dropped from her mouth, and died wretchedly 

at the hands of the merciless waves. So once again, her father passed away, but her 

brothers were rescued.209 

It was believed that she also helped other seafarers in life threatening situations while she 

was alive, and her miraculous powers reportedly increased after her death. Initially she 

was only known locally and inherited the homely title of ‘Aunty Lin’. The families of 

many fishermen and sailors from Meizhou began to pray to her both in honor of her acts 

of courage in trying to save those at sea, and for their own protection, and soon, her fame 

as a protective deity spread throughout Fujian province.  Since then, her fame has spread 

and her powers have intensified. In 1123, a ship carrying an imperial emissary on his 

return voyage from Korea to China was caught in a terrific storm. He claimed to have 

seen a vision of Mazu and credited her with saving the ship from impending destruction. 

On returning to court, he appealed to the Emperor who granted her the title of ‘Princess 

of Supernatural Favor’ (Ling Hui Fu Ren (靈惠夫人)). This official state patronage 

allowed her to enter the official pantheon of deities. 

Over the following centuries, more elaborate and prestigious titles were bestowed upon 

her by different emperors. Each new title promoted her to a higher rank within the 

hierarchy of deities, and each promotion attributed her with increasing amounts of power 

that she could use to alleviate the troubles of her followers. In 1192, which correlates to 

the period when worship of Mazu spread beyond the borders of Fujian, she was given the 

title of ‘Numinous Compassionate Imperial Consort’ (Linghui Fei (靈惠妃)). She was then 

advanced to the position of Celestial Consort (Tian Fei (天妃)), by the Mongol emperor 

                                                 
209 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mazu_%28goddess%29 June 2007 
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Kublai Khan (忽必烈汗) in 1278, and then again to ‘Celestial Consort who Protects the 

Nation and Defends the People’ (Huguo Mingzhu Tian Fei (護國明著天妃)), by the Ming 

emperor in 1409. During the early Qing dynasty, she was promoted to ‘Holy Mother in 

Heaven’ (Tianshang Shengmu (天上聖母)), before finally being elevated to the highest 

status of ‘Empress of Heaven’ (Tian Hou (天后)) in 1737.210  

While it is generally common for people in Taiwan confuse Mazu and Guan Yin, this is 

certainly not the case in Penghu where Mazu is greatly venerated. Within the temple 

there is a main Mazu altar where many smaller statues accompany the older and larger 

image, and on either side of her stand her guardians, Thousand-li Eye (Qian Li Yan (千里

眼)) and Favorable-wind Ear (Shun Feng Er (順風耳)). Her guardians assist her in her 

duties, and each has a magic power, the ability to see a thousand li (里) and the ability to 

hear a thousand li respectively. One thousand li is equal to five hundred kilometers.211 

 Photo 47: Tu Di Gong among Mazu statues 

Also on the main altar is Wen Chang Di Jun 

(Chapter 4.1). On the left and right walls of the 

temple, there are two smaller Mazu shrines, the left 

including a very small Tu Di Gong (chapter 4.2) 

among many Mazu statues, leaving room for only 

two small chambers on each side of the central altar 

for worship of other deities. Whilst facing the main 

altar, to the right is a separate chamber for the 

worship of Zhu Sheng Niang Niang (Chapter 4.1), 

with a single small statue of Guan Yin placed on a table in front of her. I was informed 

that in Penghu, many people like to worship Zhu Sheng Niang Niang and Guan Yin 

simultaneously as they are both concerned with bringing new children into the world.212 

                                                 
210 Joseph . A. Adler. p 104 
211 Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Li_%28unit%29  May 2007 
212 Interview with Mr. Wang.  
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Jie Xiao Ci (節孝祠) 

To the left of the main altar there is a chamber called the Chaste Filial Ancestors Shrine 

(Jie Xiao Ci (節孝祠)), which is a very unique local deity. 

The original Jie Xiao Ci shrine predates the existing temple, and was established in 1838 

using money donated by a government official named Wei Yan-Yi (魏彥儀). The shrine 

was for honoring and worshipping women who were highly regarded because they had 

practiced chastity and filial piety, and were therefore considered in the Confucian sense 

morally pure and of outstanding character. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo 48: Central section of Chaste Filial Ancestors Shrine (Jie Xiao Ci (節孝祠)) 
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The shrine consists of seven tablets that are arranged 

in two rows. Different women are honored in separate 

tablets, which together constitute the complete shrine. 

The central tablet was added in 1925 after the 

construction of the present temple, the central 

inscription explaining that the tablet is dedicated to all 

the chaste and filial women in the past, present and 

future residing in Penghu Island. The two tablets in the 

foreground are for Huang Shi Ming Shan (黃氏明善) 

and Xu Shi De Shu (許氏德淑), two women who each 

donated 1000 Japanese Yen towards the construction 

of the temple.  Due to their generosity, the temple 

enshrined them, and now they are worshiped along 

with the other exemplary women.  

Figure2.Inscription on the central 

           tablet added in 1925 

Carved into the remaining tablets are the names of 332 filial and chaste women who were 

widowed at a young age, and due to devotion to their husbands, never re-married. It 

should be noted that in traditional Chinese culture, a woman married into the family of 

her husband, and therefore, even in the case of being widowed, there were still filial 

duties to perform for both their dead husbands and their adopted families. The original 

names were recorded in the book of Penghu local history (Penghu Ting Zhi (澎湖廳志)) 

which was published in 1894. This book was based on an earlier text called history of 

Penghu (Penghu Ji Lue (澎湖紀略)) written by Hu Jian Wei (胡建偉) in 1769, and 

published in 1771.213 Both the original book and shrine erected in 1838 contained the 

names of 620 widows, and the shrine is still informally referred to as belonging to 600 

widows.214  

 

                                                 
213 Literature provided by Tian Hou Gong. 
214 Personal interview with Mr. Wang. 
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At one point during the history of Magong, it was considered by the temple authorities 

that the moral values of the local residents had degenerated to such an extent that they 

should be reminded of correct filial and chaste behavior. Thus, in 1930, the tablets were 

carried through the streets of Magong followed by a procession of approximately 400 

residents. There is no written record describing which particular iniquities the residents 

were of Magong guilty of, but following the parade, as the temple donated 450 Yen to 

poor chaste and filial females, it may be surmised that the misdemeanors may have been 

of an unchaste nature. 

Although the shrine is unique to this temple, ‘chastity arches’ have had a long history in 

Mainland China and Taiwan. The arches (paifang (牌坊)) were traditionally built to honor 

widows that remained unmarried until death as this was seen to display loyalty to their 

dead husbands.215  

Chaste Filial Ancestors can be perceived as representing an irony within Confucian 

culture, even though the inherent irony of these shrines is neither apparent nor intended. 

Traditionally, for a woman to continue enjoying sexual pleasures after being widowed 

would have been an insult to her husband’s memory. However, the repressive reality of 

the culture demanded women’s absolute chastity and devotion to her husband and her 

husband’s family.216 In short, with few exceptions, widows with self-respect would not 

consider re-marrying, and it would have been very unlikely that a man would accept a 

widow as a wife. The inherent irony is therefore worshiping at shrines devoted to chaste 

women who were chaste due to the pressure of the accepted norms of the society, and not 

necessarily virtuous or chaste of their own choice. These rules of course did not work in 

reverse, and not only could men re-marry in event of the death of their wife, but often had 

several wives or concubines depending on their ability to financially support them. Thus, 

like traditional memorial archways of chastity (zhenjie paifang (貞節牌坊)), Chaste Filial 

Ancestors Shrines have served to remind the surviving widows of their duties to their 

deceased husbands.  

                                                 
215 Cited at: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paifang  January 2007 
216 Zhu Ai-Jun. The cultural production of controversy: Feminism, women authors and the mapping of 
China. PhD dissertation cited at: https://drum.umd.edu/dspace/bitstream/1903/2495/1/umi-umd-2372.pdf. p 
233 
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Deities and Patterns of Worship 

 

The surveys in Penghu were undertaken before the start of the tourist season, and 

therefore it was possible to survey and interview mostly local residents. Approximately 

fifty percent of the respondents visit the temple regularly and thirty percent sometimes, 

making it the most consistently visited of the four case-study temples. Everyone in the 

over 60-age group replied that they frequently visit the temple (Chart 14).  Of the people 

interviewed, women had far higher religious conviction than their male counterparts had, 

but did not necessarily visit more frequently. When averaging the figures for both male 

and female for religious conviction, the under 24-age group scored the highest (chart 15).  

 

Chart 14 
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The fact that younger people in Penghu have a stronger faith in their religious convictions 

than young people elsewhere suggests that they may have a stronger sense of religious 

self-identity. However, charts three and four show this not to be the case as fifty percent 

are not sure of their own religious identity. 
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Chart 15 
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When comparing the charts for ‘your religion’ and ‘your families religion’ (charts 16 and 

17), it is clear that in Penghu Buddhism has increased in popularity by about fifty percent 

at the expense of Taoism or Taoism and Buddhism. This however, has not stopped the 

Buddhist population from worshiping at this Taoist temple.           

Chart 16 
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Chart 17 

 

Your Family's Religion
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These charts clearly show that for worshipers surveyed at Tian Hou Gong, fewer people 

consider themselves both Buddhist and Taoist as compared to their perceptions of their 

family’s religion. This has led to either a degree of uncertainty or a move towards 

Buddhism in all of the under 60 age groups. Even though forty-one percent of 

respondents identified themselves as Buddhists, none of them expressed a preference to 

worship Guan Yin (chart 18). However, I think the most likely reason for this may be that 

they were unaware that Guan Yin is worshiped in the temple, as the Bodhisattvas statue is 

only 20cm high on a large table in front of Zhu Sheng Niang Niang.  

 

However, it is surprising that no one in the 25-40 age group showed a preference to 

worship Zhu Sheng Niang Niang as this is the age group most likely to be starting new 

families. She was most popular with the under 24-age group, presumably with those 

seeking a serious relationship. The overall preference for worshiping Mazu and Wen 

Chang Di Chun by a sample group who predominantly identify themselves as Buddhist 
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illustrates both a degree of religious tolerance and the high success of appropriation 

between the two religions since Buddhism first entered China 

 

Chart 18 

 

 
 

In a similar fashion to Fu An Gong where Tu Di Gong is the most frequently worshiped 

deity, Mazu is the most frequently worshiped deity in Tian Hou Gong. This chart also 

shows that Wen Chang Di Chun is popular with respondents of a student age, though 

outside of exam times, he is presumably overlooked in preference to Mazu. The worship 

of Wen Chang Di Chun by younger people, and the seasonal popularity of his worship 

that coincides with exam times, illustrates the utilitarian and functional nature of popular 

religion. The lack of worship by the over 60-age group of Zhu Sheng Niang Niang, as 

presumably they either have families already, or have long given up on the idea of doing 

so, is equally utilitarian. Another example of functionality is that of Mazu with local 

fishermen who still regularly come to the temple to worship her in order to acquire her 

protection for safe sea voyages.217  

                                                 
217 Personal interview with Mr. Wang.  
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Relationship Between the Temple and the Community 

 

In a bygone era before the advent of modern tourism and the opening of a large 

mechanized port, when Magong was still predominantly a fishing community, Tian Hou 

Gong lay at the center of community life. Local children used to play in the temple; Zhu 

Sheng Niang Niang was worshiped in earnest to bring new life into the city, and the 

temple doubled as a meeting place to discuss matters of importance.218 However, the tide 

of modernization fuelled by daily domestic passenger flights from other cities in Taiwan, 

has brought with it a booming tourist industry, and families who may have once been 

involved in the fishing community now act as proprietors of souvenir shops, cafes, 

restaurants and hotels. As the city has expanded and lost much of its traditional flavor, 

the importance of Tian Hou Gong has also decreased, and eventually, unable to finance 

its own maintenance and restoration, a large part of the temple administration was 

transferred to the Penghu Bureau of Culture. The temple still has its own organization for 

local matters including parades and festivities, and a group of friendly elderly gentlemen 

spend their days administrating the temple over tea and TV in an office adjacent to the 

main temple. However, modernization has also proven a blessing for the temple, as the 

tourist industry has brought with it thousands of new visitors, many of whom, after 

worshiping Mazu and returning to their homes and becoming more successful in their 

lives, have later sent donations in thanks to the temple.219 

 

As mentioned, the temple was used as a school during the closing years of world war two, 

but its connection with local education is far older and still continues today. In 1897, the 

Penghu Island Education Establishment (Penghudao guoyu chanxisuo yike jiaochang (澎

湖島國語傳習所乙科教場)) was opened within the temple, which, after two years, was 

renamed the Mazu Temple Public School (Magong gongxuexiao (媽宮公學校)). Therefore, 

between 1897 and 1944, with the exception of the years 1924-24 when the temple was 

being reconstructed, the temple was used for education. The Mazu Temple Public School 

                                                 
218 Personal interview with Mr. Wang. 
219 Personal interview with Mr. Wang. 
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later became Magong Elementary School (Magong guoxiao (馬公國小)) which still exists, 

though is now run by the Ministry of Education.  

 

Tian Hou Gong still maintains connections with local education, with a religious rather 

than secular flavor. As well as encouraging local students to worship Wen Chang before 

exams, in 2004, they held a special ceremony on Wen Chang’s birthday to evoke 

Wenchang Pen (文昌筆) to assist local students in their examinations.  

 

Food donations to the poorest members of society are also made regularly during Lantern 

Festival.  In 1985, nearly 50,000 kg of rice was stacked in the shape of a turtle before 

being distributed, and since then, other temples have copied the idea. In 2002, 5000 kg of 

rice was distributed, and the tradition continues today. 

 

Mazu’s birthday falls on the 23rd day of the third month in the lunar calendar and is 

celebrated by parading Mazu through the streets. Local residents worship Mazu as she 

passes their house or business and it is a noisy and colorful event. Mazu is carried in an 

elaborately carved palanquin and accompanied by entranced mediums, lively dance 

groups, bands of musicians, and the constant exploding of firecrackers. The parade takes 

place every two to three years and usually festivities continue for three days.  

 

Tian Hou Gong still functions as a meeting place for the elderly population of Magong, 

some of whom relax and socialize in the temple office, while others prefer to play xiang 

qi for 100NT a game in the shade of nearby trees. During the tourist season, the temple 

also provides employment to official tour guides trained by Penghu Bureau of Culture, 

and the museum located at the rear of the temple provides information linking the temple 

with local culture and history. Furthermore, the popularity of Tian Hou Gong with both 

tourists and local residents has attracted many small cafes, gift shops and food stands 

selling local products such as cactus ice cream, brown sugar cake and sweet peanut 

snacks to open nearby. 
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Conclusion 

A popular local legend is that during the American bombing of Penghu in 1945, a woman, 

assumedly Mazu, was observed catching the American bombs in her red cloak before 

they landed on Magong City, and safely depositing them in the sea. I had presumed that 

this myth had been invented later by the local authorities to attract tourists to the island, 

but Mr. Wang confirmed that to the best of his knowledge, no bombs had fallen on 

Magong, and that the local population living in Penghu during the war attributed this to 

the protection of Mazu.220 

Mazu is now far greater than just a protector of local fishing communities. Due to her 

promotion to the rank of Empress of Heaven, she may be petitioned for divine assistance 

for the majority of problems or dilemmas facing her worshipers. Furthermore, Tian Hou 

Gong is the eldest Mazu temple an Taiwan, and therefore, this particular Mazu has over 

the ages of devout worship and prayer increased in power, and may therefore be seen a 

protector with sufficient power to carry the destructive American bombs safely out to sea 

in her flowing heavenly robes. 

There are two explanations for the comparatively small number of deities represented in 

the temple. The first being that the inhabitants of the Pescadores have traditionally led a 

simple life devoid of the cultural complexities found in Taiwan, and therefore have been 

in less need of additional deities responsible for specific problems that a more 

multifaceted society would create for its members. The second explanation, as offered by 

Mr. Wang, is that there are two other important temples in Magong, the City God Temple 

and the Guan Yin temple, and that between the three temples there are sufficient deities 

to solve any problem that may arise on the island.  

Similarly to Long Shan Temple and Fu An Gong, Tian Hou Gong has been and still is 

central to the local community, and in common with the other three case study temples, 

due to its historical significance and growing reputation, has in recent years been 

increasingly visited by tourists.  
                                                 
220 Personal interview with Mr. Wang. 
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A new definition of popular religion was offered in chapter 1.1, which describes the 

boundaries between popular religion and Chinese culture as largely imaginary, and 

claims that popular religion is in a constant state of evolution in which new deities that 

may be beneficial or lucky are created and worshiped. Jie Xiao Ci is an excellent example 

of both rationales.  In this instance, the predominant morality of a Confucian patriarchal 

society in which females are expected to respect and honor to males,  has evolved and 

manifested into a shrine at which people worship and prey as they would to a Buddhist or 

Taoist deity. Utilitarian in nature, it serves to remind members of the society of correct 

moral behavior, thus maintaining the social order and thereby creating a more cohesive 

society. 

Although registered as a Taoist temple, when asked, Mr. Wang , a local resident for more 

than eighty years expressed the opinion that the temple is a popular religion temple. Tian 

Hou Gong, surviving through seven political eras, the Dutch, Ming, Zheng Cheng Gong, 

French, Qing, Japanese and Republic of China respectively, has exhibited amid the 

political turmoil and upheavals in its history, both the adaptability and indestructibility of 

both popular religion and Mazu worship on this very beautiful island. 
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CHAPTER 5 – DIVINATION AND THE IMPLICATION OF BUA 

BUE ON DECISION MAKING 
 

5.1 Divination 
 

As discussed in Chapters and 2, the earliest recovered Chinese writing from the Shang 

dynasty was upon oracle bones used for fortune telling, and as such, the history of 

divination in Chinese culture is as old as Chinese written history. Over the millennia 

since the ancient kings sought answers from their ancestors to guide them in the running 

of the state, many other forms of divination, each associated with one or more different 

traditions have evolved, and many are still in common use today. This chapter will briefly 

portray five common forms of divination, and will begin with the ‘Book of Changes’, 

called the Yi Jing (易經), the Lunar Almanac (Huang Li 黃曆) and the Zi Wei Dou Shu (紫

微斗數). They are all frequently consulted, and practitioners are often found outside or 

nearby temple gates. Then moving within the temples themselves, with the exception of 

Buddhist temples who seldom encourage mediumship within their walls,  this chapter 

will look at ‘Chair Writing’, known as fu ji (扶乩) in Chinese and  Kio-a (轎仔) in 

Taiwanese, and at spirit mediums and some of their practices. Bua bue, the most common 

form of divination within popular religion is of such import that their use and their effect 

on decision-making will be dealt with in a separate chapter.  

 

Yi Jing (易經) 

 

The Yi Jing (易經) is a complex text that can be viewed on one level as offering an 

explanation on a metaphysical plane of the universal principals that govern nature and 

human behavior, and on another level as a form of divination. The Yi Jing, based on the 

principals of yin (female) and yang (male) energy, is an ancient text attributed to the 

mythological figure Fuxi (伏羲). Fuxi was the first of three legendary sovereigns, and was 

followed by Shennong (神農) who is credited with the invention of agriculture and herbal 

medicine, and Huangdi (黃帝) to whom writing, silk, boats and carts are accredited. They 
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ruled China between the 29th – 27th centuries B.C.E., and each has been attributed with 

crucial inventions. Fuxi invented the Yi Jing and system of hexagrams for divination, and 

the tools for hunting and fishing, and animal sacrifice.221Later additions to the Yi Jing 

were attributed to the founders of the Zhou dynasty, King Wen and the Duke of Zhou, 

and later notes explaining the texts were attributed to Confucius. With such a noble 

entourage of authors and editors, the Yi Jing has carried enormous authority in Chinese 

thought. It was among the Confucian Wu Jing (五經) known as the “five classics” which 

were the main body of the Confucian system of education that endured until the end of 

the traditional civil service examinations in 1905, and has been regarded as “the earliest 

and most profound expression of the Confucian Tao”.222 

 

The Yi Jing develops its philosophy from trigrams, combinations of three broken and 

unbroken lines placed in columns, the unbroken lines representing yang and broken lines 

yin, and in total, there are eight combinations. 

 

Figure 3: Trigrams 

 

___ _  _ _  _ _  _ ___ ___ ___ _  _ 

___ _  _ _  _ ___ _  _ ___ _  _ ___ 

___ _  _ ___ _  _ _  _ _  _ ___ ___ 

 

 

The trigrams then form a more complex pattern by being arranged into different 

combinations known as hexagrams of which there are sixty-four possible combinations. 

There is an accompanying text to each line, explaining its significance to the trigram, the 

trigram as a whole and each hexagram. In divination, the trigrams can be related to any 

subject as each is attributed with additional qualities as diverse as color, flavor, direction, 

season, element, and nature. There have been many ways to choose the appropriate 

trigrams for divination, and traditionally they are generated randomly. Methods have 

                                                 
221 Adler. Chinese religions, 2002. Preface. 
222 Adler. p 35 
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included using coins, marbles, beads, rice or seeds to determine the shape of the 

divination.  

 

 

 
Photo 49: The three coin method 

 

The earliest method employed using stalks from a common flowering plant called 

Yarrow (Achillea millefolium).  

 

“One takes fifty yarrow stalks, of which only forty-nine are used. These 

forty-nine are first divided into two heaps (at random), then a stalk from 

the right-hand heap is inserted between the ring finger and the little finger 

of the left hand. The left heap is counted through by fours, and the 

remainder (four or less) is inserted between the ring finger and the middle 

finger. The same thing is done with the right heap, and the remainder 

inserted between the forefinger and the middle finger. This constitutes one 

change. 

 

Now one is holding in one's hand either five or nine stalks in all. The two 

remaining heaps are put together, and the same process is repeated twice. 

These second and third times, one obtains either four or eight stalks. The 

five stalks of the first counting and the four of each of the succeeding 
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countings are regarded as a unit having the numerical value three; the nine 

stalks of the first counting and the eight of the succeeding countings have 

the numerical value two. 

 

When three successive changes produce the sum 3+3+3=9, this makes the 

old yang, i.e., a firm line that moves. The sum 2+2+2=6 makes old yin, a 

yielding line that moves. Seven is the young yang, and eight the young yin; 

they are not taken into account as individual lines.”223 

 

The principals of the Yi Jing have been employed in feng-shui (風水) which has in turn 

influenced the design of temples. However, in China, if one could not afford to or have 

access to a reader of the Yi Jing, but wanted to know the trend of natural forces and 

influences throughout the year, the Chinese Almanac could be consulted. 

 

Almanac (黃曆) 

 

The almanac was an Imperial calendar that since ancient times was controlled by the 

government and became a symbol of the legitimacy of the incumbent dynasty. It was 

prepared annually by the Imperial Bureau of Astronomy whose head was a Minister of 

State, and submitted to the Emperor for approval. As the Emperor ruled through the 

Mandate of Heaven, to publish a rival calendar would have questioned the Emperors 

authority and was punishable by death. As the almanac represented a symbol of authority, 

it was common for a new emperor or dynasty to overhaul the calendar and issue one 

under a different title. 224 Several versions of the almanac were published every year, 

from a cheap simple version containing only the most essential information to a long 

version, which was encyclopedic in detail.  

 

Unlike the Western calendar, the almanac is a tool for divination. Based partially on the 

astrology of the ‘ten celestial stems’ (tian gan (天干)) and ‘twelve terrestrial branches’ (di 

                                                 
223 Ten wings of the Yi Jing. Cited at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Ching_divination  May 2007 
224 Feuchtwang, S. Popular religion in China. Curzon 2001.p 28 
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zhi (地支)) dating from the Shang dynasty oracle bones, on the planets and on the gods of 

particular stars, a simpler version will detail which days are advantageous for certain 

actions including those related to agriculture, building and marriage. The longest versions 

detailed the specific characteristics of each hour of every day. For example, on the June 

4th 1952, the Hong Kong almanac offers the following advice: 

 

“A day under the influence of the operational quality of metal and hence 

it’s associated planet, Venus – one should avoid mixing Soya sauce, 

making liquor, or going on a journey. It is suitable, however, for getting 

together with friends, for taking up one’s official duties, for marrying a 

wife or marrying out one’s daughter, for making clothes, for moving, for 

treating an illness, for setting up the posts or raising the ridgepole of a 

house.”225 

 

The almanac also benefits popular religion temples in Taiwan today. Since the Han 

dynasty, beginning with the Year of the Rat in 4 C.E., a sixty-year cycle was introduced 

based on five twelve year cycles, with each year associated with a specific animal. Year 

one is represented by the rat, year two by the ox, followed by the tiger, hare, dragon, 

snake, horse, sheep, monkey, rooster, dog and pig. At the end of the sixty years, the cycle 

repeats itself, so year 61 is the year of the rat and the first year of a new cycle. It is upon 

these signs that auspicious days for marriage are based, and the dates for many religious 

rituals are determined in the same fashion. This sixty-year cycle was based on 

observations of the planet Jupiter that orbits the sun once every twelve years. 226 Every 

year there are one ‘lucky’ and two ‘unlucky’ animals, and in popular religion, it is 

customary for individuals born in a year represented by the ‘unlucky’ animals to donate 

money to a temple to bring about good fortune for themselves. Being one of the unlucky 

animals is known as ‘offending Tai Sui’ (犯太歲), and donations or ritual are employed to 

avert misfortune during the year. In both Taoism and popular religion, sixty heavenly 

                                                 
225 Thompson, L. Chinese religion, Wadsworth, 1979. p 26. 
226 Kohn, Livia. Daoism and Chinese Culture. Three Pines Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2001. pp 47-
48. 
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soldiers assist the Jade Emperor in taking charge of the well-being of the Mortal 

World.227 Each of them takes turn to be in charge for a year, and for one year in each 

cycle becomes the Tai Sui. In the Year of the Pig, both those born in the Year of the Pig 

who are ‘situated at the Tai Sui’, and the sixth animal after the pig, the snake, are said to 

be offending Tai Sui. Beyond merely offering money to a temple, there are also Taoist 

rituals to placate the Tai Sui.  

“On the morning of Month 1 Day 9, which (this year) is February 26, 2007, 

one must fill in their names at the lower left hand corner of the talisman, 

prepare incense, candles, tea, wine, rice, joy paper or paper money and 

various entrees for a heavenly offering. Place the talisman on the altar, 

then recite your name and the date, and ask the Tai Sui of the year to come 

to them and protect them against evil, expel all inauspicious energy, and 

bestow blessings upon the entire family so that there will be wealth, 

success, health and longevity. Burn the joy paper or paper money, then 

splash the wine on the burning paper money or joy paper. Then the ritual 

is considered completed. 

If one cannot do it on Month 1 Day 9, then they can choose any auspicious 

day to do the method to ensure safely, success, prosperity and avoid bad 

luck. 

On every full moon, you will need to do the same offering to Tai Sui until 

Month 12 Day 24, which is January 31, 2008. On that day, you prepare 

incense, candles, tea, wine, rice, joy paper or paper money and various 

other things for heavenly offering. Take the talisman down and burn it 

while reciting your name and give thanks to the Tai Sui for taking care of 

you and your family for the whole year. Also request the Tai Sui to report 

all the good deeds that you did to the Jade Emperor.”228                                                                          

                                                 
227 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tai_sui November 2006 
228  Cited at: http://www.edgar03.com/tbas/taisui.htm 1999 
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50: Crowds gather to offer donations                 51: Buddhist ceremony inside the Tai Sui   

 Outside the Tai Sui hall at Long                       hall at Long Shan Temple March 11 2007 

   Shan Temple March 11 2007 

 

The Tai Sui is one of the main deities worshiped at Fu An Gong (see chapter 4.2). 

Zi Wei Dou Shu (紫微斗數) 

Zi Wei Dou Shu is the closest equivalent to western astrology in Chinese tradition. 

Created by two Taoist masters during the Song dynasty, Lü Chun Yang (呂純陽) and 

Chen Xi Yi (陳希夷), and further developed during the Ming dynasty by Luo Hong Xian 

(羅洪先)229, it is one of the most popular forms of fortune telling today. As with Western 

astrology, it is based on the year, month, date and time of one’s birth, and both describes 

the individuals personality, and can predict what will happen during any given time 

period of one’s life. However, none of the predictions are definite, as within Chinese 

astrology, an individual has a certain degree of freedom to choose their life path and there 

is the unpredictable influence of luck.  

                                                 
229 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zi_wei_dou_shu  June 2007 
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 The chart composed for any individual is divided into twelve ‘palaces’ which are Life 

Palace (Ming Gong 命宮), Siblings Palace (Xiong Di Gong 兄弟宮), Marriage Palace (Fu 

Qi Gong 夫妻宮), Children Palace (Zi Nu Gong 子女宫), Wealth Palace (Cai Bo Gong 財帛

宮), Health Palace (Jie Gong 疾厄宮), Travel Palace (Qian Yi Gong 遷移宮) Friends, 

Servants Palace (Pu Yi Gong 僕役宮), Career Palace (Guan Lu Gong 官祿宮), Property 

Palace (Tian Zhai Gong 田宅宮), Fortune, Happiness Palace (Fu De Gong 福德宮) and 

Parents Palace (Fu Mu Gong 父母宮). These are arranged in a square around a central 

palace known as the Body Palace (Shen Gong 身宮). Each palace represents one of the 

twelve Chinese zodiac animals, and therefore relates to and may have been a 

development of the Chinese Almanac. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Palaces of the Zi Wei Dou Shu 
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“Each of these palaces is governed by major and minor stars. These stars 

have their own characteristics that affect the palace they are in. In all, 

there are 113 stars. Of those 14 are major stars, 4 transformed stars, 95 are 

minor stars. Of the 95 minor stars, 18 are important minor stars.”230  

Each palace is interrelated, but exert the most influence on adjacent and opposite palaces, 

and then by related harmony palaces.  For example, the Life Palace will be most affected 

by parents and siblings whose palaces sit to the left and right of the Life Palace. Opposite 

lies the Health Palace. These connections are logical and illustrate the utilitarian nature of 

the Zi Wei Dou Shu in popular religion. 

Divination Chair (轎仔) 

While researching at Fu An Gong in Checheng township, I witnessed divination using a 

divination chair, known in Taiwanese as a Kio-a (轎仔). The chairs used for this kind of 

divination are miniature, being approximately 30-40 cm high by about 25cm wide on 

each side. It is a noisy contraption constructed with small pickets of wood that are free to 

slide up and down in their mountings so as to create a clicking and rattling sound at every 

movement of the chair. As discussed in chapter 2, in Chinese popular religion, objects 

considered unique or special can possess a spirit with supernatural powers, and as such, 

can be consulted or worshiped. The Kio-a however acts as a vehicle for a spirit to enter 

and can be possessed by any complying deity that is summoned into it.   

 

The Kio-a is necessarily worked by three people, two of whom must preferably be 

illiterate. The two illiterates operate the chair, while the third, who must be literate, 

observes the movements of the chair and interprets its motions. 

 

                                                 
230 Cited at: http://www.geocities.com/fengshui_us/ziwei.html February 2000 
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Photo 52:  Kio-a at Fu An Gong 

 

The divination process begins by lighting incense in front of an altar, and holding the 

chair in an upright position whilst requesting a spirit or deity to enter the chair. When the 

deity enters, or sits upon the chair, it begins to move. During this process, a question is 

asked of the supernatural power, and the answer begins when the chair crashes loudly 

onto a table in front of the altar. Many of the movements of the chair seem random, but in 

the process of crashing into the table, patterns of Chinese characters form, and the third 

person attempts to interpret them. For this reason, the two people holding the chair must 

be illiterate, or else, the whole ceremony may be considered manipulated or fake.231 

 

                                                 
231 Jordan. Gods, ghosts and ancestors. University of California Press, 1972. p 66. 
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The reader however does not have the final say. If the supernatural force residing in the 

chair is not happy with the interpretation of the character, it will make the chair crash into 

the table twice, and the process will begin again. If however the interpretation is correct, 

the chair will rap once on the table to signify consent.  

 

Spirit Mediums 

 

Long Shan temple in Taipei, although housing many Taoist and folk deities, is primarily 

a Buddhist temple, and therefore does not allow spirit mediums to practice their art 

within the temple. Fu An Gong, Nan Kun Shen and Tian Hou Gong are Taoist temples 

that contain Buddhist deities, and while neither possesses spirit mediums of their own, 

both are frequently visited by mediums that are free to flagellate themselves and become 

possessed while on the premises. 

 

Chinese religion has employed the use of spirit mediums since ancient times for 

communications between the spiritual realm and the earthly plains. The mediums, 

through mental techniques and physical actions, put themselves into a trance state, and 

are possessed by a spirit. In Taiwan, it is common for the medium to serve as the 

mouthpiece for one specific deity, though some mediums have the ability to allow a 

variety of spirits to enter them.  

 

The main purpose of spirit mediums is to act as an oracle to answer questions, and as 

such, is a part of the tradition of divination. They may also be called upon when someone 

is sick, and commonly prescribed medicines until 1975 when the government passed 

legislation against this practice.232 It is still a common practice for the spirit medium to 

cut his tongue and let blood drip upon a sheet of spirit money that a sick person can carry 

with them in order to fend off harmful influences from the body.233 A spirit medium may 

                                                 
232 Jordan. 1977.  For an annual meeting of the Association for Asian Studies Pacific Area Conference in 
Eugene, Oregon. Cited at: http://anthro.ucsd.edu/~dkjordan/scriptorium/medium-main.html 
233 Jordan. Gods, ghosts and ancestors. University of California Press, 1972. p 68. 
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also be called upon to transform someone’s luck, or for the exorcism of spirits from a 

person or place. 

 

Once a trance state has been achieved, the spirit is able to enter the body of the medium. 

Once possessed, the medium, either because impelled to by the spirit or as a display that 

the possession is real and therefore the medium is impervious to pain, a self-mortification 

of the flesh begins. This is achieved through self-flagellation with an assortment of grisly 

looking implements including a ball of red cotton with nails protruding from it, a sword, 

the saw of a sawfish, a wooden club with nails or sharp pieces of copper protruding from 

it, and an axe. The fact that that the wounds heal quickly and do not become dangerously 

infected is generally believed to be further proof that the possession is of a genuine nature.  

 

               
      53: San Tai Zi (三太子). First time                            54: Ji Gong (濟公) during  

      Mortifying the flesh. Fu An Gong                      spirit writing session. Fu An Gong 

 

At Fu An Gong, I observed two spirit mediums; the younger possessed by San Tai Zi and 

the elder, his ‘uncle’, possessed by Ji Gong. San Tai Zi and Ji Gong are two of the deities 

that most commonly possess spirit mediums. 

 

San Tai Zi, also known as Nezha (哪吒) was the son of a real life Tang dynasty general 

called Li Jing (李靖) who died in 649 C.E. Legend has it that his mother’s pregnancy 
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lasted for three years, and when she finally gave birth, it was to a fleshy ball of meat. Li 

Jing, understandably upset by the turn of events wielded his sword and split the 

‘meatball’ in two, and his son Nezha leapt out fully grown, but with the mind of a 

child.234 He is therefore a mischievous child deity; hence, the medium possessed by him 

sucks a dummy (pacifier). In the Taoist pantheon he is known as Zhongtan Yuanshuai (中

壇元帥). 

 

Ji Gong was a real life Buddhist monk called Li Xiuyuan. (李修元) born in the Southern 

Song dynasty in 1130 C.E. Either his father, a military advisor called Li Maochun (李茂春) 

or his mother were infertile. Legend has it that Li Xiuyuan was born after his parents 

entered a temple where in the Hall of the Five Hundred Arhats, a statue of Mahākāśyapa 

(摩訶迦葉), one of the foremost disciples of the historic Buddha fell from his throne, thus 

signifying that he had descended to earth. 235  After attaining adulthood, Li Xiuyuan 

became a monk. In fact, he became a wine guzzling meat-eating monk that no monastery 

would accept; hence, the medium possessed by him at Fu An Gong was frequently 

drinking wine from a gourd that he carried with him. 

 

San Tai Zi and Ji Gong present excellent examples of the interplay of Buddhism and 

Taoism in Chinese history, and the influence of both on popular religious practice. Whilst 

San Tai Zi is recognized in the Taoist pantheon as Zhongtan Yuanshuai, his eldest 

brother Jinzha (金吒) was a disciple of the Bodhisattva Wen Shu Pusa, and his second 

eldest brother Muzha (木吒) a disciple of Pu Xian Pusa, and both are deities in the official 

Chinese pantheon. Ji Gong, through his compassion to ordinary people was recognized as 

an incarnation of the Arhat Mahākāśyapa, and after his death in 1207 C.E., he was 

adopted as a deity in the Taoist pantheon, and in Chinese Buddhism, was added to the list 

of Arhats.  

 

Being a spirit medium and mortifying the flesh is in direct conflict with the Confucian 

value of filial piety and shows great disrespect to the parents who gave them their 

                                                 
234 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nezha_deity  February 2007 
235 Cited at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ji_Gong  February 2007 
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bodies.236Furthermore, mortifying the flesh in public does not seem to be a pleasurable 

experience. This raises the question of why an individual would choose to become a spirit 

medium. Common reasons are due to a life threatening illness or a serious injury caused 

by an accident. In either case, the infirm makes a pact with the deity to be their ‘vehicle’ 

in return for their good health. In other cases, mediumship may be directly hereditary or 

passed through another close relative. According to Clart:237 

 

“A medium is chosen by the gods, mostly against his or her own will. 

Field researchers again and again stress the supposedly involuntary 

character of the process: prospective mediums suffer seizures, 

hallucinations, or strange ailments that are interpreted as a deity’s call to 

surrender to it. Often they struggle against the god, refusing to lend their 

body to the divine spirit. Many, but by no means all, candidates ultimately 

succumb and restructure their lives to accommodate the possession 

experiences. Thereby they become important communication channels 

with the realm of the gods for their local community.” 

 

I briefly questioned the medium possessed by San Tai Zi at Fu An Gong when he was out 

of his trance. He was young. He informed me that he was still a senior high school 

student, and what had been witnessed that day was his initiation as a spirit medium. Since 

he was a child, his godmother had told him that he was destined to be a medium. For him, 

to mortify his flesh and be possessed by San Tai Zi had been a long awaited day.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
236 Adler. p 118 
237 Clart. Philip. Moral Mediums. Spirit-Writing and the Cultural Construction of Chinese Spirit- 
Mediumship. Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian Studies in Chicago, 22-25 March 2001. Cited at 
http://www.erudit.org/revue/ethno/2003/v25/n1/007129ar.html  2003 
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5.2 The influence of ‘bua bue’ (zhi jiao 擲筊) on decision-making in 

Taiwan 
 

Tradition and superstition, especially in relation to divination, is so intricately intertwined 

into the daily life and culture of Taiwan, that while consulting supernatural powers using 

divination blocks, people may consider the act as cultural as well as religious. This is 

explainable, as with the exception of animism, divination predates all of the major 

religious traditions represented in Taiwan’s temples. Therefore, to appreciate the 

subtleties of religious culture that may influence people’s decisions, it is important to 

understand the workings of the belief systems and rituals themselves. Furthermore, to 

understand behavior within a culture, it is necessary to understand how people make 

important decisions, and in Taiwan, decision making often takes place within a temple. 

 

                 Hypothesis 

                           Photo 55: Bua bue 

Therefore, of key interest to this 

thesis is divination by the use of 

‘bua bue’ (zhi jiao( 擲 筊 )), two 

crescent shaped wooden blocks 

that are used to obtain ‘yes’ or 

‘no’ answers to specific questions 

from a celestial deity. This chapter 

proposes that in Taiwan, instead 

of normative or descriptive 

models of decision-making 

developed by Western psychologists to explain how and why individuals make decisions, 

for individuals that use bua bue in a religious context, divination is an important factor in 

their decision-making process.  

 

To test this hypothesis, the chapter will examine whether these Western models of 

decision-making apply to individuals who use bua bue in their decision-making process 
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in the four case study temples.  Data has been collected in two ways, statistical data from 

surveys and anecdotal data collected during interviews with people who rely on 

divination to make important decisions, as well as from representatives of each of the 

case study temples. 

 

The issue of why divination plays such an important role in Taiwan needs to be addressed. 

Fortune telling exists in most cultures in forms ranging from reading Tarot cards to 

tealeaves, however, these methods are usually considered mystic or psychic but not 

cultural or religious. However, in Taiwan, not only is divination an aspect of both 

religion and culture, but also, after animism, together with ancestor worship, is the 

earliest known form of Chinese religious practice. Ancestor worship and divination as 

described in chapter 2 are therefore as old as Chinese written history 

 

The History of Bua Bue 

 

Although their origins are obscure, bua bue have played a major role in divination since 

the Tang dynasty (618-906 C.E.).  

 

“The northern Chinese term is Jiào (珓). In Taiwan, the usual Mandarin term is 

Bēi, conventionally written with the character for the homonymous word 

“cup”( 杯 or 桮 or 盃 ). This writing is apparently a very ancient one. The Tang 

poet Hán Yù (韓 愈) (A.D. 768-824) used both words in the following lines: 手 持 

杯 珓 導 我 擲 ， 云 此 最 吉 餘 難 同 。” He handed me divinity cups (Bēijiào(杯筊)), 

he showed me how to use them / And told me that my fortune was the best of 

all.””238 

 

An explanation of why the word ‘cup’ is used is offered by Cheng Dachang (程大昌) of 

the Song dynasty. He suggests that originally shells were cast for divination. Shells thus 

had a dual purpose, for holding water and for divination. Due to the fragility of shells, 

                                                 
238 Jordan, David K. Taiwanese Poe divination. Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion. Cited at: 
http://anthro.ucsd.edu/~dkjordan/scriptorium/taipoe-main.html  June 2004 
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they were later replaced with wood, but were carved in a similar shape to the original 

shells, and hence retained the name ‘cup’.239 

 

According to interviews and supported by Adler, bua bue are the most common form of 

divination in Taiwan, and are sometimes used in conjunction with divination slips. 240 

Most commonly, they are used by individual practitioners seeking divine assistance 

before making a decision. They have also played an important role in popular religion 

since ancient times, and also in ritualistic aspects of religious Taoism. Examples include 

choosing medicines in the cult of Baosheng Dadi (保生大帝), determining dates for 

sacrifice and ritual, choosing participants in rites and rituals, and determining if a deity 

is satisfied with offerings.  

 

Bua bue are two crescent shapes blocks carved out of wood, one side being flat and the 

other convex. For the purpose of divination, the questioner first selects a deity to pose a 

question to, and then introduces themselves, including name, date of birth and address. 

The bua bue are then raised above the forehead as the questioner formulates a question, 

and then drops the bua bue to the ground.                    

 

                              
       Photo 56: Yes                       Photo 57: No (angry)                Photo 58:  No (laughing) 

      

There are three possible outcomes. Both blocks may land either flat side down or 

convex side down, essentially both meaning “no”, but with different connotations. Two 

flat sides down indicates that the deity is angry, while two convex sides down suggests 

                                                 
239 Cited at http://www.bonny.idv.tw/cgi-
bin/lb5000/topic.cgi?forum=32&topic=28&replynum=last#bottom November 2006 
240 Adler, Joseph. Chinese Religions. Routledge, 2002. p 118 
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that the deity is laughing, maybe because the question is inappropriate. In either case, 

the questioner is at liberty to rephrase the question and ask again. If they land with one 

convex and one flat side down, the answer is yes, but it is necessary for this to happen 

in three consecutive throws for the answer to be considered valid.  

 

 

When used in conjunction with 

divination slips, first the questioner 

selects a numbered bamboo rod, and 

follows the same pattern as above. 

There is an equal amount of numbered 

rods to numbered divination slips, and 

in essence, the questioner is asking a 

deity if the number they have chosen is 

the correct one to give an accurate 

answer to their question. If the answer 

is negative, a new stick with a different 

number is chosen and the process 

repeated. After a positive answer is 

given, a small slip of paper with a 

corresponding number is retrieved.       

nnPhoto 59: Numbered rods next to bua bue   

   

On the paper a cryptic message is revealed which often has to be interpreted by an expert 

who will relate to message to the specific question that has been asked. Although a 

widespread practice, the use of bua bue to ask a ‘yes’ ‘no’ question without the aid of 

divination slips is far more common. Most respondents surveyed claimed that answers 

acquired through bua bue effect their decisions to a greater or lesser degree. 
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Western Psychological Models of Decision-Making 
 

 
In contrast to this method of decision-making, which, depending on perspective, 

requires either random elements of chance or divine intervention, Western 

psychological theories on decision-making are based on established theory, cross 

cultural case studies, Western logic and statistical analysis of data.  

 

C. D. Guss, a leading researcher in this field of psychology, discusses the shortcomings 

of two accepted models of decision-making, normative and descriptive models 

respectively, and offers a new model taking into account individualistic (Western) and 

collectivist (Asian) cultures. 241 

  

Guss cites Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) to explain normative models. They 

formulated the ‘Expected Utility Model’ of normative decision-making whereby an 

individual faced with several choices allocates two numerical values to each, one value 

based on the probability of success, and the second on the personal value of the choice. 

By multiplying the two numerical values, the choice with the highest numerical value, 

or ‘highest expected utility’ is highlighted as the best choice. Guss however points out 

several flaws in this model. First, in real life, the number of choices is not so limited, 

and the possibilities created from making a choice create an abundance of further 

alternatives. Then there is the problem of how to accurately assign a numerical value to 

an idea, especially so as both short and long-term consequences of choices are 

unpredictable. Furthermore, other superfluous factors may influence individual’s 

decisions. Finally, that while normative models may explain what the best choice is, 

they do not examine the more complex procedures that take place in the decision-

making process.  

                                                 

241 Guss, C.D. Decision making in individualistic and collectivistic cultures. In W. J. Lonner, D. L. Dinnel, 
S. A. Hayes, & D. N. Sattler (Eds.), Online Readings in Psychology and Culture (Unit 4, Chapter 3), 
(http://www.wwu.edu/~culture), Center for Cross-Cultural Research, Western Washington University, 
Bellingham, Washington USA, 2002. Cited at http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~culture/Guss2.htm 
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Guss then examines the descriptive model of decision-making, which describes a set of 

processes that an individual progresses through before making a decision. He summarizes 

the process into twelve steps. These include one; being aware that a problem exists which 

requires a decision to resolve. Two; analyzing the reasons for the problem. Three; 

evaluating the possible outcomes of various decisions that may be perceived as solutions. 

Four; defining one’s own goals. five; collecting information pertinent to the decision. Six; 

organizing the information in a logical pattern. Seven; considering the possible outcomes 

of different decisions. Eight; taking into account alternative ways to solve the problem. 

Nine; predicting the future outcomes of all possible decisions in order to make an initial 

choice to compare other choices with. Ten; after discarding the worst alternatives, 

selecting the preferred decision. Eleven; telling others of both the decision and how it has 

been reached, and finally twelve; evaluating the outcome of the decision that has been 

taken. However, Guss points out that individualism (the tendency to make decisions 

alone and take sole responsibility for ones actions), collectivism (the tendency to make 

decisions within a group and take collective responsibility for ones actions), and power 

distance (ones relationships with social superiors), are not taken account of in this model. 

Therefore, Guss argues, the model fails to take into account cultural differences based on 

dissimilar value orientations.  

After analyzing three cross-cultural studies, Guss offers a complex integrated model of 

decision-making that allows for differences between individualistic and collectivist 

cultures and  for differences in cultural value orientations. Guss therefore provides a 

theoretical model for testing specific hypothesis on which future cross-cultural research 

can be based. However, the new model still includes a group of mental processes that an 

individual must progress through before reaching a final decision.242 The possibility of 

bua bue influencing decision-making is not included in his new model. 

According to other psychological theories on decision-making, individuals delay making 

important decisions for a variety of reasons. Tykocinski and Ruffle243, through a series of  

                                                 
242 Guss, C.D. 
243 Tykocinski, Orit E., and Ruffle, Bradley, J. Reasonable Reasons for Waiting. Journal of Behavioral 
Decision Making, p147, April 2003. 
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experiments at Ben Gurian University, have established that not only do people wait for 

noninstrumental or useless information before making a decision, but that given the 

choice, people prefer to wait before making a decision. They propose that waiting relates 

to a lack of confidence. They conclude that although many people do in fact wait in order 

to gather more information, waiting cannot always be associated with this intention. They 

claim that the primary reason for waiting is that a delay increases an individual’s 

confidence in their decision-making. Other reasons offered for delaying a decision 

include leaving more time to seek advice from friends or experts, hoping that unpleasant 

circumstances will change before a decision has to be made, and that people have a 

natural tendency to procrastinate. 

For the proportion of the population that utilizes them, the religious use of bua bue offers 

an alternative explanation to the decision-making processes in Taiwan. Assuming that the 

questioner accepts the validity of the results, both the necessity to undergo a lengthy 

decision-making process and the need to procrastinate are eliminated if an appropriate 

answer can be divined from a deity.  

Field Research 

The survey questioned individuals as to which subjects they most often used bua bue to 

assist them with their decision-making process. The variety of subjects most commonly 

asked about are of the same nature as those that would usually require a lengthy and 

complex decision-making process. Decisions of importance relating to business, 

investments, work, health, family and relationships were the most common replies. Bua 

bue are seldom used to ask about the mundane, every-day events of no importance, or 

decisions that are easily made.  

In some cases, bua bue are used to attain answers to complex questions, and in these 

cases, decisions may be made by a process of elimination. For example, one respondent 

at Long Shan Temple wanted to buy a new property but was unsure in which area of 

Taipei to invest. First, she asked if she should invest in the north of Taipei, but the bua 
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bue indicated ‘no’. Therefore, she asked if she should invest in the south or west, but also 

received negative replies. When she asked if she should invest in East Taipei, the bua bue 

indicated ‘yes’. She also selected the district and the specific quarter of the district by the 

same process of elimination. In the area determined by the bua bue, East Taipei, there 

were several new properties being developed, and by the same process of elimination, she 

selected both the building and the floor on which to buy her new apartment. She bought 

her new property in March 2006, and reported that she is very happy with both the way 

she made her decision and the purchase itself.  

Reformulating questions when an undesired response is received is also an accepted 

practice. However, the more often a question is reformulated, the greater the probability 

that the desired response will be obtained. The first time a question is asked, the 

probability of an affirmative response is 12.5 percent. After reformulation, the probability 

increases to 23.4 percent. If a question is reformulated five times, there is a 48.7 percent 

probability that the desired answer will be obtained. This suggests that the results of 

divination can be manipulated while still believing that the answer is provided through 

the all-knowing capacity of a deity.244  

One respondent in Taipei was unsure whether or not to divorce his wife. His first 

question was therefore “will I be happy if I divorce my wife”? The response was negative 

so he reformulated his question, “will I be happy if I divorce my wife and move back to 

my parent’s house in Neihu ( 內 湖 區 )”? The response was still negative. After 

reformulating the question five times his question became “will I be happy if I divorce 

my wife, move to Neihu, work harder, spend more time with my children and re-marry 

quickly”? The answer was ‘yes’. He informed me that he had fulfilled all five conditions, 

and was now very happy. Therefore, he explained, he had not manipulated the bua bue by 

reformulating the question, but had needed to reformulate the question in order for the 

deity, in this particular case Tu Di Gong, to provide an accurate answer. 
                                                 
244 Jordan, David K. Taiwanese Poe divination. Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion. Cited at: Cited 
at: http://anthro.ucsd.edu/~dkjordan/scriptorium/taipoe-main.html  June 2004 
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 The survey asked the following questions with the options of answering ‘always’ 

‘usually’ ‘sometimes’ ‘not very often’ and ‘never’. One: If you come here to use bua bue, 

do you believe that the deities here answer your questions correctly? Two: When you are 

here, how often do use bua bue? Three: Do you think that answers from bua bue effect 

your decisions? The data was then analyzed to see how gender and age related to the use 

of and belief in the accuracy of bua bue. 

Data Analysis 

The most skeptical section of the community at Long Shan Temple was the over 60-age 

group. Only 33.3 percent replied that deities provided correct answers either usually or 

sometimes, 33.3 percent replied ‘not very often’ and 33.3 percent thought that deities 

never answer questions correctly. The gender group with the least confidence in deities to 

answer questions correctly were females in the over 60-age group. The youngest group 

were also very skeptical, 66.6 percent replying that deities ‘sometimes’ answer questions 

correctly, and the remainder replying ‘never’ (chart 19). At Long Shan Temple, the group 

with the most confidence in the deities’ ability to answer questions correctly was males in 

the 41-60 age group (chart 19).  

However, from the four case study temples, visitors to Nan Kun Shen had least faith in 

deities’ ability to answer their questions correctly as almost 60 percent of people 

answered that deities only ‘sometimes’ answer their questions correctly (chart 20). In 

contrast to this, at Tian Hou Gong, 41 percent of respondents believe that deities ‘usually’ 

or ‘always’ answer questions correctly. (chart 21).  
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Chart 19 – Long Shan Temple 

If you come here to use bua bue, do you believe that the deities here 
answer your questions correctly?
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Chart 20 – Nan Kun Shen 

If you come here to use bua bue, do you believe that the deities here 
answer your questions correctly?
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Chart 21 – Tian Hou Gong 

If you come here to use bua bue, do you believe that the deities here 
answer your questions correctly?
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However, a very different pattern emerged at Fu An Gong in Pingdong. Just over 41 

percent of respondents answered that they believe deities ‘always’ answer their questions 

correctly. This coincides with the high level of faith in their religious convictions. Males 

in the 41-60 age group and females in the over 60-age group professed to have the 

greatest faith in deities’ ability to ‘always’ answer their questions correctly (chart 22). As 

described in chapter 4.2, an overwhelming proportion of the visitors to this temple both 

prefer to worship Tu Di Gong and believe that he has the greatest power there to answer 

their prayers. The statistics relating to bua bue from Fu An Gong therefore might be a 

reflection of the popularity of the Tu Di Gong at this particular temple, rather than in a 

general faith in the power of bua bue. Researching this specific issue would be an 

intriguing subject for future research. 
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Chart 22 – Fu An Gong 

If you come here to use bua bue, do you believe that the deities here 
answer your questions correctly?
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The second topic to be analyzed was the frequency that individuals use bua bue when 

visiting each temple. At Long Shan Temple, a distinct pattern emerged as the skeptical 

over 60-age group also use bua bue the least often, 50 percent replying that they never 

use them at all.  Following a similar pattern to the previous question, in the under 24-age 

group, 50 percent replied that they ‘never’ or ‘not very often’ use bua bue. The group that 

used them most consistently at Long Shan temple were males in the age group 41-60, 100 

percent replying they ‘usually’ or ‘always’ make use of bua bue when visiting the temple 

(chart 23).  
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Chart 23 – Long Shan Temple 

When you are here, how often do use bua bue?
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In three of the four case study temples, relating to frequency of use, a general trend 

became established whereby 61 percent of temple visitors ‘sometimes’, ‘usually’ or 

‘regularly’ use bua bue for divination. The exception to this rule was in Penghu where 

only 29 percent used them ‘sometimes’, with no one using them more frequently (chart 

24). This is surprising as chart 21 clearly shows that 41 percent of respondents believe 

that the deities at Tian Hou Gong either ‘always’ or ‘usually’ answer questions correctly. 

The most likely explanation for this is that Tian Hou Gong has the highest proportion of 

worshipers that frequently visit the temple, and are therefore less likely to ask divination 

questions than people who visit less frequently for a specific purpose. An exception may 

often disprove a rule, but in this case, as only 25 percent of respondents answered that 

their decisions are never affected by bua bue (chart 21), it seems that even at temples 

where bua bue are less frequently used, the answers from divination still have an effect 

on most individuals decision-making some of the time. 
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Chart 24 – Tian Hou Gong 

When you are here, how often do use bua bue?
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However, the key question in the survey was, in their own opinion, whether respondents 

consider that their own decisions are affected by bua bue. The range of results from 

respondents replying that bua bue ‘always’ or ‘usually’ affect their decisions varied from 

12 to 42 percent in the different temples, the mean result from all four temples equaling 

26.5 percent. A further 41.5 percent of respondents answered that their decisions are 

‘sometimes’ effected by bua bue. An additional 19.5 percent replied that their decisions 

are not often effected by bua bue, while only 12.5 percent replied ‘never’.  

The respondents whose decisions are least affected by bua bue are the worshipers at 

Taipei’s Long Shan temple. Two explanations for this are worthy of consideration. First, 

the area surrounding Long Shan Temple is famous for its fortunetellers, and a recently 

constructed underground arcade houses more that one hundred and twenty mediums, 

astrologers, palm or birthmark or face readers, specialists in numerology, cosmology, Yi 

Jing and almanac. Visitors who have just paid for divination may be less likely to consult 

bua bue than visitors to places where such abundant services are unavailable. 

Alternatively, it may be speculated that dwellers in Taiwan’s most developed and richest 
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city may be less superstitious than their counterparts in smaller cities or traditionally rural 

areas.  

In contrast to Taipei, Magong and Checheng are a small city and town respectively, the 

first on an isolated island and the second in an agricultural region, both being relatively 

undeveloped. Nan Kun Shen is also in an agricultural region, but close to Tainan city. 

However, Tainan is the oldest city in Taiwan, and generally accepted to be more 

traditional than the capital. In all three of these locations, bua bue play a greater role in 

people’s decision-making than at Taipei’s Long Shan Temple. The most interesting 

results came from Tian Hou Gong and Fu An Gong respectively (charts 25 and 26). At 

Tian Hou Gong, 50 percent of respondents under the age of 41 reported that their 

decisions are usually effected by bua bue. One possible explanation for this figure is that 

as Magong is a fishing community, they may have adopted a large amount of faith in 

Mazu from elder generations. However, further in-depth research would be necessary to 

establish whether this is the case.  

 

Chart 25 – Tian Hou Gong 
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Fu An Gong again produced a very different result, the elder generations being more 

influenced by bua bue than the younger generations. However, of the four case study 

temples, respondents at Fu An Gong had the highest overall proportion of ‘always’ 

responses. This may be attributed to the popularity and fame of their Tu Di Gong and to 

the many miracles associated with bua bue by local residents.  

 

Chart 26 – Fu An Gong 
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Narratives from Fu An Gong 

The following narratives are a selection of phenomenon related to bua bue chronicled 

during field research at Fu An Gong.245   

 

Many years ago, Mr. Lin met his girl friend when she accompanied her father to 

Checheng on business. They had been dating for several years, but for reasons of their 
                                                 
245 Professor Chang Jiunn Yih supervised the research at Fu An Gong, and was kind enough to assist with 
surveys and interviews. The following stories were told to him by local residents and in turn, re-told to the 
author. 
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own, their parents on both sides were very against their marriage. Being filial, they 

therefore resigned themselves to the fact that their marriage was impossible. However, 

rather than breaking up immediately, they first decided  to pray to Tu Di Gong with the 

intention of using bua bue to ask him for his opinion concerning their fates. They decided 

to go separately, each asking Tu Di Gong alone. Mr. lin used bua bue in conjunction with 

a numbered rod, and the paper slip allotted to him by Tu Di Gong informed him that he 

would get married exactly one hundred days later.  His girl friend followed the same 

procedure, and her paper slip advised her that she would be married at the end of autumn. 

The two pieces of information coincided, as it was in fact one hundred days before the 

end of autumn. Given renewed confidence through their communication with Tu Di 

Gong, their decision to separate changed, and they continued dating. On the date 

allocated by Tu Di Gong, they got married with their parents consent. After Mrs. Lin 

gave birth to their first child, again using bua bue, Tu Di Gong was asked if he would 

accept their baby as his ‘contracted’ son, as a sign of their gratitude. Tu Di Gong of 

course agreed, and they are still a happily married couple. 

 

The second narrative concerns the prosperity of Mrs. Gao, now an elderly lady, but one 

who has always believed that if you follow the advice of Tu Di Gong, you will be 

protected. In the days when Taiwan’s economy was booming, urban businessmen came 

to Checheng and its surrounds to buy land to develop into profitable fish farms. Fields 

would be dug out, and seawater pumped into the artificial fishponds.  However, due to 

the build up of salt over many years, fish farms make the land unusable after they become 

obsolete. However, as the stock market was skyrocketing and the economy growing 

rapidly, land prices were high, so many local residents decided to sell their land to 

developers. Mrs. Gao however, before making any decision, went to consult Tu Di Gong 

with bua bue, and simply asked if she should sell her land. Tu Di Gong advised her 

against selling and she followed his advice. At the time, she was ridiculed by her 

neighbors, as they considered it a prime opportunity to make large sums of money from 

their land. However, a decade later, the Taiwan economy began to slump and the 

businessmen, seeing that they were making little profit, shifted their investments 

elsewhere. When the fish farms closed, the land was useless for any other kind of farming 
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or property development, and therefore of no value. Mrs. Gao then realized why Tu Di 

Gong had advised her not to sell the land. She was one of the few people to follow Tu Di 

Gong’s instructions, and as a result, her land is still in prime condition, and its value 

today is enormous. In gratitude, in the same fashion as Mr. and Mrs. Lin, she asked Tu Di 

Gong if he would accept her sons and grandsons as his ‘contracted’ sons, and answering 

directly through bua bue, he consented.  

 

Mrs. Gao believes that Tu Di Gong performed a far greater miracle on her behalf. For 

many years, her father had believed that he would die at the age of sixty, as other deities, 

presumably through mediums, had informed him of this fact. Mrs. Gao therefore went to 

ask Tu Di Gong if this misfortune were preventable. By using bua bue, through a process 

of elimination, she found out that Tu Di Gong wanted to talk directly to her through a 

spirit medium. Then, through the chosen medium, Tu Di Gong advised her that her father 

must never again mention that he would die at the age of sixty, or else, ghosts would hear 

him, and drag his soul away. Tu Di Gong promised her to find a way to give him another 

two terms of life, a term being equal to one rotation of the Chinese Zodiac, two terms 

thus equaling twenty-four years. Her father never again mentioned the fateful number 

sixty, and died at the ripe old age of eighty-four. 

 
The fourth tale, and most intriguing, was recounted by a different Mr. Lin who is now 75 

years old. In the 1970's, he had a dream in which Tu Di Gong told him to physically 

move his house one hundred meters inland. As this would be an extremely difficult and 

expensive maneuver, and as he was unsure if the dream was of true significance, he went 

to Fu An Gong, and using bua bue to ask a ‘yes’ ‘no’ question, Tu Di Gong confirmed 

that he had indeed sent the dream. Mr. Lin then went ahead and separated his house from 

its foundations, had it lifted onto logs, and rolled one hundred meters further inland. 

Three of his neighbors followed suit, while the remainder of his neighbors considered the 

idea insane as it would likely cause damage to the structure of the houses. However, a 

year later, there was a destructive typhoon and subsequent flooding, and the foundations 

of the other houses that had remained closer to the coast were destroyed. Only the houses 

that had been moved inland were saved from ruin. Mr. Lin must have had total faith in Tu 
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Di Gong to decide to physically move his ancestral home based on a single dream and 

three consecutive throws of bua bue.  

 

Conclusion 

All four of these stories are explainable using logic based on mathematics and probability. 

A certain percentage of parents will change their opinions about future in-laws, national 

and local economies are apt to rise and fall periodically. With medical advances people 

often live longer than expected, and typhoons and flooding are annual events in the south 

of Taiwan. However, the individuals involved in these remarkable narratives all chose to 

believe in the power of a single deity directly contactable through bua bue. In each case, 

the decision made using bua bue changed their fortunes and their lives, and it is apparent 

that they did not go through the decision-making processes described and investigated by 

Western psychologists. These four stories are far from unique, and other impressive 

narratives were given by respondents at the remaining case study temples. The influence 

of bua bue on decision-making in Taiwan will be analyzed further in chapter 6.1.    

Although an exciting field of research, this study is far from comprehensive. Firstly, the 

participants are only representative of visitors to four famous temples, and therefore not 

representative of visitors to all the lesser-known temples in Taiwan. It should also be 

noted that a proportion of people in Taiwan do not visit temples for religious reasons or 

divination at all. Another consideration is that the respondents were not asked to provide 

a specific number of decisions that have been influenced directly by bua bue.  

However, it is evident from the statistical data and anecdotal evidence that divination 

with bua bue, to a greater or lesser extent, affects important decisions made by many 

people, thus illustrating that Western psychological models of decision-making are not 

necessarily applicable to individuals in Taiwan who employ bua bue in their decision 

making process.  
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSIONS 

 

6.1 Conclusions from Data and Interviews 
 

Chapters 4.1 to 4.4 presented statistical data concerning worship patterns within the four 

case study temples. The temples were carefully selected for two reasons. First, due to 

their geographical locations they represent contrasting communities found in Taiwan: a 

modern city, a rural and low mountain community, and a fishing community respectively. 

They were also chosen as between them, they contain the deities most commonly 

worshiped in Taiwan. The purpose of this chapter is to reach general conclusions about 

trends in contemporary religious practice in Taiwan. This will be achieved by analyzing 

the accumulated data from the four temples and will include opinions given by 

respondents in the interview section of the survey. The data will be examined from the 

perspective of age, gender and education levels. The hypotheses and definition of popular 

religion as stated in chapter 1.1 will be analyzed within a larger framework of factors that 

have historically contributed to the formation contemporary popular religious practice in 

chapter 6.2. 

 

Religious Conviction 

 

As shown in chart 27, a definite trend has emerged between education levels and faith in 

religious beliefs. Increasing levels of education are matched by a drop in levels of 

religious conviction. Younger generations in Taiwan have higher education levels than 

older generations, the divide becoming noticeable between the two younger age groups 

and two elder age groups. This is illustrated in chart 28, where past the age of forty, less 

than fifty percent of respondents have completed college or university education. It 

should be noted that in the under 24-age group, some of the respondents may not yet have 

completed their education, and may be planning to continue their studies at graduate or 

post graduate level. If education levels continue to rise, this trend may be perceived as a 

negative influence on temple culture and popular religion in Taiwan.  
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Chart 27 
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Chart 28 
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Having illustrated that younger generations have a higher education level that older 

generations, the following chart re-establishes that younger generations also have less 
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faith in their religious convictions. It also shows that females generally have a stronger 

sense of religious convictions than males.  

 

Chart 29 
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 Self-Identity and Religious Tolerance 

 

Given the above data, it is not surprising to find that males in the two younger age groups 

and females in the youngest age group were the most unsure about which religion they 

belong to. This is illustrated in chart 30, which also shows that a high proportion of 

respondents that visit the case study temples identify themselves as Buddhists. 

Considering that three of the four case study temples are registered as Taoist, the most 

likely explanation for this is that in earlier times, the appropriation between Buddhism 

and Taoism within the confines of popular religion has been fully accomplished. Further 

proof of this is the inclusion of deities from both religious traditions being represented in 

the four case study temples. All of the case study temples house both Buddhist and Taoist 
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deities, and of particular note is that three of the temples contain Buddhist and Taoist 

deities that perform similar functions. These include Guan Yin and Mazu at Long Shan 

Temple, Yiao Shi Fo and San Guan Da Di at Fu An Gong and Di Zang Wang and Cheng 

Huang at Nan Kun Shen. Providing deities with similar functions from two different 

religious traditions is both utilitarian in that it allows followers of both major religious 

traditions to worship at the same temple, and is a display of religious tolerance between 

the two traditions. All three of the Head Administrative Secretaries that were interviewed 

expressed the opinion that while their temple was officially registered as either Taoist or 

Buddhist, in their opinion, they are popular religion temples. New forms of popular 

Taoism and popular Buddhism may therefore be said to have emerged in Taiwan. 

 

 

Chart 30 
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As previously noted, females generally have a slightly stronger sense of religious 

conviction than males, and this may account for more females in three of the four age 

groups identifying themselves as either Buddhist or Taoist as opposed to specifying 

Buddhist and Taoist. However, the high proportion of respondents who identify 

themselves as both Buddhist and Taoist is further proof of the high degree of religious 

toleration found in temples in Taiwan. 

 

 

Patterns of Worship 

 

 

Maybe due to identifying themselves with both religious traditions, a high proportion of 

visitors to the temples worship all the deities in the temples. This is illustrated in chart 31. 

Another possible explanation for this phenomenon was given in interviews, and relates to 

the superstition that worshiping deities brings good luck. Conversely, it may be supposed 

that ignoring deities present in a temple might result in bad luck. The belief in luck is 

illustrated in chart 32, and will be discussed further in the final section of this chapter. In 

both scenarios, the inclusion of deities from nature, folk religion, Buddhism and Taoism 

in the four case study temples demonstrates that culture as developed in Taiwan 

represents a cohesive society that displays a high degree of religious toleration. 
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Chart 31 
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Chart 31 also illustrates that a relatively high proportion of both males in the two younger 

age groups and females in the youngest age group, who were the most unsure about 

which religion they belong to, also claimed that they either do not believe in deities but 

worship them anyway, or have no idea who they come to worship. Whether or not this is 

connected to higher education levels or the influence of other factors is uncertain, and 

would be an interesting subject for future research. However, while a majority of people 

worship all the deities, the above chart suggests that a larger proportion of respondents in 

the two older age groups prefer to worship one, two or three of their favorite deities.  
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Chart 32 

Why do you come here?
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This thesis has hypothesized that the relationship between culture, popular religion, 

temples and the community is utilitarian in nature, and the variety of reasons given for 

visiting temples reflects this fact. Chart 32 shows that a proportion of every age group 

visits temples because they perceive it as a tradition, which is a cultural rather than 

strictly religious motivation.  

 

A larger proportion of respondents visit because the believe it will bring them good luck, 

or to pray for something. The largest proportion respondents visit temples to worship the 

deities, each of which has attributes that will benefit the worshiper. All three of these 

motivations are clearly utilitarian in nature. The utilitarian nature of the deities 

themselves has been described in chapters 4.1 to 4.4, and will be discussed further in the 

concluding chapter. 
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Divination with Bua Bue 

 

Chapter 5.2 discussed the influence of bua bue on decision-making in the case study 

temples, and from the data collected, it concluded that divination with bua bue, to a 

greater or lesser extent, affects important decisions made people who use them. The use 

of bua bue thus bypasses the decision-making processes that psychologists assume are 

required. Analyzing the collective data from all four temples supports this conclusion as 

shown in chart 34, where the vast majority of respondents claim that bua bue 

‘sometimes’, ‘usually’ or ‘always’ effect their decisions. 

 

Relating to the connection between religion and superstition, an interesting trend has 

emerged that is worthy of speculation. Chart 27 showed that the most highly educated 

individuals surveyed also had the least faith in their religious convictions. However, the 

following chart shows that the same group use bua bue the most frequently. Therefore, 

further explanation for this phenomenon has been arrived at by examining the individual 

surveys that have created this trend. 

 

Chart 33 
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From these surveys, it becomes apparent that a number of respondents with a very low 

sense of religious conviction and who are often the most highly educated replied that bua 

bue ‘always’ influence their decisions, while many of the people who claimed to be most 

devout replied in the survey that they ‘never’ use bua bue. A trend therefore emerged, 

and supported by replies from interview questions, shows that those with higher religious 

conviction hold a general belief that deities would protect them, while those with very 

low religious conviction do not share this belief, and their lack of genuine religious 

conviction is often proportionate to their preferred use of bua bue in their decision-

making.  

 

Chart 34 
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Often the least educated respondents, notably among females in the 41-60 age group and 

both genders in the over 60-age groups professed the highest faith in the power of deities 

to protect their lives, and therefore these three groups least frequently allow bua bue to 

effect their decision making. This is shown in the above chart. It can therefore be 
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concluded that genuine religious belief in the power of the deities themselves generally 

precludes the necessity to use bua bue in decision-making. 

 

Superstition, Tradition and Luck 

 

A proportion of people surveyed replied that they do not really believe in the power of 

deities but worship them anyway (chart 31), and many of the same respondents answered 

that they come to the temple because they believe it will bring them good luck (chart 32). 

This further supports the idea that genuine belief in the power of deities does not include 

the perception of luck, as the deities are assumed to constantly provide protection to 

genuine believers. This opinion was often expressed by interviewees at both Fu An Gong 

and Tian Hou Gong. 

 

Two interesting hypothetical questions are therefore raised. At what point does religious 

conviction degenerate into superstition and notions of luck? Furthermore, when and how 

does religious conviction change and become transformed into a cultural phenomenon 

based on superstition and a desire for better luck without the necessity of genuine belief 

in the power of deities as protective forces in life? 

 

Various beliefs, including the tradition of drinking water with incense ash as a form of 

medication were often mentioned by interviewees. However, most people professed that 

they believed that the effect was psychological, and that believing in the tradition was 

necessary if it were to provide a cure. Another tradition often mentioned was crawling 

under a palanquin, and people who have performed this action sometimes believe that it 

brought them good luck. Another hypothetical question is therefore raised, namely, at 

what point do religious traditions transform into cultural traditions, or merely a  means of 

acquiring good luck? 

 

To answer these questions, and to assess the importance of tradition, culture, and the 

utilitarian nature of popular religion, and to see how these factors have contributed to 

creating a cohesive and religiously tolerant society in Taiwan, these issues need to be 
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assessed within a larger historic and cultural framework, aptly entitled, “the bigger 

picture”. 
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6.2 The Bigger Picture 
 
 
Popular religion and current religious practices in Taiwan can be seen to reflect a larger 

framework of religious principals that have developed through the millennia. Chapter 1.1 

proposed a fourth definition of popular religion, integral to which are the main 

hypotheses. Therefore, this chapter will first explore this definition and  hypotheses 

within a larger historic framework, and then, using examples from the four case study 

temples, chapter 6.3 will illustrate that the same principals also apply to popular religion 

as practiced in contemporary Taiwan.  

 

Definition and Hypotheses 

 

The proposed definition of popular religion included the following five points. First, that 

popular religion as practiced in Taiwan is not a religious movement crystallized in the 

present moment, but the product of a complex evolutionary process, beginning in a semi- 

mystical era as Chinese civilization progressed from Xia dynasty into the annals of 

documented history that begin in the Shang dynasty and expand in the Zhou dynasty. 

Second, that Chinese religious culture is rooted in animistic belief and primitive notions 

of the soul, later developed by the minds of great sages, emperors, mystics, monks and 

priests, and are identifiable as the unifying forces of continuity in Chinese culture. Third, 

that these unifying forces are elements of popular religion, and have been reduced to their 

rudimentary notions and functions as a means of both religious and cultural identity. 

Fourth, that as a result of the above, popular religion has manifested in a  form that is 

both tolerant and utilitarian in nature, is culturally unifying, and can be collectively 

expressed by common people as multitudinous forms of popular religious beliefs and 

practices. Fifth, as a result of this, the boundaries between popular religion and Chinese 

culture are largely imaginary, as what is identifiable as Chinese culture, for example, 

Chinese New Year, filial piety, the importance of the family unit and ancestor worship, 

are inevitably integral within the spheres of popular religious beliefs and practices. 
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The proposed hypotheses are an extension of this definition. Namely, that the relationship 

between culture, popular religion, temples and the community is utilitarian, and that in 

Taiwan, popular religion has contributed to creating a cohesive society exhibiting a high 

degree of religious toleration. The thesis has compared four temples to establish the 

utilitarian nature of the popular religion, hypothesizing that the choice of deities installed 

in any given temple is utilitarian, as they will be selected to serve the immediate material 

and social needs of specific communities. Lastly, that as some features of popular 

religion are so tightly woven into the daily fabric of life in Taiwan, that these aspects are 

perceived as facets of cultural identity, rather than as elements of popular religious 

tradition.  

The Early Historic Framework 
 

 
The historic framework of popular religion was laid down during the Shang dynasty. It 

began with the acceptance of an existence beyond the grave, which gave birth to the 

practice of ancestor worship. Ancestor worship is therefore the earliest documented form 

of popular religion in Chinese culture. Inherent in its nature, ancestor worship 

necessitates that the family become the primary religious unit. When worship of family 

members is central to a belief system, it is called a ‘family cult’. Popular religion 

therefore originated as a family cult, hierarchical in nature, with the original family 

ancestor being at the top of the hierarchical tree. A hierarchy is also inherent within any 

political system; therefore, the Shang dynasty was of a hierarchical nature, with its king 

at the head of the hierarchy as both head of state and head of the religion. Reflecting the 

nature of the society that had developed, led by a king, with ministers, priests, generals, 

artisans, laborers and peasants, the spiritual hierarchy followed a similar pattern. The 

Supreme deity Shang Di presided at the head, beneath who were lesser deities and then 

ancestors. Through sacrificial worship, the spiritual forces were honored, and in return 

bestowed blessings and good fortune to those who provided the sacrifices and worship. A 

system of mutual dependence rooted in animistic belief and primitive notions of the soul 

thus developed between the living and the dead: the living depending on the spirits for 

blessings, protection, assistance and divination, and the ancestors and spirits dependent 

on the living for sacrifices and worship is as follows: 
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Figure 5. The Complete Framework 
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Thus, this system began as utilitarian in nature as the deities and ancestors gave practical 

advice through divination, and bestowed blessings and solved problems faced by those in 

the material realm. The importance of ritual was also established in the Shang dynasty, 

and all classes of society were involved in ancestor worship and thus practiced ritual, as 

shown by the used oracle bones without inscriptions. Shared ritual therefore contributed 

to creating a cohesive society. 

 

Therefore, by the Zhou dynasty, ancestor worship was practiced by all levels of society 

and thus the importance of the family in popular religion was firmly established. A 

simple philosophy involving hun (魂) and po(魄), gui (鬼) and shen (神) existed to explain 

the existence of the hierarchical spirit world that had been constructed. 

 

These religious institutions were utilitarian in nature; the family cult and ancestor 

worship providing social stability on the family level; ancestors and deities providing 

advice for individuals and society as a whole through divination, and Animistic deities 

providing assistance and protection for what was largely a agrarian society at the mercy 

of nature. However, an essential ingredient was missing, namely morality.  

 

The evolution of a supreme moral deity, in this instance ‘Heaven’, was thus essential for 

a growing civilization, as without morality, social control becomes increasingly difficult. 

With morality, a culture may regulate its own iniquities, a fact of which Confucius was 

intimately conscious.  

 
2:3 “Lead people with governmental measures and regulate them by law 

and punishment, and they will avoid wrongdoing but will have no sense of 

honor and shame. Lead them with virtue and regulate them with rules of 

propriety, and they will have a sense of shame and, moreover, set 

themselves right.”  
道之以政，齊之以刑，民 免 而無恥；道之以德，齊之以禮，有恥且格。246 

                                                 
246 Analects 2:3. Cited at Chan, Wing-tsit. A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy. Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1963. p 22. 
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Hence, morality, in the form of ‘Heaven’, as exemplified in the theories of the ‘Mandate 

of Heaven’ was institutionalized as a part of popular religion. However, the philosophical 

system in existence before Confucius was not necessarily self perpetuating, and therefore 

in need of reinforcement. A stabilizing element was needed, and that element was 

provided by Confucian philosophy. New ingredients were therefore added by Confucius 

that would reinforce both ancestor worship and therefore the family cult, maintain the 

importance of ritual and hierarchy, and encourage morality. The new philosophical recipe 

included filial piety (xiao 孝), ritual propriety (li 禮) and humanity (ren 仁). These were 

therefore utilitarian in nature for three main reasons: They reinforced the established 

religion based on the family cult and ancestor worship, increased cultural stability by 

reinforcing the social hierarchy both within the family and society as a whole, and 

reinforced the morality of the early Zhou dynasty rulers. Furthermore, his philosophies 

would allow future developments including religious Taoism and Sinicized Buddhism to 

exist within this expanded moral framework. 

 

Religious Taoism and Sinicized Buddhism 

 

As stated, popular religion is not a religious movement crystallized in the present moment, 

but the product of a complex evolutionary process, and the next major step in the process 

was first the development of religious Taoism, closely followed by the Sinicization of 

Buddhism. These developments were acceptable within the larger framework as they 

conformed to and incorporated previous ideas. Within Buddhism, the Bodhisattva ideal 

and moral philosophies complimented Confusion concepts of virtue and morality, and the 

concept of karma, by accepting an afterlife, reinforced the practice of ancestor worship. 

Within Taoism, the adoption of a spiritual hierarchy and the emphasis on the importance 

of ritual were both modeled on existing religious and social norms. The spirit of future 

appropriation between Buddhism and Taoism and the subsequent evolution in religious 

philosophies that would ultimately lead to the inclusion of both Buddhist and Taoist 

deities in a single temple is clearly envisaged in the wisdom of the Analects. 
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6:28 A man of humanity, wishing to establish his own character, also establishes the 

character of others, and wishing to be prominent himself, also helps others to be 

prominent.247 
己欲立而立人，己欲達而達人。 

 

 
As the family structure since the Shang dynasty had functioned as both the primary social 

and religious unit, for the un-ordained, organized religion existed as secondary in 

importance to family religion. A religiously tolerant society therefore evolved because 

organized religion played a less important role than family ancestors and family loyalties. 

Therefore, while worshiping ancestors (shen) and practicing Confucian virtues, one could 

still worship Buddhist or Taoist deities (shen). This gave the individual an increasing 

number of deities to worship to satisfy their mental, emotional, material and spiritual 

needs.  Therefore, as new utilitarian deities were added to the popular pantheon,  deities 

that could cure sickness, control the weather, bring good luck, aid in business or exams 

and so on, the relationship between the family, the culture, popular religion, temples and 

local communities became increasingly utilitarian. Furthermore, the appropriation 

between Buddhism and Taoism within the existing framework of popular religion, 

created a cohesive society that exhibited a high degree of religious toleration. 

 

When Buddhism first arrived in China, so did the concepts of Karma and Hell.  As 

explained in the story of Di Zang Wang and ‘Sacred Girl’, the possibility of releasing an 

ancestor from Hell by sacrifices and attaining merit on their behalf was possible. On a 

conceptual and practical level, this reinforced the practice of ancestor worship, by 

offering another way of directly helping your ancestors in their afterlife. This reflects the 

complete nature of the Sinicization of Buddhism with previously established traditions. 

Karma is a further example of the utilitarian nature of Chinese religion, because a way of 

creating beneficial karma is by donating money to Buddhist temples. The money can then 

be used to build new temples, and thus further spreading doctrines in a system that is self-

                                                 
247 Analects 2:3.  Cited at Chan. p 31  
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perpetuating. Likewise, religious Taoism encouraged similar practices, thus ensuring the 

continuance and proliferation of both of these religions in society. 

 

The introduction of Hell, a concept quickly assimilated into both Taoism and popular 

religion, reinforced the Confucian concepts of morality and correct behavior, and gave 

birth to a plethora of new deities. Furthermore, additional powers were attributed to 

established deities such as the City God Cheng Huang, who after the establishment of 

Hell was given the power of assisting ones ancestors in Hell. Therefore, certain deities 

were accredited with utilitarian attributes that would benefit all members of society. The 

dissemination of Hell by Buddhism, Taoism and popular religion reinforced the already 

established concepts of ancestor worship, and the fear of the torments of hell re-

emphasized the importance of morality.  

 

The Taoist pantheon expanded at an enormous rate, and deities with many attributes and 

powers were added. However, the conceptual basis on which nature deities, stellar deities 

and deified humans were added was still rooted in the same animistic beliefs and 

primitive notions of the soul that had existed since the days of the Shang. Thus, Shang 

popular religion and the family cult has remained a unifying force in popular religious 

culture, and the worship of deities and ancestors still reinforces religious and cultural 

identity today. Furthermore, through the centuries of appropriation between Buddhism 

and Taoism, many new deities that were introduced served the interests of the family, 

either by granting favors, or through offering protection, thereby strengthening the family 

unit or helping direct ancestors in the afterlife. Many of the deities had legends associated 

with them that served to reinforce moral values, thus having similarities with the Zhou 

dynasty supreme deity ‘Heaven’, and supporting Confucian virtues.  

 

The way in which temples have spread also has a connection with the family cult in the 

form of tzu. The concept of family lineage, tzu, has been incorporated into Taoism and 

popular religious practice in the form of fen ling. Fen ling are based on a hierarchical 

system whereby the original religious icon has more power and influence (ling) than 

newer additions. Therefore, newer icons often return to the original temple in order to be 
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spiritually recharged by the original deity. Furthermore, over the millennium, as the result 

of mixing constructs associating the family unit with religious practice, the boundaries 

between popular religion and popular culture have become increasingly blurred and 

indistinct. 

 

Divination 

 
Lastly, divination, the earliest practice of the Shang kings has been adopted into popular 

religion and Taoism in many forms. This thesis proposes that features of popular religion 

are so tightly woven into the daily fabric of life in Taiwan, that some aspects of popular 

religion are perceived as cultural rather than religious. Due to its antiquity, tzu may be 

considered a cultural phenomenon, as opposed to religious one, even though the concept 

began as a result of ancestor worship. Divination, especially the Almanac, that governs 

auspicious dates for important occasions, and is based on astrological movements of the 

celestial pantheon, partly due to its association with political power and partly due to 

widespread cultural usage, may have lost its religious significance and taken on a cultural 

significance instead.  Other common occurrences connected with the family cult and 

ancestor worship may be perceived as cultural rather than religious, an example being of 

a woman becoming a part of her new husband’s family while the son traditionally 

remains living with his parents after marriage. Although this may be seen as filial piety, 

historically speaking, it is a means of family continuity, ensuring that the paternal 

ancestors are still worshiped by this generation and the next, and therefore of a religious 

nature. 

 

Conclusion 

 
Therefore, the popular religious system, constructed in the Shang dynasty, added to in the 

Zhou dynasty, and reinforced by Confucius, are still the basis of popular religion in 

Taiwan today. The system began with the family cult, is resistant to change, and other 

systems incorporated into the existing culture have had to incorporate ancestor worship 

and the family cult in order to be assimilated into the greater whole. Furthermore, the 

religious system originating with the family unit is a self-perpetuating system, each 
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family striving to fulfill their duty of providing a future generation to worship the 

previous. Likewise, religious Taoism and sinicized Buddhism are self-perpetuating, and 

have both created new deities to fulfill popular demand as it arose, thus proving 

themselves evolutionary and utilitarian in nature. Therefore, popular religion, with the 

family unit at its core, incorporating a host of deities and ideologies from different 

traditions, has proven to be self-perpetuating, has withstood the weathering of time, and 

is therefore both evolutionary and utilitarian in nature.  

 

It is commonly believed that if an individual does not respect their ancestors, none of the 

deities will bless them. Therefore, in essence, popular religious practice began with the 

family cult and the worship of deities, and the family is still the most important social 

unit in popular religious culture in Taiwan today.  

 

These ideas will now be analyzed within the confines of the evolution of religion in 

Taiwan, the four case study temples, the deities worshiped within them, and 

contemporary religious practices in Taiwan.  
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6.3 Popular religion in contemporary Taiwan within the lager historic 

framework 
 

 
Popular religion in Taiwan is not crystallized in the present moment, but the product of 

an ongoing evolutionary process. The initial framework for popular religion was firmly 

established during the Shang dynasty, a major evolution occurring during the Zhou 

dynasty when morality became incorporated into religious practice. Evolution by nature 

is an ongoing process, and therefore developments have continued through different 

dynastic periods incorporating both religious Taoism and Sinicized Buddhism into 

popular religious culture. The evolutionary process has continued in Taiwan since the 

first immigrants brought deities (fen ling) or incense (fen xiang) from their ancestral 

homes in Mainland China to provide spiritual support in their new lives in Taiwan. The 

process of evolution continues today, and, so long as society does not become static and 

unchanging in nature, due to its self-perpetuating nature, popular religion will continue to 

evolve in ways necessitated by the culture and devotees it serves.  

 

 Evolution of Religion in Taiwan 

 

Before deities unique to Taiwan evolved, the introduction of existing deities into Taiwan 

by those uneducated in the finer points of religion led to confusion both between the 

deities themselves, and to their functions and rituals associated with them. This was 

exemplified in the case of Guan Yin and Mazu, and likely applied to other deities 

imported during and shortly after the Zheng Cheng Gong era. 

 

In the following three hundred years, a comparatively short period relative to the 

antiquity of popular religion, a plethora of new religious traditions and deities has 

evolved in Taiwan. Zheng Cheng Gong has been deified along with those perceived as 

heroes for their anti-Japanese exploits including Lin Kuen Gang, Yu Qing Fang and his 

lieutenants Jiang Ding and Lo Jun.  
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Local religious traditions have also evolved, for example, the Bee fireworks at Yen Shui 

in honor of Guan Gong, and local myths, such as the founding myths of Long Shan and 

Nan Kun Shen temples have become accepted as a part of the local religious culture. 

 

Continuity of Ideas in the Modern Age 

 

This thesis has hypothesized that popular religion is still rooted in primitive and animistic 

notions of the soul. Popular religion is still evolving in Taiwan as illustrated by new 

animistic deities such as Mr. Black Stone, and by the deification of humans as in the case 

of Chiang Kai Shek and the heroes from the Japanese period. However, deification is still 

based on the original theories of the hun and po portions of the soul, and on the initial 

concept of shen that was first developed in the Shang dynasty. 

  

Traditions are also susceptible to evolution and hence modernization, and traditional 

parades, where deities were once carried on foot to the accompaniment of musicians are 

increasingly becoming motorized with music pumped at loud volume through speaker 

systems. Innovations including pole dancing and Taiwanese opera have become 

increasingly popular to honor some deities on their birthdays.  

 

Increasing wealth and geographical mobility have also influenced religious culture. 

Whereas traditionally, married sons would live with their wives and raise their children in 

their parent’s home, in contemporary Taiwan, newly married couples often invest in 

property and raise their families in a separate premises from their parents. However, this 

has not affected deep-rooted family ancestral traditions as both the married couple and 

their progeny worship the patrilineal ancestors of the husband’s parents. 

 

Evolution as a Culturally Unifying Force 

 

Other evolutions have served the purpose of unifying communities or reinforcing social 

values to make communities more socially cohesive.  
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At Long Shan Temple, originally a Buddhist establishment dedicated to Guan Yin, the 

inclusion of Mazu by the Quanzhou Guild served to further unite the local immigrants 

from Quanzhou, thus forming an increasingly cohesive social unit. The deification of the 

‘Pool of Blood Woman’ further reinforced these cultural ties.  

 

The Chaste Filial Ancestors Shrine (Jie Xiao Ci) that was installed at Tian Hou Gong in 

1838 is another example of a culturally unifying force, in this instance unifying the moral 

values that had been the accepted norm since the time of Confucius. The procession of 

the tablets from the shrine through the streets of the city in 1930, and the subsequent 

donation of 450 Yen to poor chaste and filial females in the vicinity, helped unify the 

community under a traditional value system. Popular religion in Taiwan has therefore 

been culturally unifying, and thus of a utilitarian nature. 

 

Cultural Unity and Religious Toleration 

 

Popular religion has therefore helped produce a religiously tolerant society. This is most 

clearly demonstrated by the inclusion of Buddhist deities in Taoist temples, Taoist deities 

in Buddhist temples, and folk and animistic deities in both. This inclusion of deities from 

different religious traditions can be found in all four of the case study temples, possibly at 

the expense of the rich cultural heritage possessed by the individual religions.  However, 

this combining of deities in a single temple has served to simplify the process of worship 

for the general public. 

 

If however, Buddhists only worshiped Buddhist deities and Taoists only Taoist deities 

within these temples, the supposition that popular religion is culturally unifying and has 

produced a religiously tolerant society would not hold true. However, data from the field 

research clearly shows that almost half of the people surveyed who visit temples prefer to 

worship all of the deities represented in the temples (chart 31).  

 

Beyond the inclusion of deities from different traditions, there are numerous of examples 

illustrating religious toleration from the four case study temples. Examples include 
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Buddhist chanting which is practiced daily at Long Shan Temple even though Buddhist 

deities there are outnumbered by deities from other religious traditions. Also at Long 

Shan Temple, an annual ritual is performed by the resident Buddhist monk to honor the 

new Tai Sui, who is a Taoist and popular religion deity. At Fu An Gong, Buddhist nuns 

collect alms on the temple steps even though it is registered as a Taoist temple. During 

temple parades, crawling under a palanquin is believed to bring good luck, surveys and 

interviews showing that most people who practice this ritual believe it will produce good 

luck no matter which religious tradition the deity comes from, or which tradition they 

identify themselves with.  

 

Religion or Culture 

 

This thesis has proposed that some aspects of religion may be perceived as cultural rather 

than religious, and therefore boundaries between popular religion and what has 

traditionally been perceived as Chinese culture and are largely imaginary. Therefore, 

some aspects of religion are now perceived as a cultural phenomenon. 

 

Chapter 1.1 proposed that elements associated with Chinese New Year fall into this 

category. Examples included large family diners and the giving of red envelopes 

containing money. In the larger framework, it can be seen that New Year festivities 

function to preserve the family cult by bringing together surviving generations. They also 

serve to reinforce the importance of family units and ancestor worship. However, many 

interviewees perceived Chinese New Year as essentially cultural, and failed to see its 

inherent association with the family cult, ancestor worship or popular religious culture. 

 

Firecrackers are used during Chinese New Year to scare away the New Year Monster, the 

Nian, and at Yenshui to honor Guan Gong . In both cases, the use of fire crackers is more 

likely to be associated with annual festivities than for their religious significance. Large 

public firework displays on both occasions that provide mass entertainment seem to 

verify this fact. 
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Another example is the religious use of homonyms, words that sound the same but have 

different meanings. While worshiping Wenchang who is represented at two of the case 

study temples, a ritualistic offering of onions are often left for him on a table in front of 

his shrine. This is because ‘onion’ is pronounced ‘cong’ (蔥) and the Chinese word for 

‘intelligent’ is also pronounced ‘cong’ (聰). Therefore, while the worship of the deity is 

perceived as religious, the choice of offerings that are given may be perceived as cultural. 

 

Beyond these examples, field research has also shown that religion may be perceived as 

cultural, especially so among the younger generations (chart 31). A proportion of those 

surveyed in every age group replied that they did not believe in deities, but worship them 

anyway. Similarly, a proportion of respondents replied that they come to a temple either 

as a tourist or for tradition (chart 32). It is a logical to conclude that among these three 

groups, to a greater or lesser extent, the worship of deities, and the reasons to visit 

temples are cultural rather than religious. However, this in no way detracts from the fact 

that most people interviewed are sincere in their beliefs and have a high level of religious 

conviction. Furthermore, the fact that even those who do not believe in the power of 

deities still make the effort to worship them is further proof of the culturally unifying 

nature of popular religion in Taiwan 

 

The Relationship between Temples and the Community 

 

It is a time-honored tradition for temples to serve their community, and therefore the role 

of temples has always been utilitarian in nature. During their historical development in 

Mainland China, both Buddhist and Taoist temples provided spiritual and material refuge, 

and in different dynasties served the community in ways as diverse as exorcism of spirits, 

funeral rites, chanting for candidates in the Confucian examination system, distributing 

food in times of famine and providing medical aid.  

 

The four case study temples have continued this excellent tradition in many forms, 

helping the members of local communities through social welfare and education 

programs, and larger communities throughout Taiwan with financial aid following 
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natural disasters including major typhoons and earthquakes. These ties with the 

community are detailed in chapters 4.1 to 4.4. 

 

Within the wider framework of popular religion, moral and spiritual aid has been given in 

a more subtle way, which in itself, reflects the utilitarian nature of temple culture. All 

four of the case study temples are architecturally magnificent, palatial in structure, and 

contain a multitude of powerful deities. However, this was not always the case. Each of 

the temples shares humble beginnings, as a shrine where local residents could worship a 

particular deity.  

 

The utilitarian nature of religion in Taiwan can therefore be perceived from two 

perspectives, that of the temple and that of the community of people who worship at the 

temple. The two perspectives are of course interrelated and interdependent on each other. 

However, their goals may be very different. From the perspective of the worshiper and 

the community, the utilitarian nature of religion is reflected in how the religion can help 

them in practical ways, either in the spiritual or material realms. However, from the 

perspective of temples, in the larger historical framework, self preservation and a means 

to support themselves is essential, and thus the utilitarian nature of popular religion can 

be perceived in its ability to prosper, and to reproduce and spread its doctrines through 

the tradition of fen ling. This process can be explained as follows. 

 

As discussed in chapter 2, the distinctive difference between ancestors and deities is that 

deities have more spiritual power (ling). Furthermore, that ling is accumulative and 

diminishing in nature, thereby allowing a deity to increase in power relative to sacrifices 

and worship offered to them. The importance of this relative to the community is the 

amount of perceived spiritual efficacy (ling) that a deity or temple possesses. If a deity in 

a particular temple had strong spiritual efficacy, its reputation would spread, and an 

increasing number of people would come to worship the deity. If these people 

subsequently prospered, the perceived spiritual efficacy of the deity increased again, thus 

resulting in more people worshiping and making sacrifices to the deity. Often in gratitude 

for increased prosperity, visitors would give monetary donations to the temple, hence 
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allowing the temple to expand, the expansion often including more deities that could in 

turn be worshiped, thus increasing their spiritual efficacy and the fame of the temple. The 

larger the temple, the more visitors it would have, and over time, more miracles would 

become associated with it. The four case study temples are among the oldest and grandest 

in Taiwan, and therefore are regarded as possessing very high proportions of spiritual 

efficacy, and all of them have spread their deity cults through the tradition of fen ling. 

The utilitarian nature of popular religion can therefore be regarded in terms of the success 

of its own self-perpetuation. 

 

The Utilitarian Nature of Bua Bue in Divination 

 

As detailed in chapter 2, divination and ancestor worship are the oldest documented form 

of Chinese religious practice. Since the Shang dynasty, many other forms of divination 

have developed. A selection of these have been discussed in chapter 5.1, and all of which 

are utilitarian in nature as they either predict possible futures, or in the case of the 

Almanac, provide detailed instructions as to what one should or should not do on any 

given date in the year. Therefore, of all the religious practices discussed in this thesis, 

divination is perhaps the most utilitarian in nature.  

 

The use of bua bue in the case study temples was examined in chapter 5.2, and a sizeable 

proportion of data collected during field research is dedicated to how often they are used, 

how accurate users consider the answers obtained from them to be, and how often the 

answers effect individuals decisions. While the data shows that for the majority of 

individuals that use them, Western psychological models of decision-making are 

bypassed, their utilitarian nature was mentioned but not fully explored. 

 

Beyond simply providing a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer to direct questions, which is clearly a 

utilitarian function, examples were given where individuals had either reformulated 

questions or came to answers through a process of elimination.  
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In the case of reformulation, the interviewee explained that the deity could not possibly 

provide a correct answer until the question had been reformulated in such a way that the 

deity could be sure all necessary elements were included, and therefore give a positive 

answer. However, when examining the actual questions that were posed, each element, 

including the original element and additional conditions, all represented circumstances 

that the questioner wanted or hoped to happen. His final formulation of the question was, 

“will I be happy if I divorce my wife, move to Neihu, work harder, spend more time with 

my children and re-marry quickly”? We have to assume that he had already considered 

divorcing his wife, wanted to move to Neihu, enjoyed his work, wanted to spend more 

time with his children and desired to re-marry quickly. For example, if he had not wanted 

to move to Neihu, his second condition may have been “will I be happy if I divorce my 

wife, and remain in my present home”? Or, if he did not wish to re-marry or move to 

Neihu, his final formulation may have been “will I be happy if I divorce my wife, remain 

in my present home, work harder, spend more time with my children and remain single”? 

Reformulating questions is therefore utilitarian, as eventually the questioner will receive 

an answer with which they are happy. 

 

In the instance of the process of elimination, even though not mentioned by the specific 

individual interviewed, it would also be possible to add additional questions to negate an 

undesired ‘yes’ answer. The interviewee had used bua bue to decide in which area of 

Taipei to buy a new property. If we assume that the individual actually wanted to live in 

East Taipei, and the answer to “should I invest in a property in West Taipei?” was ‘yes’, 

an additional question could be added.  An example may be, “are you sure I will be 

happy if I move to West Taipei?”, and if the answer was ‘no’, the elimination process, 

excluding West Taipei, could be started again. Once again the questioner will eventually 

receive an answer with which they are satisfied. 

 

In providing alternative explanations for these two possible scenarios, the author is in no 

way claiming that answers received from deities through bua bue are not genuine 

examples of direct communication between deities and humans. Nor is the author 

suggesting that the individuals in question intentionally manipulated the bua bue for their 
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own ends. These two postulations are offered purely to illustrate one possible aspect of 

the utilitarian nature of bua bue, namely that  manipulation is possible to obtain answers 

that will make the questioner feel happy.  

 

However, these two examples are exceptions to the rule, as in most cases, as 

demonstrated by the narratives given in chapter 5.2, and supported by the survey data, 

bua bue do directly influence the decision-making processes of most people that use them. 

 

The Utilitarian Choice of Deities 

 

The system of popular religion began as utilitarian in nature as the deities and ancestors 

gave practical advice through divination, and conferred blessings and solved problems 

faced by those in the material domain. These common attributes have survived the test of 

time, been incorporated into religious Taoism and sinicized Buddhism, have permeated 

down through history, and are still prevalent characteristics of temples in Taiwan today. 

 

It was noted that at Long Shan Temple, the deities, when perceived as a group, are ideal 

for helping an urban population through the daily trials and tribulations of their life cycle. 

While this remains true, from the wider historical perspective, which has been centered 

on the family cult since the founding of popular religion in the Shang dynasty, the 

inclusion of deities at Long Shan Temple can be explored within a broader perspective. 

 

From finding a suitable marriage partner and thus starting or extending a family lineage, 

assistance can be requested from The Queen Registrar of Births, Zhu Sheng Niang Niang. 

The children, who continue the family lineage and worship family ancestors then reach 

school age, and Wenchang, the God of Literature, will assist them through their studies. 

As children mature into adults, they may join the military service, pursue a career or open 

a business, thus contributing to family fortunes. In either eventuality, the God of War and 

Business, Guan Gong, can be petitioned for strength and assistance. Later in life, when 

old age and death approach, the Goddess of Compassion, Guan Yin will provide solace 

and the possibility of an afterlife in a Buddhist heavenly realm. Therefore, throughout the 
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cycle of life and continuing into afterlife, family members and therefore family units can 

request divine help from the deities in the temple.  

 

Chapter 4.1 concluded that temples exist to serve the spiritual and emotional needs of the 

community, and that each community is unique. Therefore a rural or fishing community 

facing the unpredictability of nature would not require the same spiritual reassurances as 

a city community facing more complex challenges in the world of business and 

bureaucracy. Therefore, in the rural community at Checheng, the earth god Tu Di Gong is 

the central deity, assisted by Tai Yang Shen Jun and Tai Yin Xing Jun, both of whom 

assist farmers. At Tian Hou Gong, Mazu, the protector of fishermen, is both the primary 

and most commonly worshiped deity. While this hypothesis remains true, concurrently, 

alongside temple culture and the worship of deities, the institutions of ancestor worship 

and the family cult remain central to popular religion.  

 

Ancestor Worship and the Family Cult 

 

Not only have ancestor worship and the family cult remained central to popular religion, 

furthermore, as they have survived since antiquity, they are no longer perceived as 

religious, but instead, as cultural. 

 

Supporting evidence for this phenomenon can be deduced from the answers given in the 

surveys conducted in the four case study temples. The respondents were asked to select 

their own religious identity; the choices being given including ‘Taoist’, ‘Buddhist’, 

‘Taoist and Buddhist’, ‘Unsure’ and ‘other - please specify which’. While most people 

answered either ‘Taoist’, ‘Buddhist’, or ‘Taoist and Buddhist’, and fewer people 

answered that they were unsure about their own religious identity, no one identified their 

religious identity as ‘ancestor worshiper’ or ‘family cult member’. This suggests that 

neither ancestor worship nor the family unit is any longer identified with religious 

identity. 
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis is titled “Superstition, Faith, Bua Bue (Zhi Jiao 擲筊 ) and Temple Traditions. 

Researching the Utilitarian Nature of Popular Religion in Taiwan”. The aim of this thesis 

was to give a comprehensive insight into the utilitarian and functional belief system of 

popular religion as practiced by lay people in Taiwan. The character and function of all 

the constituent parts have been researched and explored both from the perspective of 

historic development, and from analysis of field research data. Chapters two and three 

have shown that the component elements of popular religion found in Taiwan today 

reflect the progression of an accumulation of profound philosophies, historic and fictional 

events. Field research as reported in chapter four has shown that these complex 

philosophies and religious hierarchies have been reduced to their rudimentary notions and 

functions as illustrated by the indiscriminate worship of deities from different religions 

within a single temple.  

 

Superstition, faith and temple traditions inevitably play a role in popular religion, and bua 

bue have been shown to influence decision-making. Furthermore, every aspect of popular 

religion that has been researched has proven itself to be utilitarian in nature. The purpose 

of this thesis is however multifunctional. As stressed in the proposed fourth definition of 

popular religion, this thesis hypothesizes that some features of popular religion are so 

tightly woven into the daily fabric of life in Taiwan, that certain aspects of popular 

religion are perceived as cultural as opposed to religious traditions. These aspects are 

ancestor worship and the family cult, necessarily supported by filial piety. 

 

In the Shang dynasty, ancestor worship was the primary religion, but over the millennia, 

with the introduction of new philosophies and religions, it has been assimilated so deeply 

within the culture that they have become inseparable. Therefore ancestor worship, 

supported by the Confucian virtue of filial piety, and the basis for the family cult, is no 

longer seen as a religion, but as a cultural phenomenon.   
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Every age and culture needs religions, legends, myths and beliefs to nourish it and to 

keep it vital. Without the sense of a vast mysterious magnificence, tangible through 

worship, sacrifice or ritual, but nonetheless just out of human reach, life would become 

unbearably materialistic and unbalanced. Culture needs deities and religious icons, the 

splendor of magnificent of temples, and the symbolism of ritual and images as a reminder 

of the transcendent quality of human nature. In every era, through different stages of 

change and evolution, religious practice and belief has always represented a tangible link 

to the past, to an afterlife, and to the infinite. 

 

Religion is apt to transform, as illustrated by developments in both religious Taoism and 

sinicized Buddhism, and in the rise and fall in status of individual deities. However, in 

surviving the test of time for almost four millennium, the institution of ancestor worship, 

which has supported the family as a religious unit, has therefore risen above the status of 

a religious cult. It has remained a constant, become a supporting pillar of strength and 

stability, and a unifying force within popular religion and cultural identity in Taiwan.  
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APPENDIX 
 

                                           
 
 
 

Fu An Gong survey and interview questions 
屏東車城福安宮︰研究與訪談問卷 

 
 
 

Name 姓名______________ 
 
Profession 職業________________ 
 

(In this section, please circle one answer)    (請您在這個部分，勾選一個答案) 
 
1. Age 年齡       □ 0-24    □ 25-40    □ 41-60    □ 60+  
 
2. Gender 性別       □ Male 男性      □ Female 女性  
 
3. Education level? 教育程度:  

□ Illiterate 未接受教育    □ Elementary 小學    □  High school  高中 

□ college 專科    □ BA 學士    □ MA 碩士    □ PHD 博士      
 
4. How far from here do you live? 您家離福安宮多遠? 

□ Less than 1km 1 公里以內    □ 1-1.9km  1-1.9 公里           □ 2-4.9km 2-4.9 公里     
□ 5-9.9km 5-9.9 公里         □ 10-19.9km 10-19.9 公里    □ More 更遠 

 
5. Are you? 您的宗教信仰?  □ Buddhist 佛教    □ Taoist 道教    □ both 佛、道教皆是  

□ not sure 不確定  □ other 其他_________ 
 
6. Is your family? 您家庭的宗教信仰?   
    
                                □ Buddhist 佛教    □ Taoist 道教    □ both 佛、道教皆是  

□ not sure 不確定  □ other 其他_________ 
 
                                                                   
 

7. How often do you come here? 您多久來福安宮一次? 
   □ Regularly 定期會來     □ Sometimes 有時候會來        □ Not very often 不常來 
   □ Rarely 很少來              □ First time 第一次來       
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8. How strong is your faith in your religious beliefs?  
您認為您對宗教的信奉程度? (請在線上以 x 做記號) 

 
     100% -------------------------------------------- 50% ---------------------------------------------- 0 %  
 
 
 
9. If you come here to use bua bue, do you believe that the deities here answer your questions 

correctly? 
如果您是來這裡透過擲筊求神問卜，你相信神明會正確地回答你的問題嗎？  

    □ Always 每次都會    □ Usually 經常    □ Sometimes 有時候    □ Not very often 偶爾       
□ Never 從不 

 
 
 
10. When you are here, how often do use bua bue? 

當您來到這裡，您會擲筊的頻率？ 
      □ Always 每次都會    □ Usually  經常    □ Sometimes 有時候    □ Not very often 偶爾   

□ Never 從不 
 
 
 
11. What kind of subjects have you used bua bue to ask about? (please name a few) 

您曾經透過擲筊請示神明那類問題？ (請舉一些例子) 
 
 
 
12. Do you think that answers from bua bue effect your decisions? 

您認為擲筊的結果會影響您的決定嗎? 
      □ Always 每次都會    □ Usually  經常    □ Sometimes 有時候    □ Not very often 偶爾   

□ Never 從不 
 
 
 
13. Do you think that answers from the fortune telling effect your decisions? 

您認為以其他方式求神問卜的結果會影響您的決定嗎? 
 
 
 
14. If you come here to ask a deity for help, how often do they answer your prayers? 
      如果您是來這裡請求神明的幫忙，請問祂們回應您的請求的頻率？  

□ Always 每次都會    □ Usually  經常    □ Sometimes 有時候    □ Not very often 偶爾   
□ Never 從不 
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 15. Which deity do you prefer to worship? (choose 3 favorites OR 'all of them' OR 'Other') 
        您比較常向哪位神明拜拜？( 請最多勾選3位神明或選「全部都會」或選「其他」) 

 
□ Tu di gong 土地公 
□ Guan Yin 觀音佛祖 
□ Tian Gong 天公 
□ San Guan Da Di 三官大帝 
□ Tai Sui Xing Jun 太歲星君 
□ Tai Yin Xing Jun 太陰星君 
□ Nan Do Xing Jun南斗星君 
□ Bei Do Xing Jun 北斗星君 
□ Zhu Sheng Niang Niang 註生娘娘 
□ Yiao Shi Fo 藥師佛 
□ Wen Shu Pusa 文殊菩薩 
□ Cai Shen Ye 財神爺 
□ Mazu 媽祖 
□ All of them 全部都會     
□ Other (please say who)其他 (請寫明) ______________ 
 
Why? 為什麼？_____________________________________________________ 

 
 
16. Which deity do you believe has the most power to help you and answer your prayers? (choose 

3 favorites OR 'all of them' OR 'Other')您認為哪位神明能給您最大的幫助且能回應您的請

求？ 
(( 請最多勾選 3 位神明或選「全部都會」或選「其他」) 
 
□ Tu Di Gong 土地公 
□ Guan Yin 觀音佛祖 
□ Tian Gong 天公 
□ San Guan Da Di 三官大帝 
□ Tai Sui Xing Jun 太歲星君 
□ Tai Yin Xing Jun 太陰星君 
□ Nan Dou Xing Jun南斗星君 
□ Bei Dou Xing Jun 北斗星君 
□ Zhu Sheng Niang Niang 註生娘娘 
□ Yiao Shi Fo 藥師佛 
□ Wen Shu Pusa 文殊菩薩 
□ Cai Shen Ye 財神爺 
□ Mazu 媽祖 
□ All of them 全部都會     
□ Other (please say who)其他 (請寫明) ___________________________________ 

 
Why? 為什麼？_______________________________________________________ 
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17. Do you usually come to worship: (Choose your most common reason) 
您來福安宮拜拜的主要對象： 
 

□ Just 1 specific deity   1 位特定的神明 

□ 2-3 favorite deities   2-3 位常拜的神明 

□ The most important deities   位最主要的神明 

□ All the deities in the temple   寺裡所有的神明 

□ The deity which can help you the most at the time   當時最有可能幫您解決困難的神明 

□ Always different / depends    不一定 / 視情況而定 

□ Deities that you can’t find at other temples    福安宮才有的神明 (其他寺廟沒有) 

□ Deities that have answered my prayers in the past    過去曾幫您解決困難的神明 

□ I don’t really believe in the deities, but worship them anyway 

對神明沒有特別的信仰，但總是會來拜拜 

□ No idea / don’t know    沒意見 / 不知道 

 
 
 
18. Why do you come to Long shan temple? (Choose 1,2 and 3 best reasons) 

您來福安宮的目的 (請以 1、2、3 表示前 3 名選擇) 
 

□ To worship    拜拜 

□ To pray for something    祈求神明 (例如:求姻緣,考運,求子,身體健康…..等等) 

□ Fortune telling    預知未來  

□ Habit    個人習慣 

□ To meet friends / family    與親友碰面 

□ For tradition    傳統習俗 

□ For good luck    希望好運 

□ As a tourist    觀光 

□ To have sins forgiven    請求神明饒恕罪孽 

□ You believe it makes you a better person    讓自己成為更好的人 

 

 
19. Would you donate money to the temple?   □ Yes    □ No 

您是否捐款給福安宮？ □ 是    □ 否 
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Interview questions    訪談問題 
 
Fortune telling    算命 
 
Do you use bua bue? If yes, and you don’t get the answer you want, do you accept the answer, or 
do you keep changing the question just a little until you get the answer you want? 
您通常會擲筊嗎? 當答案不是您所想的時候, 您會接受嗎? 還是會變換問題直到滿意為止? 
 
Do you really believe the answer is true, or do you ask just to give yourself reassurance? 
您相信擲筊結果會是正確的嗎? 還是只想得到再次確認? 
 
Do you make decisions based on the answers? Can you give me an example? 
您會依神明指示下決定嗎? 能否舉例說明? 
 
How many times have the answers turned out to be completely right? Can you give me an 
example? 
在您的經驗中, 大約有幾次神明的答案是完全正確的? 能否舉例說明? 
 
How many times have the answers turned out to be very wrong? Can you give me an example? 
相反的, 大約有幾次神明的答案是錯誤的? 能否舉例說明? 
 
If the answers are wrong, will you ask a different deity in the future? How do you decide which 
deity? 
如果神明的答案是錯的, 您以後是否會改問其他神明? 您會如何選擇神明? 
 
What kinds of subject do you ask about? 
您通常向神明問哪些問題？ 
 
What other kinds of fortune telling do you use? 
您還會使用哪些其他的算命方式? 
 
Have you had any special experiences where fortune telling changed your life? 
您是否曾有一些特別的求神問卜的經驗, 改變了您的人生？ 
 
 
Deities    神明 
 
Have any of the deities ever answered your prayers. What happened? Was it a miracle? 
曾經有任何神明回應過您的祈願嗎? 結果如何? 您覺得是一種奇蹟嗎? 
 
Has anyone you know had a miracle done by one of the deities for them? 
您認識的親友中, 有人有過經歷神蹟的經驗嗎?  
 
Who is your favorite deity here? Why? 
在福安宮, 哪尊神明是您最敬愛的? 為什麼? 
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Tradition    傳統 
 
Did you always worship Wenchang before exams? 
考試前您總會去祭拜文昌帝君嗎? 
 
If yes, and you did badly in the exam, did you worship him again before your next exam? 
若在您向文昌帝君拜拜後,  考運仍然不佳, 下次考前您還會去拜祂嗎? 
 
If you started a new business, who do you worship? 
當您轉業或創業, 您會去拜哪位神明? 
 
Who do you worship if you or someone close to you is sick? 
當您自己或親友生病時, 您會去拜哪一尊神明? 
 
 
Superstition    迷信 
 
What superstitions do you know about? 
您聽過哪些迷信的事? 
 
Have you ever drunk water with incense ash when you were sick? Did it help you get better? 
您生病時喝過香灰水嗎? 喝完病情有好轉嗎? 
 
Do you believe that drinking water with incense ash can help cure you when you are sick? 
您相信喝香灰水真的能治病嗎? 
 
If you are one of the unlucky animals in the Chinese Zodiac this year, do you make a donation to 
get better luck? 
以中國生肖的角度來看, 若您今年流年不利 (犯太歲), 您會以捐款的方式來改運嗎? 
 
Have you ever crawled under a palanquin? Did it bring you good luck? 
您曾經 “躦轎底” 嗎? 這真的會帶來好運嗎? 
 
 
Social    社會 
 
Do you participate in any temple activities? 
您參加過任何寺廟活動嗎? 
 
Do you participate in parades and festivals? 
您參與過宗教遊行或相關民俗活動 (節目) 嗎? 
 
Do you work for the temple? 
您在寺廟裡工作嗎? 
 
Are you aware of any social groups or charities organized by this temple? 
您知道福安宮有組織任何社會團體或是善心機構嗎? 
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Prayer and worship    祈願與祭拜 
 
How do you feel about people who are not Buddhist? 
您對非佛教徒的觀感如何? 
 
How do you feel about people who are not Taoist? 
您對非道教徒的觀感如何? 
 
How do you feel about people that have a different religion to you? Does it bother you? 
您對與您信仰不同的人的感覺如何? 會造成困擾嗎? 
 
Which other temples do you regularly worship in? Why? 
除了福安宮, 您還會去哪裡祭拜? 為什麼? 
 
Have you always worshiped the same deities? If no, why did you change? 
你通常拜同一尊神明嗎? 若否, 為什麼改變拜拜對象? 
 
 
For older people, 50+    針對 50 歲以上者 
 
When did you first come here? 
您第一次來福安宮是什麼時候? 
 
Do people do the same rituals and worship the same deities as they did when you first came here? 
現在人們祭拜的儀式和神明, 跟您第一次來的時候是一樣的嗎? 
 
How has tradition changed since you were a child? 
您認為從小到大, 祭拜儀式改變多少? 
 
Do you pray for the young people or for yourself? 
您會幫您的後代, 還是幫自己祈願? 
 
 
For younger people, 35 –    針對 35 歲以下者 
 
Do you come here because your parents want you to, or because you want to? 
您來這裡拜拜是因為父母要您來? 還是自己想來? 
 
Do you think you will always worship the deities? 
您覺得您會持續來這裡拜拜嗎? 
 
Will you keep following traditions? 
您會繼續保持傳統嗎? 
 
Do you pray for the old people, or for yourself? 
您會為父母 (年長者) 祈願, 還是為您自己? 
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General views about religion    對於宗教的想法 
 
Do you consider yourself a religious person? 
您認為自己是一個有宗教信仰的人嗎？ 
 
Is visiting the temple an important part of your life? 
去寺廟是您生活中很重要的一部份嗎？ 
 
Do you only visit the temple when you need something? 
是否當您需要祈求時，您才會去寺廟？ 
 
Questions about the temples and temple activities 
 
Is there a separation between religion and culture? 
宗教與文化之間是否有區隔？ 
 
What are the most commonly practiced traditions in Taiwan? 
在台灣最普遍的傳統(習俗)習慣行為有那些？ 
 
What are the most commonly practiced traditions in this temple? 
在寺廟中最普遍的傳統(習俗)習慣行為有那些？ 
 
Who is the most popular/powerful deity in the temple, why? 
在寺廟中最受歡迎或最有神力的神明有哪些，為什麼？ 
 
Could you please tell me about the temples history since you have been here? 
是否能夠敘述一下當您來到這裡以後這間寺廟的歷史？ 
 
Why do you think there are more temples in Taiwan than in the past? 
您認為為何現在台灣的寺廟數量比以前還多？ 
 
What kind of social organization is there undertaken by the temple? 
什麼樣的社會團體是透過寺廟運作進行？ 
 
What kind of social work is organized by the temple? 
什麼樣的社會工作是透過寺廟所安排？ 
 
What are the most important processions performed by the temple? 
有那些重要的遊行對伍是由寺廟方面所出動的？ 
 
Are there any significant dates in the calendar for activities in this temple? 
這座寺廟有哪幾天有重大慶典或廟會活動？ 
 
How important is the temple to local culture? 
寺廟對於當地文化有何重要性？ 
 
 


